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SI'MMARY

A computer-aided desigu progr:un has been developed for use with probe or trans-

mission line fed rectangular microstrip antennas and arrays. The antenna is modelled

using both a single mode leaþ reeonatrt cavity and a transmiesion line with radiating

apertures at each end, where in both c:Ees a series reactance is used to repreaent the

effects of the feed probe. The cavity model is used to specifically define and calculate

the resouaut frequencies to withiu 2% of measurements, where the effective electrical

dimensions of the antenna are empirically determined. The accuracy of the transmis-

sion line model in determining input impedances is greatly improved through,the use

of empirical equations for the effective admittances located at each eud of the antenna.

Ï)pical errors of 17% and 2% are obtained for the resonant resistances and impedance

resonaut frequencies respectively. In the case of probe fed antennas, the succeEE of

both the resonant frequency and input impedance calculations dependa on the accurate

determination of the equivalent eeries reactance of the probe. Eere a coalcial trans-

nlission line with an empirical taper is used as a model. The resultatrt reactances are

within *3O of the transformationg in the measured input impedance loci. The near

field distributions of the two apertuies at each end of the antenna are exa-ined using a

liquid crystal film, aud leads to the conclusion that the respective far field patterns are

tilted off the broadside direction and emanating at different power levels. The far ûeld

radiation pattern ie calculated to within 2dB of me:¡auremente using :ur array of two

uniformly illuminated apertures, where the separation takes into account the effective

length to which the fields fringe at each end of the antenna. A space radiation model

for the power transfer betweeu two apertures is used to calculate the mutual coupling

to within 3dB of measurements, where the antennas ane separated by at least 0.75À0.

The definition of bandwidth used for resonant cavities is proposed ¡rs a more appro-

priate quantity for comparative studies between microatrip antennas whether they are
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matched or not; a¡d is used in au investigation into the bandwidth performance of a

novel hexagonal element, which is shown to exhibit wider ba¡dwidth and greater gain

performance than a rectangular antenna. All of the models are tested on typical geome-

tries operating up to a frequency of 5GEr, and are shown to provide reaults of sufrcient

¡rccur¡rcy for moet design purpoEeE without requiring octensive computations.
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e¿ effective relative dielectric coustaût.

er relative dielectric constant of a dielectric substrate.

'J propagation constant.
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CEAPTER I

INTRODUClION

l.l General introduction

Microstrip antenna elements were originally proposed by Deschamps in f953 [1].

However, eighteen years or more passed before the work was carried further by Eowell

[2,3], Munsou [ ] and Weinschel [5], after which numerous analytical and experimental

studies into the operation of the antenna followed [6].The fundamental form of the

antenna is an arbitrarily shaped thin unifor:n sheet of metal, called a patch, bonded

to the surface of a thin dielectric substrate clad with a large metal sheet on the other

surface to form a ground plane. The element is ugually excited at a frequency such that

the wavelength in the substrate is comparable with the dimensions of the patch. The

relative dielectric constant of the substrate material is usually less than ten, resulting

in significant fringing fields around the periphery of the patch. These fields give rise to

electric currentg on the patch and the ground plane, so the element's far field radiation

may be regarded as being directly related to these electric currents or to the equivalent

magnetic currents of the fringing fields.

This investigation is primarily concerned with the operatiou of antenna elements

constructed using rectangular patches because they have been the most widely used
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metallic patch

microstrip transmission line

z

Cene¡al í¡l¡odtclio¡

_lrL

h
T

grouud plane

dielectric substrate

Figure I.I: Rectangular microstrþ aaúenna

in industry, and lend themselves to analysis by simple models. Figure 1.1 shows a

rectangular element fed by a microstrip transmission line-

To radiate :¡a an antenna the rectangular element should be excited at a frequency

such that the tength of the side .¿ is approximately equal to half of the wavelength in

the dielectric. The electric field associated with this tra¡smission line resonator fringes

beyond the ends of the patch to create two main sources of radiation. Flinging also

occurs along the two sides but the radiatìon fiom these sources does not contribute

significantly to the main beam, is cross polarised, and creates side lobes in the element's

radiation pattern.

There are three common excitation structures for the antenna. Figure l.l shows

an element fed at its edge by a microstrip transmission line. Figure 1.2(a) illustrates a

patch fed from behind the ground plane by the inner conductor of a coarcial transmission

line that octends through the substrate to ma,ke counection with the metallic patch.

t-2
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tectioî 7.7 Ge¡c¡al i¡t¡odr,clio¡

This extension of the coucial line through the substrate is called a 'probe,' heuce this

configuration is referred to as probe feeding. In the third arrangement shown in ûgure

1.2(b), feeding is achieved by placing the patch in close proximity to some other Eourre

such as the microstrip transmission line shown, thereby permitting the excitation of the

autenna element through electromagnetic coupling.

SECTION

coalrial trangmission line

microstrip tra¡smission line
(")

(b)

Fþure 1.2: Feed.ing aûangements: (a) probe feed^íng and (b), electromegnetic coupling.

Probe fed elements have been used almost exclusively in this investigation be-

cause at microwave frequencies input impedances are most accurately measured by

coæcial equipment. Also the ground plane provides a shield against interference be-

tween the measurementg and the test equipment, and sen¡es as a well defined reference

plane for the meaaurement of the input impedance. Probe feeding also offerE a degree of
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design flexibility because the location of the probe can be used to select the impedance

presentd by the antenna, or the polarisation characteristics of its far field radiation

pattern.

Rectangular and circular patches can be used to build up linear arrays to achieve

fan shaped far field radiation patterns. Figure 1.3(a) shows an ex:unple [7J where the

elements are arrayed in the .E-plane. This arangement is called a eeries fed array.

Isolated elements can also be arrayed in the .E-plane, or joined together to form one

wide radiator [al. This wide microstrip radiator together with its feed network, as shown

in figure 1.3(b), is ideal for wrapping around the body of a satellite to provide an omni-

directional radiation pattern. A pencil beam can also be formed by a two dimensional

array of single elements [7], or by a^rraying wide microstrip radiators in the .E-plane.

Microstrip antenna elemeuts and arrays are finding many uses in the field of an-

tenna engineering because they have many unique adrrantages over the costly aud bulky

mechanical etructureE which they have the poteutial to replace. They are conformal,

low in profile, and best suited to applications requiring small size and light weight.

They are also attractive because of the advantages of low production cost, high design

flexibility and mggedness.

The antenna's fabrication advantages are the result of the monolithic planar

manufacturing technology which is used, and include: low cost because all of the ad-

vantages of printed circuit technology can be exploited, high reliabilit¡ because there

are no registration problems, and technology compatibility with other circuit elements

such as transmission lines, filters and active devices. Also where necessary a radome can

be included as an integral part of the antenna structur€. The mechanical advantagea

start with the antenna's flat and low profile, therefore there is minimum disturbance

to the aerodynamic flow acrosst the outside of a vehicle and minimum protrusion into

the vehicle's interior. There is also good reliability due to the absence of high etress

componetrts and the need to assemble the antenna system. The electrical advantages of

microstrip antenna technology include: reliability and geueral flodbility because there
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(")

feed point

(b)

Figure 1.3: Microstrþ anúennaartzry confr,gurations: (a) series fed array and (b), awíde
radiato¡ antenna.

ie no restriction on the a¡tenna'g shape.

The antenna has also been found to have the following disadnantages. For oper-

ation on common substrates around 5GHz, the bandwidth is typically limited to about

3% and AYo lor basic rectangular aud circular elements respectively. The electrical char-

acterietics of the antenna are very sensitive to the relative dielectric constant which is

subject to va¡iation during maiufacture and thermal stress. Voltage breakdown can

be a problem in high power transmitter applications because of the close proximity of

the patch to the ground plane. In array applications spurious radiation from the feed

network occurs when using microstrip lines to feed the antenna, particularly whenever

there are bends or curves or simple perturbations in the characteristic impedance due to

surface imperfections and material inhomogeneity. In array applications this problem

l-5
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together with line attenuation raiseo the side-lobe level of the radiation pattern.

Even with the above limitations, microstrip antenna technology has many ad-

vantages over other antenn¿ classes in a wide variety of applications. However the pace

at which they have found application has been greatly hindered by the e>cpensive cut-

and-try design techniquea that have been employed. The analytical models available to

the desiguer are now reviewed.

1.2 Analytical Modele
1.2.1 Introduction

Thie review of analytical models is concerned primarily with resonant fiequency

and input impedance because these characteristics are difficult to calculate because

they are very sensitive to an accurate representation of the fields within the antenna.

Conversely the main lobe of the far ñeld radiation pattern is insensitive to small errors

that might occur in modelling the fields under the patch and is therefore regarded as a

lesser challenge to analysts.

The analytical approaches that are accurate enough for some but not all de-

sign purposes are now discussed. In turn they are each shown to give agreement with

meaaurements when applied to autennas operating in the lower microwave band. This

review will also provide a foundation for the aimple novel models that are proposed for

the resonant frequency, input impedance, and radiation pattern, and demonstrated to

be accurate up to mid-microwave frequencies in Chaptens III, V, and VI respectively.

The analytical models for the mu,tual coupling between rectangular patches are reviewed

in Chapter VII.

1.2,2 T¡ansmiseion Line Model

The trausmission line model ie the oldest and simptest model, being firat applied

to rectangular elements in 1974 by Munson [4]. For input impedance calculations the

antenna shown in figure 1.1 is modelled by the equivalent transmission line circuit of
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figure 1.4, which includes two radiating slot antentras in the g : *LlZ planes, both of

¿re¿W by tr and separated by a low characterietic impedance parallel plate transmiesion

line.

Z;n za

L

SLOT B

v - -L/2
SLOT A
y:L/2

Fþre I.4: Tlanseissio¡ line model of z micrcetrþ transmissio.n line fd rectangular
eleme¡t.

The input impedance at the junction between the antenna and the transmission

line, where y = -L12, is calculated by trausforming the input impedance of slot antenna

A, Zo, a dietance tr along a traúsmission line of characteristic impedance Zsn¡, lo the

reference plane at y - -L12. If the transformed impedance is labelled Zi, then the

input impedance is obtained from the parallel combination of Z'" znd Z6rhence

Zin: ( 1.1)

This equation can be used to show that the antenna ig resonant when ita length is

slightly less than Àrl2.Introduciug the input resistance and reactance of the equivalent

radiating aperture of the elot antenna, let

Za-Zo:h*iX" (r.2)

then if tbe antenna's length is \¿12, the transmission line eguatiou [8] can be ueed

to show that the trangforured glot impedance (Zi) equals the original impedance(Za).
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However if the slot impedance is transformed by 0.481" to 0.49À¡, then

Z'": h - iXo

mho/unit length

-ho/unit length

Analylicol Modelo

(1.3)

(1.5)

(1.6)

Substituting equations (1.2) and (1.3) into (t.l) gives a real result called the resonant

resistance, where

h:+ (r.4)

The expressions due to Earrington [9] for the conductance and susceptance of

an aperture iu a ground plane have been widely applied to microstrip antennas in the

literature [l,tO]. They are:

where the aperture is assumed to be thin, hl\o < 0.1. It is concluded in Chapter V,

where the slot admittance is considered in detail, that expressions (t.S) and (f.6) are

only useful for a very limited set of antenna electrical dimensions. In the literature on

microetrip antennas the terms slot, aperture, and wall admittauce are used interchange-

ably. Except for these introductory comments, the term aperture admittance is used

throughout this thesis.

Early use of the transmission line model by Munson {41 was accompanied by a

simple method of calculating the far ûeld radiation pattern, where the antenna w:ts

repreeented by a uniforrnly illuminated metallic rectangle, or array of rectangleg in the

case of an anteuna array. The radiation pattern is calculated by staudard techniques

[ll]. E\en though this rudimentary form of the model only gives fair agreement with

experiments for caseE where the antenna is fed at its edge [15], it is still used as a

computational aid to the antenna designer working in the lower microwave band [a].

Mitligan [tO] used this simple form of the transmission line model to account for the
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variation in the frequency bandwidth as other antenna parameters are cha.Bged. Chapter

VIII continues ùith a review of the bandwidth characterigtica of the antenna.

Derueryd [l2J carried the transmission line model further when a TEM-mode

field distribution w¡x¡ proposed a,s an approximation to the field in the cavity between

the patch and the ground plane; where the TEM standing ruave is the distributiou

resulting from the interfereuce of two TEM travelliug waveE iu the plus and minus y-

directions. Refer to figure 1.5. This approximate field dietribution has no ¡-directed

components under the patch, and the s:une is assumed for the fringing fields at each end

of the patch. Thue the two imaginary slot antenûas atre assumed to have electúc ûeld

distributions that are constant in the z-directiou and zero in the ¡-direction. Figure 1.5

also shows how the electric field vectors of the fringing ûeld, .D¿, are decomposed into

E, and E, components. Derneryd propoaed that the .Ey components should be used to

represent the fields across the slot autennas, rather than the .Er-components that were

previously used by Muneon [a]. The input impedance and far ûeld radiation pattern of

the antenna element a¡e modelled by an array of two slots in the a: å plane.

ground plaue

slot radiators

Y

patch

z

-\ ll
w

_I
l.

I

I
I

I

JL- i-f
x

Electric fringing freld 
7

Y

h
Y

substrate coærial feed

Figure I.5; .A rectangular micrcstrip patch antenna fed by a coaxizl probe.

D
1

( I\I
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The transmission line equiralent network shown in figure 1.4 was used by Dem-

eryd [12] to derive an expressiou for the antenna's input admittance referred to the

! : -L12 Plane,

Yin:Go*if,a+r-rr (l'7)

The element is said to be resonant when the imaginary part of the input admittance

equals øero, which occurs when the length of the patch satisfies

lzn prL : zYomBo

Gà+ -v2̂om

In developing new desiga methods uew formulas for the elot admittance were

proposed by Deraeryd [12]. The conductance is calculated by integrating the real part of

the Poynting vector over a hemisphere sunounding a magnetic dipole. The susceptance

is represented by the static capacitance associated with the fringing ûelds of an open-

circuited microstrip [ine. Detailed investigatious of the methods for representing the

admittance of the slot antennas will be given in Chapter V.

Derneryd [t2] was the first worker to apply to microstrip anteunas the approxi-

mate electrostatic expressione for the effective dielectric constant (.") and edge exten-

sion (ô.ü) proposed for use with microstrip lines by Schneider [1Sl and Ham"'erstad [f4l

respectively. They are

(l.s)

(l.e),.:*+ftr+$¡-o.s
6L: O.4l2h

ee*0.300w1h+0.262
e¿ - o.25EW lh + 0.813

(r.lo)

Dernelyd also proposed treating the transmission line between the slot antennas

as a microstrip line of characteristic impedance zo (: Yil)' There have been three

formulas used for Zsnt in the analysis of microstrip antenn:¡E, and they a¡e as follows.
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Using a conformal mapping approach Schneider [l3l developed an exact solution which

was then approximated by a truncated geries exPaDsiont

v4oPom - ,fr"(w ln + z.4z - o.Alhlw + (l - hlw)6)
ohm (l.ll)

where Wlh> l. Ca¡ver [15] auggested using Schueider's approximation to the above

equation,

zorn- # ohm (1.12)

and Sengupta [16] suggested using an equation published by Eammerstad [f4] that was

a modiûcation of \ñ/heeler's result [t7] for two parallel strips separated by a dielectric

sheet, Earnttterstadts equation is,

zon- ,4*ua ohm (1.13)

where

c:r+l.soa# +o.ær#r"(++r.444\ (1.r4)

For typical antennas operating at SGHz with widths roughly equal to 0.51r, there is

only a 5% variation in the calculated characteristic impedancee obtained from theae

three formulas.

As far as the radiated ûeld in the normal direction is conceraed, the components

of the near field fringing beyond the ends of the patch parallel to the ground plane, Ey,

add in phase to give a marcimum radiated ûeld normal to the element, while for thie

directiou the radiation associated with the Ez components is out of phase and cancels.

The far field radiation patteru can be determined by the classical methods [18] for a

two element side by side array of slots in the ø-y plane. This two element alTay is used

in Chapter VI, where it is refined and used to calculate radiation patterns that are in

good agreement with measurements.

Derneryd [12] also used this model to calculate the directivity and bandwidth,

and to design linear arrays of rectangular patches interconnected with microstrip lines.
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It has also been used by Newman et.al. [19] in conjunction with the moment method

technique to calculate the input impedance of a rectangular element fed part way along

its E-plane axis, as shown in ûgure 1.2(a). Here the moment method technique is uæd

to determine the alot impedance, and the input admittance of the antenna is determined

using the transmiseion line model shown in figure 1.6 as,

(1.15)

where

Cr: cospsLl (1.16c)

Cz: coep¡L2 (1.16ü)

St : sin 9e Lt (l.l6c)

52 = sin þ'Lz (l.l6d)

At 60OMHz this analytical approach was compared with measurements and showu to be

within -1.6% arrd32% for the resona¡t frequency and resonant resistaûce respectively.

L

Z6

Fþre 1.6: The tra¡gmission line model of z probe fed ræ,tangula¡ pateÀ

Tbe transmission line model has beeu useful for studying rectangular elements

operating at fundamental or simple higher order modes in the y-direction. Refer to

ñgure 1.5. Eowever like the more complicated models it depends on ãn accurate de-

termination of a few key parameters, including: effective dielectric constant, effective
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electrical dimensions and the admittance of the equivalent slot antennas that model each

end of the element. Chapter V ghows that the agreement between the calculated and

measured input impedancea falls off as the frequency is increased because the formulas

used for the abor¡e parameters do not model the actual behaviour accurately enough.

Chapter V also ghorvs how the accur¡rcy of the transmission line model is improved using

an empirical approach to determine Eome of the key parameters, permitting the use of

the model up to at least SGHs.

1.2.3 Cavity modcl

Some of the limitations of the trangmission line model have been overcome by

various workers using a dielectrically loaded cavity analogy for the microstrip antenna.

This analogf was used much earlier for the analysis of microstrip resonators [20,21 ,221, ao

its application to antennas has beeu a natural progression. In this method the antenna

was initially modelled by Lo et.al. [23] as a cavity bounded by two short-circuited and

four open-circuited walls; and because the cavity is thin, the following assumptions

about the electromagnetic ûelds within it can be made:

i Only the E¿rE"rEv componente exiet within the cavity.

ii The above field componente are independent of the z-coordinate over the fre-

quency bandwidth of interest.

iii The electric current in the microstrip must have no component normal to the

edge at any point on the edge, implying a negligible tangential component of the

magnetic ûeld intensity along the edge.

Initiatly only rectangular and circular cavities were considered. The rectangular cavity

was treated as a section of a microstrip transmission liue of length equal to half of

the wavelength in the dielectric and supporting a TEM-mode standing wave. The

circular cavity was trcated as a thin eection through a cylindrical cavity supporting a

TM standing wave derived fnom propagation in the z-direction.
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Eowell [Z,S] used the cavity model to calculate the fundamental resonant fre-

quencies of both circular and rectangular elements. For a rectangular element; ¡ta w:ta

the case using the transmissiou line model, the fundamental ¡eeonance occutt when the

distance, .t, between the two radiating slots is equal to one half of the wavelength in

the dielectric. Therefore,

-cÎ":fr (1.17)

The lowest order resonant frequency for a circular element of radiue a is

- l.84lc1o:#* (1.18)

Eowever the measured resouant frequency was found to be 5% lower than that calcu-

lated, mainly because in practice the effective edge of the patch was ercteuded slightly,

due to the fringing ûelds around the patch. This means that the autenna's electrical

length or radius is larger than the physical dimensions, hence lowering the reeonant

frequency. Therefore the physical length I in (1.17) is replac"d by the electrical length

of the patch (L + 26L) using the edge extension given in equatiou (t.tO). The fringing

arouud the edge of the circular patch ig taken into account in equation (l.lE) by uaing

au effective radiue [24], given by

oe: ølr + ftUffi+ r.zz26)10'5 (l.le)

where olh >> l.

F\rther consideration of a cavity leads to the possibility of higher order resonant

frequencies for microstúp patch anteunas [3]. For a rectangular antenna these reso-

trances occur when the distance in the dielectric between the slots is a multiple number

of half wavelengths, therefore the resonant frequenciea f, zre given by

(1.20)

It has also been shown [25] that a geries of modes exists for the circular element

that is similar to those of a cyliudrical cavity except for the boundary conditions at the
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edges. Eere the resona¡¡t frequencies are given by

Anly3ial Modelt

(1.21)

where J^,(X^n) : O, Jm,being a Bessel F\nction. The lowest order of resonance

occurs when Xn, - 1.841.

The cavity model has been ortended to determine most of the electrical charac-

teristics of microstrip disc antennas 126127,281. Eere the cavity comprisea the patch, the

ground plane, and the open circuited walls around the periphery of the patch. The field

internal to the cavity is approximated solely by a dominant mode. Because of the close

proximity of the patch aud the ground plane (h < 
^r/10), 

the antenna can be modelled

as a thin reeonant cavity with equivalent magnetic line currentg along the perimeter of

the patch. The source of the radiation ûeld of the rectangular antenna is gtill modelled

as a two element side-by-side ¿Iray of uniformly illuminated slots.

The model has been ueed to calculate the stored, lost, and radiated energiea, and

also the input impedance, quality factor, radiation eficiency, and bandwidth. Figure

1.7 is a graph of the quality factor and radiatiou efrciency against the resonant fre-

quency for rectangular and circular antennas on a l.524mm thick substrate with et:

2.55 and tan6:0.fi)18. Because the quality factor is iuvensely proportional to band-

width (%Blll/:tüllQ), the ûgure impliee that bandwidth is an increasing function of

frequency. The improved bandwidth can be attributed to the increasing electrical sub-

strate thicknese which in turn permits greater radiation from the element due to the

increased fringing fields.

The cavity model has been very helpful in providing all of the electrical char-

acteristics for microstrip anteunas of a few simple shapes, as long as the antenua is

thin compared with the wavelength. Both the transmission line and single-mode cavity

models give results that are in agreement with measured radiation patterns. However,

these models ignore the effects of the terminal region and therefore calculate the input
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Figure 1.7: Quality factor (-) and efrciqcy (-- -) versus frquency [24].

impedance loci to be symmetrical about the real a:ris of the Smith chart, which is not

the case with the o<perimeutal resulte. Eence good agreement between the calculated

and measured input impedance loci only occurg when the feed point is located near the

edge of the antenna, because wheu this ie the case, the measured impedance locus is

approximately symmetrical about the real alcis anyway. The deûciencies of these simple

models, as they have beeu presented in the literature, can be summarised:

i In the case of probe fed elements, they predict resonant frequencies that are a

few percent lower than the measu¡ed resonant frequencies.

ii They cannot be easily adapted to accouut for structures that support transverse

modes as may be caused by perturbations iu the cavity's inten¡al field due to the

feed point.

iii They are only suitable for modelling rectangular or circular patches.

The modal-expansion cavity model is an extension of the cavity model already

discussed. Again the antenna is viewed as a thin cavity with short circuit and open

circuit walls, and the field within the cavity is expanded in terms of a series of discrete

resonant modes. Initially the field distributions for the modes are established assuming
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that the end and side walls are open-circuited, which implies that there is uo radiation

from the antenna. Richa¡ds et.al. [29] accounted for the radiation and other logses

to the cavity by an artificially increased loss tangent, and Can¡er [15,301 replaced the

opeu-circuited walle by an impedance boundary condition, or wall admittance. The

accuracy of both approachea depends on the complex wave number for each mode, the

real part of which ie uged to detemine the regonant fiequency.

The feed is then modelled as a z-di¡ected current strip and a double summation

of cosinusoidal terms is used to represent the cavity field distribution of the resonant

modes, wherc the distribution of the fundamental mode is identical to that used with

the transmission line model discussed earlier. A double summation expression is derived

for the input impedance which is in effect a Foeter [at] ocpansion of resonant sections.

Figure 1.8(a) shows a general network representation of the input impedance. The (0,0)

section includes the static capacitance and a resistor to represent losses in the substrate.

The (0,1) section represents the dominant mode and is equivalent to the parallel RLC

network where the .B represents the radiation and losses in the metal cladding and

dielectric substrate. The (m,n) section represents an unspecified higher order mode.

The infinite number of higher order sections have negligible losses and sum to form a

series inductance. The microstrip antenna is typically ni¡rrow band; therefore provided

that the modes are well separated, the input impedance can be represented by the single

(-,o) Foster section and a series inductance, as shown in figure 1.8(b).

The modal-expansion model incorporáting the wall admittance gave good input

impedance results when applied to circular a¡d rectangular autennas operating at or

near 2.2GHz [30]. The wall conductance wÍrs based on a parallel-plate TEM waveguide

radiating into an open half space [9], and represents the effects of radiation and cavity

losses. The susceptance of the walls represents the energy stored in the fringing fields,

and is based on the static capacitance of an open ended microstrip tine Ila]. The method

has been extended using a finite element approach to obtain the magnetic currentg on

the radiating walls of a geueral five-sided patch [30].
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(0,0) (0,1) (-, r) all other moder
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&n,n

(b)

L,

fìgure 1.8: (a) Àfetwork model for z multi-mode cavity and (b) a simplifred netwotk
model for operation around a doninant mode of reso¡ant frquency, f¡n¡.

A simitar investigation by Cawer [32] fotlowed where the field within the cavity

w¡rE expanded into a Fouúer series. Also proposed was an empirical modification to the

aperture admittance equations that accounted for the aspect ratio of the metallic patch.

At lGHz the calculated and measured resonant frequency and resistance were within

LO.25% and i5% respectively. This model was later tested against measurements at

Z.2GH1 [15], and showed ¿ O.5% error in resonant frequency and negligible error in

resonant resista,nce. Eowever as the frequency increased to *4.57o above the resonant

frequency the error in the input impedance increased markedly. This approach was also

shown [33] to give errors in the resonant frequency ol 4% when used with rectangular

antennas operating at 5GEz.

Carver [3{l used the wall admittance approach in a detailed investigation of the

equivalent series reactance of the feed probe. At S-band a comparison between the
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calculated and measurcd ee¡iee Deactance ¡eyealed ¡ur error o11T%. Thie unacceptably

high error led Carver to co¡clude that an effective probe diameter of five times the

physical diameter ghould be used in the model. This was also suggested by Richards

et.al. [351. It was further t€conrmeuded by Cawer that the modal-expansion model not

be uged to determine the serieg reactance becauee the computation time is not rewarded

by accuracy. F\rthermore, :¡r will be elaborated on in Chapter II, the modal-expaneion

model gives series reactance enorE of the order o126O% for a SGEz antenna on a l.57mm

thick eubstrate fed by a probe of 3.(Xmm diameter.

The second method of representing the radiation f¡om the cavity in equivalent

circuit term¡ is based or an effective loss tangent, which ie determined using the quality

factor of a non-radiating cavity of the Bame dimensions and resonant at a frequeucy

slightly higher than the cavity uuder consideration [ZS,SS]. This approach gives radiation

pattern and input impedance results that are in good agreement with measurements for

a number of different feed points, even when the dominant mode is not strongly excited.

Tlpical agreement betweeu the measured and calculated resonant frequency ig within

O.3oÁ, with negligible difference between the input impedance loci over ¿ 70Á frequency

bandwidth around ll9OMHu. Eowever, once again the effective radius of the feed probe

was used to ensur€ good agreement between the measured and calculated impedance

loci.

Even though the modal-expansion cavity model gives good results for antenna

elements that are simple in shape, its application is still limited to antennas mounted

on electricatly thin substrates because the accuracy of key parameters in the model

falls off as the substrate thickness increases. Calculation of the aperture admittance

parameter is based on an empirical modification to formulas that ignore radiation. This

is a reasonable approach when dealing with electrically thin antennas with minimal

fringing fields, but Chapter V shows that it leads to useless results at higher frequencies

of the order of 5GHz. The same limitation applies to the accurate determination of

the effective loss tangent becauee the quality factor of the cavity needs to be asgumed
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high enough to be insensitive to the frequency, which is tbe case for electrically thin

substrates. Therefore the modal-exparsion cavity model remains limited to the analysis

of antennas on electrically thin substrates, unless new fo¡mulas for the key parameters

are found tbat are applicable to cases where the substrate is not necessarily thiu.

1.2.{ Model¡ for ¡urnerical alaþsir.

Rectangular and circular shaped patch antennas have fulfilled most design re-

quirements. However other shapes are occasionally used when particular electrical

characteristicg of the antenna require enhancement. In particular the pursuit of in-

creased bandwidth performance has regulted in a number of shapes like the pentagon,

triangle, and hexagon to be discuesed in Chapter VItr. Also rectangular patches have

been modiûed by nemoving comers or cutting holes or notches into the patch. The

models hitherto discu$ed cannot be easily apptied to these arbitrary shapes, therefore

numerical techniques have been directty applied to evaluate the cunents or the fields

associated with these a¡tenna stnrctunes.

A wire grid model has been propoaed by Agrawal et.al. [36] for the patch and

its electromaguetic image. Eere the two metal surfaces are modelled by wire meshes of

vee-dipoles and the current distribution solved numerically. The dielectric slab is taken

into account using empirical frequeucy ehift and impedance scaling information. The

results of the analysis were compared with me:Eurements, but it is difficult to egtablish

the accuracy of the work because the authons have teuded to minimize computing time

at the expense of accuracy. For a 4.4GEg square patch antenna fed at its edge by

a microstrip transmissiou line, comparisons with measurements show ¡ul elror in the

radiation pattern of 3dB, a resonant frequency error of 23To, and a resonant resistarce

error of.33%. The method appeare to have possibilitieE aa a desiga tool because it is

potentially very general in its application. Eowever it is more costly in computing time

thau most other methods and provides little physical insight into the opentiou of this

clase of antenna.
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Ca¡ver et.al. [30] used a finite element appro¡rch was alEo used to ûnd the interior

fields within a genenl ûvesided cayity. An equivalent aperture admittauce was placed

around the boundary of the patch in the Balne manner ¡rs w¡¡a used with the modal-

expansion cavity model, and therefore once again the accuracy of the results depends

upon empirically modified formulas that are only useful at lower frequencies. The regulte

of this work could not be found iu the open literaturc so it is higbly possible that it was

never ûnished.

A general method of moments solution of the ¡eaction integral equation was pro-

posed by Newman et.al. [3fl to dete¡mine the electric and maguetic surface currents

associated witb a strip dipole on a thin dielectric slab, where the volume equivalence

theorem was used to replace the dielectric inhomogeneity by equivalent volume polari-

sation currents in free space. The work was later coutiuued using a surface patch model

for a patch antenna and a thin-wire model for the feed lines [3E]. The image theory was

used to account for the ground plane. Very good input impedance results were ghown

for rectangular and pentagonal shaped patchee operating at frequencies up to l2(ÐMHz.

For the rectangular patch the agreement was within 0.08% aud l5% for the resonant

frequency and resonant resigtance respectively. I¡ fact at this frequency the accuracy

of the model ig no better than that obtained using the transmission line and cavity

models. Even compared to the other numerical analysis techniques, the model requires

excessive computing time because of the high precision needed for the computation of

the impedance matrix.

Another method of moments solution was p¡oposed by Posar [39], and us€s an

exact Green's fuuction to analytically account for the dielectric slab and ground plane.

The earlier problem [38] of the sensitivity of the input impedance ¡rsults to the nu-

merical accur:rcy w:rs overcome because the ground plane was included in the GreentE

function. Also the Green's function rigorously accounts for the surface waveE launched

into the dielectric. For rectangular patch antennas operating at 660MHz, this approach

provides results that agree with measurements to within -0.08% and +23% for the reso-
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nant frequency and reson:rnt resistance reEpectively. Also the mutual coupling between

rectangular antenn¡¡s at l{l0MH¡ was calculated to within +ldb of measurements.

Eowever, the excellent agreemeut with meaaurements was ouly arrived at after the

adjustment of the dielectric constant.

l.E Conclueions

The aualytical models for the radiation pattern and iuput impedance of mi-

crostrip antennas fall into three main categoriea. In the firat category the transmission

line model is aimple and provides results that are adequate for the design of microstrip

transmission line fed rectangular antennas. The modal-expansiou cavity model is in the

second category, a¡d can be applied to simple shaped antennas and their feed etruc-

tures. The accuracy of both the tra¡smission line model and the modal-expa¡sion cavity

model, incorporating the boundar¡r coudition, depends on the accuracy of the aperture

admittance. The resonant frequeucy is a function of the aperture susceptance aud the

aperture conductance has a major effect on the resona,nt resistance. The aperture admit-

tance that has been used in both of theee models is based on the empirical adjustment

of equatione that were originally proposed for use with thin micnostrip lines, or long thin

slot radiators. Some of these equations for the key parameters of the models are based

on electrostatic considerations, and ignore dispersion and radiation and the possible ef-

fect of evanescent modes on the freld distribution around the patch periphery. Moreover

they are demonstrated in the following chaptera to give incorrect results as the fiequency

increases to 5GEz. Modelling the patch and its image by fine wire grids is representative

of the third category of analytical models, aud ie applicable to the analysie of antenna

structures of general shape. This approach could be carried out using one of the widely

available wire grid computer-aided analyais programs. Although the resulte obtained

using the wire grid model are in fair agreement with me:raut€ments, it is clear that the

electromagnetic near fieldg of the antenna are not accurately represented. Firstl¡ the

same current distribution is supported above and below each of the wire meshes, which

is not the case for the patch and its image in a¡ inhomogeneous medium. Secondl¡
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the image priuciple is widely applid to field problems involving electrostatic charges

and isolated thin wires supportiug electromagnetic fields above ground plaues. However

the application of this principle to meshe¡ of wire a¡tennas does not necessarily follow.

Along with the other two classes of analytical models, this wire grid model requires the

empirical adjustment of key parameters and has the disadvantage of demanding much

more computer power tha¡ the models in the other two categoriea.

The analysis of the microstrip antenna element is made yery difrcult because

the electromaguetic ûelds around the periphery of the patch exist in an inhomogeneous

medium. Figure l.l shows that the half-space above the ground plane is partly filled

with air and partly with a thin dielectric substrate of some non-unity dielectric constant.

The problem ig mo¡e clearly illustrated if the transmi$ion line model is used, and the

patch is treated as a section of microgtrip transmission line comprieing a plate above a

ground plane. Fimtly the image principle is uæd to replace the curents in the ground

plane by another fictitious plate located a distance 2lr from the first plate ¿t z : -h
on figure l.l. A length of parallel-plate tranemission line ie the result, comprising

two plates separated by a dielectric substrate of thickness 2ä. If this structure waa

in a homogeneous uniform ieotropic medium, then it could support two TEM waveE

propagating in the plus and minug g-directions, and the analysis would be relatively

straight forward. But for the partially ûlled sp¡rce under consideration the structure can

only support a set of hybrid modes having nou-zerþ .Dy aud .Ey componeuts. Eowever

at low frequencieg the lowest-order hybrid mode ¡esembles a TEM mode and is therefore

referred to as a quasi-TEM mode, and because the antenna ia a half wavelength long

section of this transmiseion line, this quasi-TEM standing ryave digtribution can be used

to approximate tbe ûeld between the patch and the grouud plane. This complexity in

the mode structure has impeded the development of golutions sufrciently accurate for

engineering purpoEes for eveu the simpleat electrical parameters. Chapter VI describet

an investigation into the fringing field distributions a¡ound the patch using a liquid

crystal film. It is concluded that, for frequencies above 3GHt, the digtribution under
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the patch is much mo¡e complicated than a quasi-TEM modè would indicate.

I¡ the absence of an exact electromagnetic treatment of the antenna element,

various workers have used approximate ¡olutions based on quasi-static or full-wave rep-

resentations of the electromagnetic problem. Then part of their procedure appears to

have been the empirical adjustment of ¡esults to account for the approximations in the

ûeld distribution under the patch, particularly those that occurred when radiation was

ignored. These approachea have beeu very useful for the input impedances and radi-

ation patterns of antennas operating at frequencies up to 3GHz, where the radiation

efrciency of the structure is low. As the frequency ls increased however, eo does the

effective electrical thickneas of the substrate thereby permitting increased fringing and

associated radiation, eventually rendering the previoug reûnements uselesE.

The aim of this investigation is to develop a computer-aided design program for

rectangular elements operating at frequencies beyond those where the ocisting aualyt-

ical models have been successfully applied. There are numerous exampleg in the open

literatu¡e of analytical techniquea that have been useful at frequenciee below 3GEz.

Eowever, microstrip antennas are typically used up to lOGEz and to a lesser extent up

to 30GEz. This investigation waE ca¡ried out around SGHz because of the extensive

use of this band in radar, communication and biomedical applications, and because the

models suggested in the literature are very inaccurate at 5GHz.

This investigation uses a lossy cavity model to determine the resonaDt frequeucy

and the bandwidth, ud a transmiseion line model for the input impedance, far field

radiation pattenr and mutual coupling. These models were chosen instead of the more

complicated onee because:

i They have been ghown to be quite adequate for design purposeE at lower fre-

quencies, giving useful results for resonant frequency, input impedauce, radiation

pattern, and mutual coupling.

ii They use the Eame field distribution under the patch as the fundamental mode
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used in the cavity models, a¡d the assumption that most of the euergy is stored

in the fundamental mode ia reasonable becaue€ the anteuna has auch a Darrow

bandwidth. Ab, the trausm¡esion line model will require no mone empirical

reûnement than the modal-expansion cavity model because the accurac¡r of both

models is dependent on knowledge of the aperture admittance.

iii Given a fundamental acceptance that modelling of the antenna at frequenciea of

about 6GE¡ will necessa,rily require a large empirical component in determining

the key electrical para,meters, it is then an advantage to use simple model¡ where

reasonably obvious account of the electromagnetic phenomenon taking place can

be maintained. Another advantage ig that the simple model¡ will only require

moderate computing facilities.

Novel models for the main electrical characteristicg of rectangular micrætrip an'

tennas will now be developed for application in a computer-aided desiga progra'm. The

starting poiut is to model the equivalent geries reactance of the coærial feed probe be-

cause it must be known before the resonant frequency and input impedance can be

calculated. Chapter II surveys the literature associated with modelling the feed probe

and goea on to describe an extensive experimental investigation into the characteristics

of the probe. A coaxial transmission line with an empirical taper is then developed as a

model. The reaonant frequency ia discussed in Chapter III. Eere a cavity model ig used

as the basis for the introductiou of specific deûnitions for resonant fiequency, and the

development of an empirical model for the eftective edge extension. The cavity model

is also used in Chapter fV, where the definition of bandwidth usually applied to single

port resonaut cavities is put forward as a more appropriate defiuition of bandwidth

for microstrip antennas, particularly when there ig a need for bandwidth compariEons

between antennas, as is the case in Chapter VItr. The models for the aperture admit-

tance are reviewed in Chapter V, and then the trangmisEion line model with empirical

aperture admittances is used to calculate the input impedance. Chapter VI describe!

some of the properties of the effective apertures at each end of the antenua, and theu
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continues with the calculation of the radiation pattern using a two aperture side-by-side

array. A far field radiation model is used to calculate the mutual coupling in Chapter

VII. Finally Chapter VIII orplores the bandwidth properties of the antenna and the

efforts of other reeearcherr to enhance the baudwidth of microstrip antennas generally.

A novel hexagonally shaped patch is then proposed aa a more suitable element than the

rectangular patch because of its superior ba¡dwidth aud gain characteristics.

The new models for calculating many of the electrical characteristicE of rectau-

Frtar microstrip antennas and arrays operating up to SGEz are incorporated into a

computer-aided design prcgr¡un listed in Appendix C. The body of the thesis describes

the developmeut and testing of the models used in the program.
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CEAPTER U

A ÎAPERED TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL FOR

TEE COAXIAL FEED PROBE

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes an investigation into the characteristics of the feed point

region of probe fed microstrip antennas. The study of the feed point precedes the

chapters to come bec¿use the results of the resonant frequency and input impedance

models must be transferred, using the feed point model, to the antenna terrninals before

they can be compared with measurements. So an accurate model for the feed point is

required before the resonaut frequency and input impedauce of the antenna can be

considered.

Lo et.al. [23] proposed modelling the microstrip autenna by a resonant cavity

in series with an inductive reactance, called the series reactance. Figure 1.8(b) shows

this network model where the series reactance represents the effects of the probe on the

cavity resonant circuit, where X¡ -- wLt.

Insight into the characteristics of the probe is obtained if the self-inductance of a

short length of wire is used as a model. Basic physics suggests that the self-inductance

of the wire is proportional to its length and inversely proportional to its diameter. This

wilt be shown to be the case for the coa>rial probe.

The series reactance has been measured in three independent investigations. In

each case the probe is terminated in a different load with the aim of isolating the
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effect of the connection region from the measurd input impedance versus frequency

characteristics of the overall apparatus. The first anangement terminates the probe

in a large cavity and the second in a short circuited, low characteristic impedance

transmission line. In the third arrangement the probe is used to feed a rectangular

patch antenna. The measured series reactances are used to show that the results of

the analytical and empirical models proposed by other author¡ become increasingly

inaccurate as the frequency increases, and in fact seriously incorrect at 5GHz.

A uew model for deriving the series reactance of the probe is also proposed. A

tapered transmission line is used to trangfonn a short circuit termination down the

length of the probe to the antenna's terminals at the ground plane, where the taper has

been empirically determined to be a function of the dimensions of the probe and the

aspect ratio of the patch. This model will be shown to give series reactanceg that agree

with measurements for a variety of commonly used antenna and feed dimensions, and

operating up to SGHz.

2.2 Modele for the gerieg reaetanee

The need to determine the seri6 reactaûce is illustrated by considering the Smith

chart plot of the measured input impedance verÉ¡us frequency characteristic of a rect-

angular microstrip antenna resonant at SGHz, refer to figure 2.1. The locus can be

closely approximated by a circle of best ût, which in turn can be approximated by the

input impedance of the network shown in figure l.E(b); that is, ¿t RLC resonant circuit

fed through a series iuductive reactance. The plot of the input impedance of an RLC

circuit, as seeu from the detuned short position [af], is a circle placed symmetrically

about the real alcis of the chart. The effect of adding the series reactance, *iwLs, to

each point on the locus is to transform the circular locus around the chart in a clockwise

direction. The problem is to model this transformation of the input impedance locus.

The models to be described in the following sections use either a series inductance de-

rived from the net reactance of a parallel combination of detuned RLC networks or a
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measured input impedance locus
\

circle of best fit to the calculated
input impedance locus

I

t
\
\
\

t circle of best fit referred to the

detuned short position

Fígure 2.1: !)znsforming the measured input ímpedance versus frequency locus of a
ræ,tangular microstrip anúenna, 16.93mm by l6mm by l.57mm, D:5.5mm, e¡:t.$$;
measuied locus (+), circle of best frt to tbe measured locus (-)' and the
cìrcle of best frt refened to the detund short posítion (- - - ).

transmission line analogy.

2.2.L Modal-e:çansion cavit¡r model

Richards et.al. [29] suggested that the transformation in the impedance locus

ig due to the energy stored in higher order mode resonances within the cavity. The

antentra's input impedance is in affect a Foster [31] expansion and is represented by the

network shown in figure 1.8(a). Notice that the series inductancc, Lr, represents the net

energy stored in all of the higher order Foster sections, and contributes to the calculated

impedance locus of the Foster sections being displaced by *i Xc to the inductive side of

the Smith chart's real a>cis. Carver [34] expanded the fields within the cavity into a series

of modes for a detailed investigation of the effects of both the coaxial and microstrip line

type feed point structures. The narrow-band approximation to the resulting expression

2-3
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for the input impedance describæ the input impedauce of the resonant network shown

in figure 1.8(b), where the paralleL RLC circuit represents resonance at the dominant

TM mode frequency. The .R represents the resietive losses and the radiation associated

with the dominant mode, and .[,6 is the net series inductance of the higher order modes.

This approach has been used to show the dependence of the series reactance on the

probe diameter and feed point position, shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively [3a].

The results graphed in figure 2.2 show that the series reactance is a decreasing

function of the diameter of the probe. It also shows that the series reactance increases

by 6O when W l\o increases from 0.304 to 0.503, which is equivalent to an increase

in the aspect ralio (W l.ú) from 0.96 to 1.60. flom figure 2.3 it is concluded that

the series reactance is ¿lmost independent of the poaition of the feed point, except for

DIL S 0.1. Figure 2.3 also presents the results of an ocperimental investigation carried

out by Carver [3a] which shows that the series reactance is independent of the position

of the feed point for a O.OZW (0.01À0) diameter probe. It is disappointing that the

experimental technique was not described because these me:nurements disagree with

the conclusion obtained when measured input impedances of Carver [30] are used to

derive values of the series reactance. That is, it will be later shown in figure 2.21 that

the positiou of the feed point does have an effect on the geries reactance. Ilowever, the

measurements shown in figure 2.3 can be used to verify the conclusion of Richards et.al.

[2g] that the probe diameter to be used with the modal-expansion model should be an

effective diameter equal to five times the physical diameter of the probe. Carver [34]

goes on to conclude that the computational time required by this method is not justified

because the results are not accurate and in fact, require the probe diameter term to be

altered in order to ensure good agreement with measured series inductances.

2.2.2 Tlansmission li¡e modele

Carver [3a] proposed the use of the classical transmission line equatiou to cal-

culate the inductance of the probe, where the equivalent inductance of the probe was
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Figure 2.3: Series reactutce calculat& using the modal-expansion method versus probe
inset distance (D) for a ræ,tangular element: I¿ :0.0116Ào,r, - 2.5rÍIl : 0.503\s, for
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obtained using a simple formulation that ignores the probe diameter and views the re-

actance as that of a coa>rial transmission line of length l¡ which is shorted by the top

patch. There was¡ no detailed explanation given by Carver, however his result can be

obtained if a number of assumptions are made and his line of reasoning postulated.

The r¡ariation of input impedance with frequency shown in figure 2.1 gives rise

to the notion that a microstrip antenna can be considered as a leaky resonant cav-

ity in series with an inductance Ls. Figure 2.4 shows the development of this model

schematically. Firstly consider the cross-section diagram of the antenua and feed shown

in figure z.a(z\. Notice that the coarcial line feeding the antenna supports a transverse

electromagnetic wave which extends into the region around ùhe probe. Reference planes

(l) and (2) respectively represent the antenna terminals, defined at the ground plane,

and the point at which the feed probe contacts the metallic patch' The problem is

then to model the self-inductance of the thin wire between the two planes (1) and (2).

Figure 2.4(b) gives the network equivalent, where the effect of the probe is taken into

account by the inductance La. Characteristic impedances Zs and Zspp are respectively

that of the transmission line feeding the antenna and the equirralent wide parallel-plate

transmission line that terminates the probe. Figure z.A(c) shows the result of the par-

allel combination of the two low impedance microstrip transmission lines Z¡, znd figure

2.4(d) the network after t'he parallel combination is approximated to zero. Finally

in figure 2.a(e) the lumped inductance component is replaced by an equivalent coanial

transmission line terminated in a short circuit. Zs¿is the characteristic impedance of the

coaxial transmission line between reference planes (l) and (2). Carver's [3n] expression

for the series reactance is that for the sending end impedance of a short circuited coarcial

transmission line of length å, and is obtained using the transmission line equation [8]'

(2.1)

This is used to derive an expression for the inrpedance at reference plane (l) in figure

2.a(e). That is, equation (2.1) is used to transform the approximate short circuit at
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plane (2),

Z, æ O (2.2\

through a dista,nce l¿ to the antenna terminals at plane (l). Assuming that the attenu-

ation, a, is negligible, then

2ç't: i9e ì,
(2.3)

When equations (2.2) and (2.3) are substituted into (2.1), the resulting exPression for

the series reactance (Zr: jXr) is:

Xc - Zttb\z+ (2.4\

In determining the ctraracteristic impedance of the coanial line Carver has chosen

the special case of a line of dimeneions such that its characteristic impedance is that of

a dielectric ñlled free space. Thus

Zot (2.5)

However Carver [30,34] has been inconsistent in that the evacuated free space wavelength

is used, rather than the wavelength in the substrate as shown in equation (2.a). Newman

et.al. [19] uses the wavelength in the gubstrate.

Figure 2.5 showe the serieg reactance versus the gubstrate thickness for both of

the above cases, together with the regults obtained by the modal-expansion cavity model

and a measured result [34]. At hf 
^e 

:0.018, the error between the measured reactance

and the reactance calculated using equation (2.5) and the free sPace wavelength is only

1.0O, or 6Yo. However it will be shown later that the results of experimental work

carried out as part of this investigation at SGHz indicate that the reactances calculated

by the transmission line model, using either wavelength, become increasingly inaccurate

as the substrate thickness increases.
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dielectrically filled space

metallic patch
coa>cial feed

TEM in the coa>cial cable
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reference plane: (l) (Z)
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the development of Carver's transmiæion líne

feãd point model, (a) sketch of the electric field in the proximity of the ptobe and,

(b),(") and (d) Iumpd parzmeters models and (e), íts transmission line equiualent.
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Figure 2.5: Series reactance calculated, by the transmission líne model usíng Àg (- - -)
^id ^, 

(-); and the modal-expansion model for d: 0.016)r (-'-'-) and d :
0.081s F--'-). .A measured resulü (x ) is also shown (er : 2.5)

Griñn et.al. [43] proposed another transmission line model for the series reac-

tance of the probe. The model was initially applied to probe fed disc antennas of radius

ø, fed through a probe of radius dlz. The radius of the outer conductor of the equivalent

coaxial transmission line was assigned to the disc radius and the radius of the probe

used for the inner conductor. The reactance is calculated by transforming an equivalent

short circuit load at the patch, through the distance å, to the antenna terminals. The

characteristic impedance of the of the coa>rial line is

60-:
{e,

2o
Zot lu (2.6)

(2.7\

d,

xc: z"ttanzf- ohm
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This approach has been applied to a nectangular patch, replacing the disc radiue in (2.6)

by the distance from the centre to the corner of the rectangle that forms the patch. The

result of a test of the model is shown in figure 2.6, together with the transmission line

model of Carver, using the free space wavelength, and the results of other models yet

to be discussed.

2.2.3 Model based on the teld ¡olution of a coaxial feed probe located i¡

a radial waveguide

Sengupta [16,44,45] proposed a model where the series reactance is a function of

the probe diameter

xe-'#r(#) ohm (z.B)

where a is a factor calculated by equation (l.la) and Euler's constant, ? : 1.78f . This

expression was obtained from considerations eimilar to those for the excitation of a

parallel-plate guide supporting a dominant E-type radial mode. Figure 2.6 shows a test

of this model.

Z.Z.I Model that uees a parallel.platc tranem¡ssion l¡ne to represent the

tranwerse mode

A more detailed model that includes the aspect ratio of the patch has been

proposed by Lier [46], where the eeries reactance is the series combination of two reac-

tances Xl and Xo. Figure 2.?(a) shows a IVe wide rectangular patch resonant over the

length L¿ znð. fed at a general poiut (ro,yo). Lier uses Xt, to represent'the contribu-

tion towards the energy stored in the region of the feed point from a travelling wave

propagating in the y-direction, Figure 2.7(b) is a circuit representatiou of the resonant

antenna where Zlis tne characteristic impedance of the parallel-plate transmission line

inthey-direction.Theopencircuitterminationsatg:0andy-wearetransformed

along the parallel-plate transmission line to the feed point where they are combined in
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(-), Grifrn (-----), Lier (.......), sengupta (-"-"-).

parallel to give

xtt:
where the effective electrical

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

Substrate thickneeel. hf À,

-zl
tarrþrW'"1L") + tan(nw: lL"\
lengths and widths are defined

ohm

in figure 2.7(a).

(2.e)

The reactance Xq is representative of the energy stored in higher-order modes,

and is obtained by a calculation of the input reactance of a square cavity excited at

the resonant frequency through a coanial probe located in the centre of the patch. The

result is:

xq: trohfo'"(ffi) ohm (2'10)

where /p is the frequency of the resonant mode and 'y is Euler's constant. The total

series reactance is theu

Xa: Xo + Xt, (2.11)
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This series reactance has beeu calculated for the previously considered anteuna

and plotted on figure 2.6. It can be seen that the reactances calculated using this model

lie between those of Griffin and Sengupta. Lier [16] also presented the results of an

experimental investigation which will be discussed in section 2.3.3.

Y

we

x
Le

(")

xq
zl

Zin R;n

I
w:

_t
w:

-T
w"T
W,T

_t_

(b)

Figïre 2.7: (a) ?àe geom etry for z recianguLar elemen t fed at a general point, and (b)

the circuit representation of the antenna, where the transmission line is rcIzted to the
úransverse mode.

The apparent similarity between equations (2.10) and (2.8) can be better aPpre-

ciated if both equations are simplified. If equation (1.13) is substituted into (Z.e) tUe

(xorYol
a
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Lier's equation can be simplified using

cection 2.8

resulting equation of Sengupta is

to give

x,_*h(#)

E zp e ri me nt ol íno e etíg at i o u

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

I

1o

xc: ?/ r" I "l,\lo * \l"r@d)
Thus equations (2.12) and (2.15) are the same.

2.2.6 Conclusio¡s

All of the models presented have been useful in studying the dependence of

the eeries reactance upotr the antenna geometry. However, the difference between the

calculated and measured reactances will be shown, in the next gection, to increase

rapidly as the equivalent electrical thickness of the substnte increases. This problem will

be clearly illustrated when the results of these models are compared with measurementg

made around 5GEz.

2.3 Erçerimental investigatio¡s

the series reactance has been measured by three methods, where in each case

the probe is terminated iu a different load with the aim of isolating the effect of the

connection region from the measured input impedance versus frequency characteristics

of the overall structure. The first arrangement termiuates the probe in a large cavity and

the second in a short circuited low characteristic impedance transmission line. In the

third arrangement the probe is used to feed a rectangular patch antenna. The measured

series reactances are used to show that the results of the analytical and empirical models
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proposd by other authors become increasingly ìnaccurate as the frequency ¡ncreases,

and in fact become seriously incorrect as the frequency approaches 5GHz.

2.8.1 The large cavity method

In order to isolate the series reactance from the input impedance presented to

the probe by the patch structure, the metallic patch associated with the antenna was

removed and replaced by a large sheet of copper. In essence, the coa:cial probe was

then feeding a large sheet of double sided copper clad board, refer to frgure 2.8(a).

The network in frgure 2.8(b) shows the coaxial probe represented by a series ltactance,

X¡, and the sheet as a large open cavity with input impedance Zs, called, the cavity

impedance. Therefore a value for the series reactance can be determined from the

measurcd input impedance of the overall structure, Zin, æ long as the value of Zc is

known or at least can be approximated. Moreover it is only the reactive component

of the cavity impedance that needs to be known. The length and width of the cavity

were chosen large while the substrate thickness waÉ¡ minimised in order that Zc might

approach a short circuit. The value of the imaginary component of the cavity impedance

will be later ehown to approximate zero over the frequency range of interest. Ilence the

measured input reactance of the stnrcture can be equated to the series reactance of the

probe.

Measurements of the input impedance were performed on four structures orer

a twenty percent frequency bandwidth, using the following combinations of connector

type and substrate thickness: APC-7/1.57mm, APC-710.735mm, SMA/l.57mm and

SMA/0.735mm. The relevant connector dimensions are listed in Appendix A, and the

dimensions of the cavity were 10.81 s by 24.3À, by 0.041¡ at 5GHz.

A typical result for the measured input impedance versus frequency is shown in

figure 2.9 for the case of an APC-7 connector feeding a l.57mm thid( substrate. The

figure shows a cluster of reflection coefficient points with significant real and imaginary

components. This cluster is attributed to the reflection coefficient of the series com-
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coa)cial connector

double sided coPPer clad sheet

(")

x.

Z;n zc

(b)

Fþre 2.5: (a)The apparatus for tåe large cavity experimeut and (b)' its network model.

bination of the series reactance, Xr, and the cavity's input impedance, Z¿, where the

contribution of the latter will be ghown to be less significant.

A better understanding of the complex nature of this measured result is obtained

if the magnitude and phase of the rcflection coefficient versus frequency are presented

separately. See figures 2.10 and 2.11. Both graphs show an almost random variation

about a mean value, and in both cases the mean value is decreasing with frequency. The

mean values of the amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient at SGIIz are -5.2d8

and 1420, which is equivalent to an impedance of 16*¡16.5 O. Before a v¿lue for the

series reactance at SGHz can be derived from this measured result further explanation

regarding the effect of the cavity impedance is required. Firstly the cavity inipedance,

large cavity
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Figure 2.9: Smith càarú plot of tåe measu red reflæ,tion coefrciæt for a l.57mm tåic&

Iarge cavity fed by an APC-T probe.

Zs, is calculated using a dual transmission line model and secondly a multì-mode cavity

model is us€d to further orplain the ocperimental observations.

The input impedance of the cavity excluding the series reactance is calculated

using a model comprising two orthogonal parallel-plate transmission lines, refer to figure

2.12. The propagation constant, ?, md the characteristic impedance, Zo , for each of

the lines are calculated [a7] using,

.'_ (R + jwL G + iw0) (2.16)

zo
R+jwL
G+jwC

where the distributed line constants are

R_ 2 Real(Zs)

(2.t7)

L
ph
w

w
(2.18)

(2.1e)
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(2.2o)

(2.2r)

¿nd Ze is the surface impedance of the copper cladding given by

z. (2.22)

Using the dielectric and copper conductivities

o¿ --l.O'E - 12 U/^

oc:5.88 + 7 ul^

The per unit length line constants for the wide and narrow transmission lines are listed

in Table 2.1. AIso listed in the table are the input impedances, calculated using llarring-

ton's equations (1.5) and (1.6), for the two radiating apertures at each end of the two

transmission lines. The cavity impedance is calculated as a function of the frequency

over a 3.5GHz to 6.5GHz bandwidth. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the magnitude and

phase of the equivalent reflection coefficient normalised to 50O.

The magnitude of the calculated reflection coefficient, figure 2.13, displays a

number of resonances across the band, where the typical quality factor is approimately

equal to @0. Figure 2.14 shows that the phase of the calculated reflection coefficient is

reflected through l80o at each resonant frequency. The phase is bounded within plue

or minus 30, and the average phase over the bandwidth is 1800. So it can be concluded

that the reflection coefficient of the cavity is

I k" ls o.8dB

phase(k¿) : l80o +30

or in terms of the cavity impedance

l¡;¡
U*

and

at any of the resonances
otherwiseReat(zs){:3tn
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Figure 2.10: Mag¡nìtude of the meæured reflection coefficient veraus ftequency for a
l.57mm thick large cavity fed by an APC'7 probe.
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Figure 2.Il: Phase of the measured reflæ,tion coefrcient versus frequency for z L57mm
thic* Iarge cavity fed by an APGT probe.
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\ Zon

zo,

+

Zon
wide line\
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Figure 2.12: Tt¿nsmission Line model for the large cavity apparatus.

u4

+

TLbIe 2.7: Parameters for the large cavity úra¡smission .li¡e model.
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-1.3O llmag(Z¿) S +t.gO

The average cavity impedance over the frequency bandwidth closely approxi-

mates a short circuit. Therefore, the input impedance of the overall structure can be

equated to the series reactance of the probe. However, the measured input impedance

has a siguificant real component, equal to 16O at 5GHz, which is hitherto uuaccounted

for in the dual tranemission line model.

The complex nature of the measured input impedance can also be ocplained when

it is appreciated that the probe is coupling iuto many closely spaced modes, all of high

index, which are specified according to the cavity's length and width dimensions. At

any single ficquenc¡ the degree of coupling into each mode is dependent on the position

of the feed point relative to the field distribution of each and every mode, as well as the

frequency and quality factor of that mode. Therefore due to the multiplicity of modes,

it follows that their degrees of coupling and hence their reflectiou coefrcients are almost

random. tr\¡rthermore there are a large number of weakly coupled off-resonant modes

both above and below the bandwidth of interest. The real part of the cavity impedance

that is observed in the measurements, but not included in the results of the dual cavity

model, is therefore attributed to the sum of the copper and dielectric losses associated

with the multiplicity of off-resonant modes.

Greater insight into the measured input impedance of the overall structure is

obtained if the complicated effects of the cavity resonances are removed from the mag-

nitude and phase of the measured rêflection coefficient. So the results of figures 2.10 and

2.11 are averaged over the frequency band by rejecting the excessive excursions, +2dB

or f20 degrees respectively, aud theu deriving the lines of best fit. The figures show that

the magnitude and phase of the average measured reflection coefficient decrease with

frequency. These observations can be explained by considering the associated increase

in the electrical length of the probe. This increased length will result iu more energy
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being coupld into the cavity as well Írs an iucrease in the effective inductance of the

probe, as seen from the terminals of the cavity.

Figure 2.15 shows the .resulting Smith chart plot of the reflection coefficient

versuE frequency that is constnrcted from the lines of best ût for the respective reflection

coeficient magnitude and phase. This arc represeuts the measured input impedance of

the large cavity apparatus without the complex resoDÍrnce effects of the cavity. Using

the same process of averaging, similar arcs we¡e determined for the other connector

and substrate thickness combinations. In each case the input reactauce was equated to

the equivalent series reactance of the feed probe. Ïbble 2.2 lists the results obtained at

SGHz for the four connector and substrate thickness combinations.

This large cavity ocperiment has been useful in showing the frequency depen-

dence of the series reactance. Figure 2.16 shows this dependence for the connector and

substr¿te thickness combinatiou of 
^PC-7ll.S7mm. 

The figure also shows the results

of the shorted tranemission line ocperiment, to be digcussed next.

2.8.2 The short circuited transmission line method

A second technique to measure the series reactance directly provides a single

frequency check of the experimental results already presented. Figure 2.17(z) shows the

transmission line model of a general rectangular patch antenna with Xa included. For

the purpose of measuring only Xr, the radiating walls at each end of the trangmission

line are replaced by short circuit loads, the feed point is moved to the transmission

line's centre, and the line length, .t, is chos€n such that the distauce between the plane

of the feed point and each short circuit load is equal to half the wavelength in the

dielectric. Refer to figure 2.17(b). Therefore, when the two short-circuit loads are

transformed down the transmission lines to the feed, they form another short acltcss

the series combination of X, and the feed terminals, refer to frgure 2.L7(c\. Thus the

measured reactance equals the series reactance.
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Fþre 2.75: Avsaged reflæ,tion coefrcient for a 7.57mm thi& Iarge cavìty fed by an

APC-T probe.

r9.2011.7f)SMA

r6.506.8 0APC.7

Substrate thickness

l.57mm

Substrate thickness

0.80mm

Probe type

Series reactance using the

large cavity method

T}¡ble 2.2: Measured series reætznce at SGHI for a large cavíty: 424mm by 955mm by

(l.57mm and 0.8mm), where er:2.55.

3.5GHz

6.5GIIz
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Figure 2.16: SerieÉt rear,ta,nce ve.rsus frquency results for the larye cavity(-) anQ
sàorüed tra¡smission line( x x x ) experiments, wàere an APC-7 connæ,tor is feeding a
l.57mm tåick substrate.

Four experiments were carried out using an APC-7 probe with 17:l6mm, lr:
l.57mm, and .t:39.6mm, 39.0mm, 38.lmm and 37.0mm. Figure 2.17(d) illustrateg the

final apparatus.

Figure 2.18 shows the measured input impedance ver€us frequency on a Smith

chart for the case where .t : 39.6mm. The measured result can be interpreted using the

network model of the parallel nLC single mode resonant circuit shown in ûgure 1.8(b),

where the resistance represents the sum of the copper and dielectric losses and the small

amount of radiation from the structurc. The structure is observed to be resonant, that

is .t : lr, at the frequency for which the reflection coefrcient is a minimum, which

corresponds to a TEMg2g mode resonance within the cavity. So it turns out that the
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Figur;e 2.17: Meæurement of theseries reactance; (a)transmission líne model, (b)model
of the stntcture, (c)model after transformations and, (d) a side eletntion eketù of the
apparatus.
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Figure 2.1E: Measured refection coefrcient for tùe sàorúed transmission liae fed by an
APC-7 probe, where h:7.57mm, W --76mm, L--39.6mmt er : 2.55.

L2.O495037.0

lr.3485038.1

r0.046{039.0

9.5457039.6

X,(O)/¿(MEz)I(mm)

Series re:ìctance using the

shorted transmission line

Table 2.3: Serieg rear,tznce ¡neasu¡ed usÍng tåe sùorted úransmission lìne meúåod.

4569MHz
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resonant frequency is clearly iudicated on the Smith chart plot, implyiug that the length

of the apparatus need not be accurately predicted. The result displayed in figure 2.18

shows that resonance is achieved at 4569MH2. Ilere the input reactance is 9.5O which

is attributed to the effective series reactance of the probe. Table 2.3 lists the results

of the four experiments and figure 2.16 shows these four results :ut a plot of the series

reactance veñrus frequency. The apparent inconsistency between these two sets of data

can partly be explained if the widths of the two apparatuses are taken into account.

This point is taken up in detail in Section 2.3.4.

2.8.3 lte locu¡ transformation method .

If the network model of the series reactance and leaky cavity resonator shown in

figure l.E(b) is acceptedr, then it follows that the series reactance can be obtained from

a Smith chart plot of the measured input impedance versus frequency data by observing

the extent of the reactive transformation of the locus of the cavity alone. This is easily

done by approximating the measured impedance locus by a circle, which can then be

related to the seri6 reactauce.

The process of deriving the geriee reactance from the centre of a circle of best fit

to measured data is considered by introducing a hypothetical cavity having the following

arbitrarily chosen specifrcations

fn :5GHz Qo:25 lo : 80O Xa :2OA

Then using

I
(2.23)lo h'/ LC

(2.24)

I For the sake of correctness, it is necessary to point out that the network suggested by Carver[3O],

and shown in figure 1.8(b), needs to be amended to model the gap between the circle of best

fit and the perimeter of tbe Smith chart. The g'ap resistance is not elaborated on here because

it plays no part in the determination of the series reactance. It will be discussed in detail in

Chapter IV.
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the lumped circuit parameters for the parallel nLC plus Beries reactance equivalent

circuit of figure f.8(b) are

.t : l.0l8E - l0 fl d : 9.958 - 12 F Lc : 6.378- l0 If

The calculated input impedance data are plotted on figure 2.19. The centre of

the circle of best fit is then located as equidistant from each data point, and then the

circle is drawn. Notice that the calculated data does not form a perfect circular locus

because the series reactance is a function of the frequency. More importantly however,

notice that the centre of the circle of begt ût is uot on the X¡ contour but on the line

O-A. Therefore to determine the X, parameter for the resonant cavity model of figure

1.8(b) from a measured iuput impedance locus, simply locate the centre of the circle of

best fit to the measured data, and construct the line O-.á. The reactance at point .r{

is then equivalent to the series reactance. The process has also been verified for well

over-coupled and under-coupled cavities. Thie technique has been applied to many sets

of measured input impedance versuE frequency data; both measured by the author and

published in the open literature by other authore. The regultg are detailed in Table 2.4,

section 2.4. For the case of an APC-7 probe feeding a 1.57mm thick substrate, ûgure

2.20 compares this method with those previously discussed and graphed in figure 2.6.

The technique has also been used to investigate the dependence of the series

reactance on the position of the feed point along the .E-plane of the patch; that is as

a function of the distance D, defrned in figure 1.5. Figure 2.21 shows that the effect

of shifting the feed point is greater for the probe of larger electrical dimensions. The

curye for df Às : 0.015 is derived from the measured input impedance data published

by Carver [30], and disagrees with his earlier direct measurements [34] of the eeries

reactance as a function of the feed point position, shown in figure 2.3. A set of impedance

loci for the case of dlÀ¡: 0.008 have also been published [23], and the seriee reactanceg

derived using the locus trausformation method exhibit no dependence on the feed point

position. Therefore it is concluded that the series reactance is a weak function of feed
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Figtre 2.2O: Calculated series reacúance for tåe case of an APC'7 probe, wåer9

dlÀ, :0.0E, rù/À, - 0.04, er : 2.55: calculztd by Carver's trznsmission line model

using Ào (L), Grifrn (-----), Lier (...""), Sengupta (---'-) and the locus

traneformztion method (- - --).

point position and only becomes significant when the probe diameter increases beyond

o.o08lr

A study of the effect that the aspect ratio has on the series reactance has also

been carried out. Ilere the input impedance of a rectangular patch was measured as

the width was varied. Figure 2.22 shows the series reactance versus aspect ratio for

an antenna operating at about SGHz and the results of the direct measurement of

series reactance by Lier[46] for an antenna operating at 3.lGHz. Lier's experimental

technique involved measuring the input reactance of a centre fed rectangular patch,

where the electrical length of the patch was carefully calculated to ensure that it was

half wave resonant at 3.lGHz. The absolute values of the series reactances from the
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two experiments cannot be directly compard because the electrical dimensions of the

probes and substrate heights differ, but the two sets of resulte are graphed side by side

to show that both results e:chibit a similar trend and generally support one another.

25

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5

DIL

Figure 2.21: Series reæ,tance, using the locus transformation method, as a func-

tion of the feer¡ point position for: Ío:l189MHz, h:l''9mm, d'fÀt-0'008, er:2'62

e"-)t231ì \o:Z.zGffiz, h:1.59mm, df \r:6.915, er-2'62 (-)[30]; ¡o:4'9GHz,
l¡=I.59¡nm, df ),r:9.976, er:2.55 (-'-).

2.8.l Comparisong between the results of the large eavit5r, short circuited

transmission line, and locus transformation experiments

The series reactance results of the large cavity experiment are typically larger

than those measured using the short circuited transmission line and the locus transfor-
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sio¡ line method: lo:4.950GH2, hf Àt:g.A, df 

^e-0.08, 
e¡:2.5$ ( o ).

mation techniques. For orample, for an APC-7 probe feeding a 1.57mm thick substrate

at 5GHz, the results of the large cavity experiment are 5O and 4O grêater than those

of the short circuited transmission line and locus transformation methods respectively.

This may be due to the absence of any patch edges in the large cavity case, thereby

giving any energy stored in modes associated with the probe an effectively unlimited

volume in which to establish themselves. The extra series reactance might be attributed

to the energies stored in these modes that extend out from the probe in the volume over

and above that available in the case of the other experiments where the dimensiong of

the structures are typically of the order of a half wavelength. It is tempting to attribute

this extra serieg reactauce to extra evanescent modes that might exist in the increased

volume of the large cavity. However these modes are very localised within the proximity
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of the probe. Although the physics of the modes aseociated with the probe is not under-

stood, it is clear that the presence of the edges of the patch have an effect on the fields

around the probe. This conclusion is based on two obserrrations. Firstly the aspect ratio

of the patch has already been demonstrated to influence the effective series reactance.

The second observation will be discussed in detaìl in Chapter VI, where a liquid crystal

film is used to visually display the ûeld distributions around the edges of the patch. For

frequencies and probe dimeneions similar to those used in the large cavity experiments,

the probe w:ut seen to cause an increase iu the level of radiation emanating from the

end of the patch nearest to it. Thus if the probe has an effect on the fields at the edges,

then it is possible that the presènce or absence of the edges will effect the energy stored

in the proximity of the probe, and hence the effective series reactance.

Even though the absolute values of the seriæ reactances obtained using the large

cavity experim,ents may be doubtful, the method still provides valuable information on

the relative increase in the series reactance associated with an increase in the frequency.

Refer to figure 2.16. A study of the frequency dependence of the series reactance is

usually made difrcult because of the frequency sensitivity of the rest of the antenna, or

test structure. For example in the short circuited tranemission line method, the isolation

of the series reactance of the probe from the input impedance of the remaining apparatus

could only be achieved at a single frequency because the success of the experiment

depended on the effective length of the wide transmission line being resonant. For

a similar reason thè method used by Lier [a6] is also a single frequency exPeriment.

Alternatively the large cavity method can be used in a wide band investigation because

of the extremely large length and width of the cavity, which meaue that the experiment

is virtually independent of these parameters over the bandwidth of interest.Therefore,

to a good approximation, figure 2.16 is displaying the change in the series reactance as

the electrical length and diameter of the probe are effectively altered by a change in

frequency. Similar results were obtained for the other probe and substrate thickness

combinations.
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At SGHz the the short circuited transmission line o(perimeut provides reactances

that are roughly lO below the results of the locus transformation method. This is

consistent when account is taken of the aspect ratios of the apparatus used in each case.

The shorted transmission line experiment has also beeu used to show the variation of the

series reactance with frequency, see figure 2.16. The frequency dependence is observed

to be stronger than that measured in the large cavity experiment. Recall that for the

shorted transmission line ercperiment an increase in the test frequency comesponds to a

decrease in the length of a constant width microstrip transmission line. Therefore the

extra increase in the series reactance is due to the increasing width to leugth aspect

ratio of the wide transmission line, and as just mentioned, the series reactance is a

positive function of aspect ratio, refer to frgare 2.22.

2.8.6 Comparisons between the results of the locus tra¡sformation method

and measurements performed þ other authors

Comparisons between the eeries reactances obtained from the locue transforma-

tion method and those measured by other authors are difficult unless the exact antenna

dimensions and frequencies are duplicated. Eowever, rough comparisons can be made if

the differences in the effective electrical length aud diameter of the probes are accounted

for. This is achieved by extrapolating the results of other authors using the information

on the characteristics of the probe obtained from locus transformation studies. Figure

2.23 is a plot of the eeries reactance, obtained from the locus transformation method,

versus the substrate thickness as¡ a function of the probe diameter. Because of the sen-

sitivity of the series reactance to small changes in the substrate thickness, the results of

figure 2.23 have been extrapolated to include data on probes thinner than those actually

investigated using the locus transformation method. The line lor d,f )t : 0.034 is based

ou two points that were obtained from a locus transformation study at SGHz on two

rectangular elements fed through SMA probes, while the d/À¡ :0.08 points are based

on a similar investigation using APC-7 probes. The lines for the ca^se8 oî, dlÀs - O.OZ

and 0.016 are derived using figure 2.24, which is a graph of the series reactance ver-
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sus the probe diameter using the same four results as were used in ûgure 2.23. Using

figures 2.22 and 2.23 the measured reactances of other authors can be extrapolated to

obtain equivalent reactances, for which locus transformation results exist with thé same

dimensions and frequencies.

Caryer's average measured reactance of ûgure 2.3 is l7O for WIL - 1.65 and

hf 
^e 

: 0.018, a¡d can be extrapolated for comparison with results from the locus

transformation method, where w/L:0'9 and h/À¿:0'02' Firstly figure 2'23 implies

that an addition of lO to the l7O would account for an equirralent series reacta¡ce for the

case of hf 
^, 

:0.02 instead of the original hf 
^t 

:0.018. In a similar manner' the graph

of figure 2.22 implies that a lowering of the aspect ratio from 1.65 to 0.9 would involve

the subtraction of l0O. The resultant equivalent reactauce is 17 + I - l0 : 8O, which

is plotted ou figure 2.25. Two results from the locus transformation method, APC-

7 and SMA probes feeding a 0.8rnrn thick substrate, are also graphed on ûgure 2.25,

and a dashed cun/e is used to approximate the characteristic-for the eeries reactance

versus the probe diameter for patches of a common aspect ratio of 0.9. This figure

includes curyes repeated from figure 2.2 so that the reactances calculated by the modal-

expansion method can be used to indicate the relative dependence of the series reactance

on probe diameter. Because the dashed cun¡e displays a similar characteristic to the

cunres obtained by the modal-expausion method, it is concluded that the results of the

locus transformation method are consistent with Caryer's measured result.

Figure 2.22 shows good agreement between the series reactances measured by

Lier [nO] and those obtained using the locus transformation method. For comparison

of one data point, consider the case of Lier at WIL : l, hl\, - 0.025' df À, :9.92,

where the series reactance is 14O. Figure 2.23 is again used to imply that an increase

in lr/)6 from 0.025 to 0.O42 would correspond to an increase in the series reactance of

80. Increasing in df À6 from 0.02 to 0.08, as shown for the h/Àr:9.94 line in figure

2.24, results in a corresponding decrease in the series reactance of 4O. The resultant

extrapolatedseriesreactanceofLierfortheWlL-lcase!s14*8-4:lSO,whichis
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5O above the l3O result from the locus transformation method for the case of W f L æ1,

hf À'-9.942 and d/À'-9.93.

2.8.O Conelusions

The equivalent series r€actance of the probe has been measured using the large

cavity, the shorted transmission line, and the locus transformation methods. The results

of thege investigations have been shown to support each other and those performed by

other authors.

Because the results of thè locus transformation method agree with those of other

experimental techniques proposed in this investigation, as well as those of other authors,

its results will be used in the development of a new empirical model for the series

reactance.

Tbble 2.2 ehowe that the ehort wire analory of the probe is valid. An increase

in the effective electrical length of the probe causes an increase in the self-iuductance

of an equivalent wire, and an increase in the diameter has an associated decrease in
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inductance. Also the positive slope of the EerieE reactance versuE frequency lines in

figure 2.16 indicates that the series reactance is a more sensitive function of the probe

lengtb than the diameter.

The results in figurea 2.231 2.221 2.24, and 2.21 can be used to determine the

relative dependence of the series reactance on substrate height, aspect ratio, probe di-

ameter and feed point position respectively. As the stated aim of this investigation is to

develop models for the computer aided design of rectangular microstrip antennas operat-

ing at about 5GHz, the most suitable indication of the sensitivity of the series rcactance

to the above parameters is obtained by considering a rectangular patch: /o s5GHz,

tr-16.93mm, [7:l6mm, lr:1.57mm fed by an APC-7 probe. The percentage change in

the series reactance as the substrate height, aspect ratio, probe diameter and feed point

position are in turn increased by 10% is: +t1.5%, +lù.Oyo, -8.2% ¿nd -Z.lVo. Therefore

the new model to be developed in the next gection will concentrate on the dependence

of the series reactance on the substrate height, aspect ratio and probe diameter, feed

poiut position beiug rejected because it only has a minor effect on the series reactance.

2.4 the tapered tr¡"smission line model

Although Caryer's transmission line model is widely accepted, better agreement

with experimental results can be obtained by a more detailed consideration of the field

distribution in the region of the probe. A sketch of a cross-sectional view of the electric

field in the probe region is shown in figure 2.26. Etrorts have been made by Richards

et.al. [35] to perform field analysis in the region of the probe using moment method

techniques. However, in explaining this new model a sketch will suffice.

Using an electrostatic field analogy, the cross¡es in figure 2.27 approximate an

equi-potential contour of mid-value between the two metal surfaces A and B. Thie

contour can then be roughly approximated by the quarter-wave sinusoid shown in figure

2.28. Now if the outer conductor of a tapered transmission line is placed along this

contour, then the fields along this short circuited transmissiou line will approximate
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those in the proximity of the feed probe. This tapered line deviates from the equi-

potential contour to make connection with the short circuiting patch in the g : 0 plane,

but because the tapered line is feeding a short circuit load, the stored energy density

decreases as ¡ and y approach / and 0 respectively; that is, as the end of the line is

approached. Therefore there ie little error introduced by the approximation.

The reactance of the probe is now numerically evaluated using the transmission

line equation (2.f) to transform the short circuit at y - 0 through a stair-case approxi-

mation to the tapered transmission line to the antenna terminals at the plane y: -h,
where the reactance is renormalised to the characteristic impedance of the couial line

used to feed the antenna, typically 50O. Therefore,

(2.2s)

where Zd ie the characteristic impedance of the coanial tapered line at g : -l¿, and

X6¿ris the calculated series reactance normalised to Zs¿.

Using the mid-value equi-potential contour, the model has produced series reac-

tances that are typicatly between 3O and 5O greater than those obtained by the locus

transformatiou method. However, there is of course a multitude of equi-potentials that

could be chosen for the model. An investigation into the agreement between the results

of the locus transformation method and the reactances calculated using narious con-

tours has concluded that an empirically determined contour is the best choice; where

e in figure 2.28 is chosen as a * (b - ø)l2O and (/ - e) is made a function of the feed

point's dimensiôns and aspect ratio of the patch. Hence the amplitude of the sinusoid,

.,{¡, is a variable and will be used to determine the outer radiue of the tapered coaxial

line that is representing the probe. Figure 2.29 is a graph of the radius of the outer

conductor at y - O, l1-, versus the probe diagonal, p, normalised to the length of the

patch, where

P2 : h2 + (ö - c)2 (2.26)

x, - uox
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and is a measure of the probets dimensions. These points describe the sinusoidal contour

that was used with the tapered transmission line model to provide exact agreement with

the measured impedance locus transformations. The data are actually derived for the

case of an equivalent aspect ratio, r n¡ 0.9. They have then been approximated by an

exponential contour, using a cun¡e fitting program, as follows

,to __l.g,ge-4.369å
ø

(2.27)

In a similar fashiou figure 2.30 has been used to show the taper radiug as a fuuction of

the aspect ratio of the patch and implies that for plL:0.14 the taper radius is almost

independent of the aspect ratio. Agaiu using a curye fitting program the approximate

expression is

4o _¡.g35r0.r53r
o

(2.28)

The combined expression is then

4o _ l.6gle0.l53r-a36e! (2.2e)
o

Table 2.4 shows, that by using the empirically determined taper of equation

(2.29), the tapered transmission line model calculates series reactances that are within

plus or minus 3O of the measured input impedance locus transformations. Notice that

the model has been tested over a large range of antenna dimensions and frequencies, all

with relative dielectric constants between 2.5 and 2.55.

Figure 2.31 and 2.32 ghow excellent agreement between the results of the tapered

trausmission line model and those measured by the locus transformation method for

reactance versus substrate height and aspect ratio respectively. Figure 2.33 displays

series reactances versus frequency where the calculated results are compa¡ed with those

of the large cavity experiment. Notice the similar slopes of the two lines. Recall that

the regults of the large cavity o(perimeut are 3.5O higher than the accepted results of

the locus transformation method .
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TábIe 2.4: Compariæn betwæn the æries reactance calculated by the tzpered 3¡ans-
mission line model and measured by tåe locus transformation method.

2.6 Conclusions

The models proposed by other authors for the calculatiou of the series reactauce

have been reviewed and shown to be inadequate due to computational complexity or

poor accuracy, especially as the substrate thickness increases.

The equivalent eeries r€actance of the probe has been measured using the large

cavity, the shorted trangmissiou line, and the locus transformation method. The resulte

of these methods have been shown to agree with each other and with those performed

by other authors.

A novel tapered transmission line model, using an empirically determined con-

tour, has been shown to provide series reactance results that are within *3O of the
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Figure 2.33: Seriæ ¡eæ,tance yersus frequency for a l.57mm thiù subst¡ate fed through
an APC-T probe: calculated using úåe tapered transmisgion Line model for a rectangulat
elemæt ln *,SGfü (- - -), and diræ,tly meæuted using the large cavity (-),
where e¡:2.55.

measured impedance locus transformations. F\rthermore, this agreement is maintained

over a very wide range of antenna and feed dimensions and frequencies.

This new empirical model for calculating the equivalent series reactance of the

probe !s incorporated into a computer-aided design program listed in Appendix C. The

seriee reactance is numerically evaluated using the transmission line equation (2.1) to

transform a short circuit load through a stair-case approximation to a tapered transmis-

sion line, where the taper is given by equation (2.29) and the length of the transformation

is equal to the substrate thickness. At the terminals of the antenna the reactance ig

then re-normalised to the characteristic impedance of the coa>cial line used to feed the
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CEAPTER III

THE CALCULATION OF RESONANT FR'EQUENCY USING AN

EMPIRICALLY DDTERMINED EDGE EXÎENSION PARAMETER

3.1 Introduction

The uarrow bandwidth of the microstrip antenna means that it is crucial that the

resonant frequency be accurately determined. The resonant frequency is very sensitive

to the effective dielectric constant of the subetrate and the effective electrical dimensions

of the patch. Therefore the determination of the distance to which the fields fringe at

each end of the rectangular microstrip antenna is a major step in determining the

antenna's resonant frequency.

The methods to determine the resonant frequency suggested by other authors

will be reviewed, where it will be noticed that the definition of resonant frequency

being used is often unclear. It will also be shown that these methods give results that

are in good agreement with measurements for ¿ntennas operating at frequencies up to

the lower microwave band, but give misleading results as the frequency is increased,

and especially at around SGHz. The resonant frequency is clearly specified for probe

fed microstrip antennas using the antenna's input impedance versus frequency locus

plotted on a Smith chart. The poor performance of the published models in predicting

the resonant frequency prompted the development of a new empirical model for the
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edge extension that will be shown to lead to resonant frequencies that are in excellent

agreement with measurements carried out at frequencies up to 5GHz.

3.2 L literature Buryey of the analytical and empitical models used to cal'

culate the resonant frequency

The procedures of other authors to calculate the resonant frequency of rectan-

gular patch antennas are now reviewed. Most use a resonant length transmission line

or cavity model together with equations for the effèctive dielectric conetant and edge

extension which may or may not be their own.

To analyse the resonant frequency of rectangular microstrip antenna's Howell

[2,3] used a rectangular cavity model and assumed the cavity to be driven at its funda-

mental TEMglg mode. Then at resonance

1o (3.1)

where .[ is the antenna's physical length. This model was tested at 3.5GHz on a rect-

angular patch mounted on a 0.8mm thick substrate. The calculated resonant frequency

was 2.87o above the measured frequency. The method is however only useful at low

frequenciee, because as the frequency is increased effects of the fringiug fields at each

end of the patch extend its efective electrical dimensions. Howell also iguored the fact

that the medium a¡ound the antenna is partiatly filled with air and a substrate material

having a non-unity dielectric constant, and that the effective dielectric constant of the

overall medium must therefore be between that of the air and the substrate material.

Derneryd [12] added to this simple model the effects of the non-uniform medium

and the fringing fields at each end of the patch by letting

(3.2)

where e" is the effective dielectric constant and ó^ú is the effective length to which

the fields fringe at each end of the patch, and is called the edge extension. Hence
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the accuracy of Derneryd's model for the resonant frequency depends on the accurate

determination of the effective dielectric constant of the substrate and the total electrical

length of the antenna or cavity L + 26 L. Derneryd applied to microstrip antennas the

approximate electrostatic expressions for the effective dielectric constant and the edge

extension that were proposed for use with microstrip transmission lines by Schneider

[13] and Hammerstad If4],

- €t* l er - 1r,, 10h,,-o.se":ï 2 \.,wru'' (3.3)

6L:O.4l2h
€e+0.300w1h+0.262
ee - o.258w lh + 0.813

where the equation for the effective dielectric constant was obtained by empirically

modifying the theoretical data of Schneider [13] and Wheeler [17]. The edge extension

equation is an empirical ocpression based on the theoretical results of Silvester et.al.

[4e].

Six years later llammerstad [50] proposed another empirical equation based on

the calculations for the edge extension associated with the open circuited end of a

microstrip trausmission line, and furthennore recommended its use in the design of

rectangular microstrip antennas

hwlh+0.366

(3.4)

6L: [0.2E + + p.274+rn(w lh+ 2.518)]l (3.5)
hwlh+0.556

Using a computer-aided matching technique Kirschning et.al. [5f] derived the

following expressions from a rigorous numerical hybrid mode solution of the end effect

of a microstrip line,

6L: ä€rrfs€s (s.6)
€r

where

e!'at * 0.26 (wlh¡o'8saa + 0.236
€r :0.434e07$i _ 

'JBeffi
(3.7)

¡1y ¡¡¡o's?r
ô^:t r \ ' 'r¿ 2.358er * I
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€s:1+
0.527 4 arctan (0.0 84(W / h

t .ea13/ (z 
¡ (3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

€r : 1 + 0.0377 arctan(O.O 67(W lh)r',n*)[O - 5r0'036(l-e ')¡

€s:l-0.218e -7.sw lh

The authors recommend using a third equation published by Hammerstad [52] for the

calculation of the effective dielectric constant,

where

where

êr - êeo€e:er- r+qf¡F

-mto: zpoh

G: r:z ,f"F

€eo (r+#)-'ó

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

and
€r*l €r-l

+
2 2

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

These equations are all empirical modifications of theoretical models. F,quations (3.12)

(B.lg) and (3.t4) are based on the work of Getsiuger [a8] which will be presented in

section 3.5.

Using the transmission line model for rectangular microstrip antennas Sengupta

[16] developed formulas for the resonant frequency that include the frequency shift due

to the effect of feeding the antenna through a coaxial feed probe. For the admittance

at each end of the transmission line Sengupta used the expressions of Marcuvitz [42]

for the admittance of a parallel-plate waveguide radiating into free space. Ignoring t'he
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probe, an expression for the resonant frequency is derived by determining the frequency

at which the input impedance is real

1- ßqlr:lo (3.18)e

where

t+hb#

c- c
Jo - zL,rÆ

61, rhzW , 4L':-
Í, zaelLs'- lørd

(3.1e)

and the relative shift in the resonant frequency caused by the probe is

(3.20)

where a is evaluated using equation (1.14). Sengupta also recommends using equation

(3.3) for the effective dielectric constaût.

These formulas are used in the next section to calculate the resonant frequency

of a number of antennas, and when the results are compared with meas¡urements the

agreement is shown to decrease with increasing frequency.

3.8 the limitations of the published formulae used i¡ the calculation of the

regonant frequency

Resonant frequencies have been calculated using the equations of other authors

for a number of rectangular patch antennas. The resonant frequency at which the

comparisou is made is the cavity resonant frequency, /¿", which will be defined in the

next section. Suffice to say that for a probe fed antenna, this is the frequency at which

the input impedance is real when the effects of the probe are removed. The effect of the

probe on the measured resonant frequency can be compensated for by first determining

the series reactance of the probe using the locus transformation method described in

Chapter II. Then the cavity resonant frequency is the frequency at which the input

reactance is equal to the series reactance of the probe.
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Table 3.1 shows the percentage difference between the calculated and measured

resonant frequencies. The first column lists the measured cavity resonant frequencies of a

number of antennas, where this frequency can be used as a guide to identify the complete

specifications of the antennas which can be found through Appendix A. Column two

lists the resonant frequencies calculated using the method of Derneryd [12] based on

equation (3.2) and Hammerstad's expressions for the effective dielectric constant and

edge extension; equations (3.3) and (3.a). Hammerstad's equations (3.3) and (3.5) are

used in column three and the results obtained using the equations of Kirschning et.al.

are listed in column four. The fifth column shows the results using Sengupta's method.

Most of the above equatione for the edge extension have been published for uee

with microstrip transmission lines and provide unsatisfactory results when applied to

antennas, especially as the frequency is increased. The typical bandwidth of microstrip

antennas operating at SGHz is 4Vo, therefore methods that give ¿ 6% error in the

prediction of the resonant frequency are of little use. This error in the resonant frequency

is posaibly because the antenna's length is only half of a wavelength in the dielectric,

therefore evanescent and hybrid modes caueed by perturbations in the cavity'e field

by the feed may be present in the fringing fields. This point is taken up in more

detail in Chapter VI. Sengupta's expression w:ra published for the specific application

to rectangular microstrip antennÍrs. However, it too gives poor results for regonant

frequency when applied to antennas operating above 4GHz. An empirical model to

determine the edge extension is now developed, but first the input impedance versus

frequency locus is used to specifically define the resonant frequencies of the antenn¿.

3.4 The deffnition of reeonant frequency

In dealing with resonant structures and their feeds there are at least three defi-

nitions for determining the frequency at which resonance occurs:

i when the structure, excluding the feed network, is resonant. Typically this im-

plies the frequency at which an electric¿l dimension of a cavity or antenna is a
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+6.43+4.07+3.31+6.115013

+3.32+2.68+L.44+3.824830

+3.75+3.12+1.87+4.264792

+4.69+2.63+1.92+4.624784

+6.43+4.04+3.66+5.8547TO

+6.15+3.91+3.19+5.844744

+4.70+3.40+1.16+5.594672

+2.90+2.66+1.34+3.523502

+2.67+2.42+1.17+3.263387

+1.82+1.32+0.39+2.322224

+1.10+0.89-t.24+1.982195

-0.26-0.16-1.91+0.53r4l0

+0.56+0.62- 1.15+1.311396

+0.01+0.15-1.45+0.74rr97

+0.51+0.57-1.04+1.15I 189

+0.28+o.47+0.69+0.80658

+1.43+1.49-2.21-0.94633

SenguptaKirschningIlammerstadDernerydFreq.(MHz)

Resonant frequency percentage error

TábIe 3.1: For tàe formulæ of yarious autàors, a comparison betwæn tàe percentage

difference in the calculated and measured cavity resonant frequency.

multiple number of half-wavelengths.

ii when the input impedance, referred to the input terminals, is real.

iii when the VSWR, referred to the input terminals, is a minimum

Furtherrnore when working with resonant type antennas and their feeds, the above

definitions typically do not lead to the same frequency value. Notice also that the use

of definition ii can lead to either two closely spaced resonant frequencies or no resonant
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frequency at all, as shown in the measured input impedance versus frequency results of

figures 5.12(a) and 5.ll(b) respectively.

The Smith cha¡t display of the input impedance versus frequency characteristic

of a cavity excited about its fuudamental mode resonant frequeucy is shown in frgure

3.1, and suggests that a microstrip patch antenna can be modelled as a leaky cavity

coupled through a series reactance. In the region near the centre of the operational

baudwidth of the anteuna either of two values for resonant frequency can be identified:

/o", the frequency at which the cavity itself resonates, ot 1oz, the frequency at which the

input impedance of the antenna is real. The deûnition of resonant frequency using the

VS\ryR is not considered any further because this investigation is primarily concerned

with antennas that are matched to their feeding transmission linee, and when thig is

the case, the frequency at which the VSWR i.. a minimum is equal to the frequency at

which the input impedance is real. A new empirical model for the calculation of the

cavity and impedance resonant frequencies will now be developed.

8.6 The calculation of the cavity resonant frequency using an empirically

determined edge extension parameter

F,quations for the effective dielectric constant and edge extension are ûow Pro-

posed. These equations are necessary inorder that equation (a.Z) may be used to cal-

culate the cavity resonant frequency, and obtain an agreement with me:lsurements that

is better over a wider frequency bandwidth than that obtained using the equations of

other authors. This section describes an equation for the effective dielectric constant

derived by another author, and the development of an empirical model for the effective

edge extension.

The effective dielectric constant, e¿, is calculated using an exPression developed

by Getsinger [a8] for use with microstrip transmission lines

êr - êeoce:êr- I+GW1Ð
3-8
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* iX'

Figure 3.I: îåe definition of resonanú frequency; fn the resonant frequency of the
cavity and loz, t.he frequen cy at which tåe input impedance is real.

where

Gæ0.6+O.ÙOgZom

(3.22)

(3.23)

This analytical expression was derived for an approximation to a microstrip line; that

is, a transmission line supporting a single longitudinal section electric (LSE) mode.

Equation (3.22) may be regarded as an approximation to the first TDmode cut-off

frequency while G is an empirically determined factor. The application of this expression

to microstrip antenn:ur w:ut recommended by James et.al. [a0] because it can be used to

attribute the frequency dispersion effects that may be observed to the effective dielectric

constant. The calculation includes the zero frequency effective dielectric constant, €ro,

which is obtained from equation (3.3). A model for the edge extension is now developed

on the assumption that the effective dielectric constant calculated by equation (3.21) is

3-9
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a correct result that accurately describes the physical phenomenon.

An empirical equation for the edge extension, 6Lris determined using equation

(3.2), by substituting the measured results for the cavity resonant frequency, /¿", and

the effective dielectric constant, er, calculated using equation (3.21). Figure 3.2 shows

for a range of antennas the calculated results for the edge extension as a function of the

dimensions of the W bV lr aperture located at each end of the antenna. The calculations

were carried out for a range of antennas of different dimensions built on substrates of

relative dielectric constants between 2.5 and 2.62. Bæ.¿use this small range in dielectric

constant is so widely used in antenna applications, the dielectric constant will not be

included in the model for the edge extension. It is therefore understood that the model

will only be applicable to antennas on substrates of dielectric constant between these

values. Based on the formulas of the previous authors, the empirical equation for

the edge extension will primarily be a function of Wlh; the aspect ratio of thè cross-

section through the dielectric filled region under the patch. Shown in figure 3.3 is the

extrapolated edge extension at W lh: 0 versus the electrical substrate thickness. This

graph has no physical interpretation, but it is used to determine a correction term that

takes into account the substrate thickness. The overall expression of best fit for the

effective edge extension as a function of the dimensions of the aperture and frequency

is

þ,61:t??;uY *" @.24)10r, h

where

0.606 * 0.l28ln
0;

h.
fr hlÀ, > o.oo9

otherwise.

Here h and W are the aperture width and length respectively which correspond to the

substrate height and patch width of the antenna. F,quation (3.24) has been evaluated for

lr,/)r:9.91,0.02,0.03,0.04, and the lines of þt6L ven¡us Wf hhave been superimposed

on the points of figure 3.2. The specifications of the antennas used are referred to in

Appendix A.

Using this empirical approach, any error in the calculated effective dielectric

C: 
{
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constant due to the failure of equation (3.21) to accurately represent the physical phe-

nomenon is accounted for in the edge extension term. In the next section the combina-

tion of equations (3.2), (3.21) a¡d (3.24) are shown to lead to calculated results fior fsc

that are within 2% of measured ones for a wide variety of antennas. However, in any

design exercise the frequency at which the input imped¿nce is real, lor, is of primary

concern, so the impedance resonant frequency will now be calculated from the cavity

resonant frequency.

o.2 .04(50 f o .04
l3)

,-..?.. 0.038 (1711)
r.oezqlzzifi- .ose(40?2)

a 4784)-g.g3
.ole(4670)

,.02(4792)
.02(4830)

0.02

t-ìþ. 0'l
ae. .0

l.o
.ol8(2224)

. .or8(2213)
.022(27e2)

15(3502)
rsl3387l' . .018(2195)

. .or8(2210)
.ol(13e6)

' ' ..ol(l189)
.ol( llro)-'-.ol ( I 197)

lr/À¡-0.01

.æ6(6s8) .

'.or(æ3)

0 20 40 80 læ 120 l{0
wlh

Figure 3.2: Empirical determinatìon of the dge extension as a function of the aperture
dimensions, where the numbers along side each point refer to the hl\t and fo" MHz.

3.O The irnpedance resonaut frequency

To determine !s7 from /o", the equation for the circle of best fit to the input

60
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o
il

{¡
6
\ì
l.o

aa.
O

o.2

0.1

0.0 0.01 0.02

hl À'

0.03 0.04

Figure 3.3; Empirical deúerminaüion of the edge extension as a funcúion of the substrate
height, where úåe numbers along side each data point refer to locMHz.

Xt nâ

Zi,, C

Figure 3.4: Network model of a leaky resonanú cavity.
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impedance versus frequency locus must be obtained. The network model of the antenna

suggestd by Carver [15,30] and shown in frgure 1.8(b) is a good starting point because

it has been useful in the calculation of the iuput impedance of microstrip antennas

operating at lower microwave frequencies. However for the SGHz and SGHz antennas

studied in this investigation, there is typically a gap between the impedance locus and

the perimeter of the Smith chart. This gap can be observed in the measured input

impedance results of figure 2.1. Carver's network of figure 1.8(b) can therefore be

improved by adding a series resistance, .R¡, to the circuit, as shown in figure 3.4. It

turns out that the equation for the resonant frequency is independent of the series

resistance. The series resistance witt be treated in more detail in Chapter IV.

Using normalised parameters the equation for the input impedance of the network

of figure 3.4 is

z;n:re*ite +ffi (8.25)

and was obtained using

(3.26)

and for a parallel RLC circuit

Qo (3.27)

where

R"
,"L

4. - 
z;n

þan- Drt6
R,ro: 4
ns

'c - zo
x,

Le -; ú6

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

Note that ro is the resonant resistance, that is the input resistance at resonance Íoz,

and that Zois the characteristic impedance of the transmission line feeding the cavity.

Because only the relationship between the closely spaced frequencies fsr and

fo" is of interest, let / ñ ln so that the classical definition of the frequency tuning
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!'

Parameter [41] can be used

6: Í --Ín (s.82)
I

Substituting the frequency tuning parameter into equation (3.25) results in an expres-

sion for the input impedance versus frequency locus

z;n: re * ize + ++ izc¿,6 (3.33)

To calculate lor, substitute fs, for / and then equate the imaginary part of equation

(3.33) to zero to obtain a quadratic equation in 6:

62- t¡ I
ffi,o * fu":o (3.34)

Equation (3.32) can be used to determine f6¿ from /rr, where the series reactauce

term, r¡, is calculated using the tapered trausmission line model, and the unloaded

quality factor, Qo,for a lossy dielectrically filled rectangular cavity is given by [53]

llll
-:-I-f-Qo Q¡ad 

' Q¿;" 
' 

Q"u
(3.35)

and is evaluated using [24]

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

(3.40)

a

e

I
die : t." 6

h
cu- 

0̂e

Grad:#1,
o (1 + Jo(þoLsind)) sin2(

w
cos 0) sin3 á

de
cos 0

6s

The transmission line model for the input impedance of a rectangular patch antenna,

to be discussed in Chapter V, can be used to derive an expression for the resonant

resistance, ror\n terms of the radiation conductance

r-T-
| "^,

zo
,o: 

ñã
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where the radiation conductance can be calculated using equation (3.39), or one of the

many other expressions to be reviewed in Chapter V.

3.7 Diecussion of results

Table 3.1 clearly shows that the agreement between the measured cavity resonant

frequencies and those calculated using the formulas of other authors falls off as the

frequency is increased. Typically the difference exceeds ZYof,or frequencies greater than

2.6GHz, and up to an average difterence o'i.5% at 5GHz.

The first and second columns of Table 3.2 compare the measured cavity reso-

nant frequencies with those calculated using equation (3.2), where equations (3.21) and

(3.24) were used for the effective dielectric constant and the empirically determined edge

extension respectively. The third column of Table 3.2 lists the percentage difference be-

tween the measured and calculated frequencies. F'or frequencies less than 3.5GHz, the

agreement between the calculated and measured results is similar to that obtained using

the formulas of other authors, as listed in Table 3.1. However the frequencies calcu-

lated using the accurately determined parameters are within 2% of. meas¡urements for

frequencies up to 5GHz. F\rrthermore there is no indication of the agreement falling oft

as the frequency increases.

The sixth column of Table 3.2 shows that the maximum percentage difference

between the measured and calculated impedance resonant frequencies is less lh¿n ZYo.

The antennas tested represent a wide range of aspect ratios (WlL), substrate heights,

feed point positions, and frequencies. The dielectric constant of the substrate materials

was between 2.5 and 2.62.

The computational effort required to determine the impedance resonant fre-

queucy can be decreased if the resonant resistance, r¿, is assumed to have a value

equal to one; that is, the antenna is assumed to be critically coupled to the transmis-

sion line feeding it. This assumption was made during the calculation of the results
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+0.0650315028-0.2650005013

+0.0448354833-0.r748224830

+0.50481847s4+0.2848054792

- 1.2047404798- 1.5947074784

+0.0247794778-0.2947564770

N/A473LN/A-0.3947254744

ri/A4702N/A-0.6246304659

+1.1035473507+1.06

3422

35393502

N/A3428N/A+1.023387

-0.7022092224N/A2203N/A

N/A2t75N/A-1.9321532195

N/A1396N/A-t.26r392t4l0

0.0013931393-0.511389r396

-o.t7I 195l 197-0.3611931197

+0.2511931r90+0.0911901189

-0.91652658-0.96652658

-0.95628634-1.03627633

%

error
lo,

calc'd

Íot

meastd

%

error

ln
calc'd

Ín
meastd

Cavity and impedance t€sonant frequencies

lable 3.2: CalcuÌated and rneasured resonant frequencies, wäere N/A refers to cases

where the data was not auailable.

listed in the fifth column of Table 3.2. The resonant resistance is used in the evaluation

of the frequency tuning parameter; equation (3.34). The assumption that the antenna

is critically coupled can be justified for two reasons. Firstly, the resonant reeistance

is difficult to calculate because it depends on the radiation conductance, and it will

be shown in Chapter V that the expressions for the radiation conductance proposed

by other authors disagree with conductances derived from experiments by op to TOTo

when used with microstrip elements at frequencies of 5GHz. The second justification
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for assunring r¿ : I is that the effect on the calculated inrpedance resonant frequency

is demonstrated in figure 3.5 to be small. Shown are the results of the calculation of

the impedance resonant frequency :u¡ a function of the resonant resistance. Here /¿¿

has been calculated for a 16.93mm by l6mm by l.57mm rectangular element to be

5GHz, and when the normalised resonant resistance is equal to one, the corresponding

calculated Ío, is 5.033GH2. The r¡alue of r¿ was then varied between 0.6 and 2.5, and

the resulting change io lo, expressed a,s a percentage of 5.033GH2. The figure shows

that the impedance resonant frequency is a weak function of the resonant resistance,

especially as the coupling moves from critical to over-coupled; that is, ro greater than

one

+1.0

+0.5

-0.5
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.O 2.6

ls

Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of the inpedance resonanú frequency to the resona¡ú resisúance.

Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between the calculated and measured cavity res'

onant frequencies as a function of the patch width, for a set of antennas of differeut

widths. Notice that the agreement between the two results is independent of width.
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Figure 3.6: Calculated (-) and rneasured (x x x) cavity resonant frequency versus

the width for a 1ï.01mm by W by l.57mm rectangular antenna, where er:2.55.

8.6 Conclusions

Specifrc definitions of the resonant frequencies of a microstrip antenna have been

proposed. A new empirical model for the effective edge extension of rectangular mi-

crostrip antennas has been shown to provide cavity resonant frequencies that are within

Z% of measurements. A method for determining the impedance resonant frequency

from the cavity resoñant frequency is also proposed; it again provides results that are

within 2% of me:€urements. The models have been tested on a wide variety of antenna

geometries, includ.ing a study on the variation of the accuracy as a function of the width

of the patch. The new formulas represent a significant improvement on those of other

autbors because of their simplicity and the fact that they produce accurate results up

to a frequency of SGHz.

In the computer-aided design program listed in Appendix C the cavity resonant

frequency is calculated from the dimensions of the rectangular patch antenna using

equations (3.2), (3.21), and (3.2a). The impedance resonant frequency is then calculated

from the cavity resonant frequency using equations (3.32) to (3.40), where the series

Conclr¡iont
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reactance is calculated using the tapered transmission line model outlined in Chapter

II. The value of the resonant resistance is assumed equal to one.
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CHAPTER TV

THE APPLICATION OF TEE DEFINITION OF BANDWIDTE

FOR SINGLE PORT RESONATORS TO MICROSTRIP ANÎENNAS

4.1 Introduction

The bandwidth of an antenna can be defined in many ways: in terms of a change

in the far field radiation pattern's shape, direction, polarisation, loss in the gain, or

an increase in side-lobe levels or, as is usually the case with microstrip antenna¡t' a

change in the VS\ryR. The VSWR definition of bandwidth is however not suitable for

comparative studies of bandwidth because it requires the antennas to be matched or

driven by the s:une degree of mismatch. In other words, the VSWR definition is euitable

for determining the baudwidth of an antenna by direct measurements where a specific

antenna is being tested. However, when studying the effect of antenna geometry on

the bandwidth of a family of antennas an experimentally evaluated comparison may be

difrcult, because the coupling between the feed and each antenna in the investigation

may have to be adjusted to give a match at a specific frequency. The bandwidth

definition used for single port resonatort is applicable to microstrip patch antennas

because they are, iu essence, cavity resonators with leaky side walls. In this chapter the

classical definition of baudwidth is proposed as the most suitable definition for carrying

out comparative studies between microstrip antennas.
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4.2 The resonant cayity deûnition of bandwidth

It has already been mentioned in Chapters II and III that the input impedance of

a microstrip antenna ca¡ be closely approximated by the circular locus that characterises

a single mode resonant cavity. The Smith chart of Figure 4.1 shows how the measured

input impedance versus frequency locus can be approximated by a circle of best fit,

where the nreasurements were carried out on a l8.lmm by 16mm rectangular patch

over a 3.5GHz to 6.5GHz bandwidth; the resonant frequency being about SGHz. The

lumped network model for the approximating circle response is given in tr'igure 3.4,

where .Be represents the sum of the copper and dielectric losses in the cavity as well as

the radiation from the cavity. Thus

Ro: hu * R¿;" * Rrs¿ (4.r)

where RrodÞ P',u*.8¿;r. The LC terms account for the energy stored in the antenna

structure. The X¡ term is the equivalent series reactance of the probe, which is only

included in the network when probe fed antennas¡ are considered. The series resistance

term, 86, models the gap between the locus and the perimeter of the Smith cbart.

The gap was originally attributed by Ginztou [al] to resistive losses in the coupling

structure. More recently however, Grifrn [54] pointed out that the gap is a consequence

of the fundamental difference between a distributed parameter resonator, which the

antenna is, and a lumped fixed element equivalent circuit: moreover, the gap is mostly

due to the residual effects of higher order modes rather than losses in the coupling

structure. Therefore let

Re : R¡ I R¡ (4.2)

where .B¡ represents the losses in the coupling structure, and the energy radiated and

dissipated in the higher order modes is represented by the .B¡ term. For the repre-

sentation of the antenna operating about a single resonant mode the .B¡ term can be

approximated to zero, and because .R¡ is negligible in value then to a good approximation

.fi|, can be removed from the circuit model.
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Figure 4.1: The input impedance response of a ræ,tangular microstrip anúenna, lt.lmm
Ay rcmm by 1.57mm, D :6mmt €¡ :2.55, measurd over a L7O% b¿ndwidth about the

r-æonant fiequency: fn rv,iGils. Measurd data l. .. ' . . ') *d the circle apProximation
(- - -).

The classical method [41] for determining the terminal characteristics of a single

port single mode resonator requires that the locus þe symmetrical about the real alcis

of the Smith chart. This is usually achieved by choosing a special reference plane along

the transmissiou line feeding the cavity at which the series reactance term representing

the coupling structure disappears. This happens at a series of singular positions, a half

wavelength apart, called the detuned-ehort positions. This shift in the reference plane is

usually achieved by rotating the locus around the chart until symmetry about the real

axis is achieved, where the oft-resonance region of the locus is located near the ehort

circuit end of the chart. It ig however more accurate to directly subtract the value of

the series reactance, jXr. The equivalent series reactance of the feed probe is inductive.

Therefore, the input impedance locus is made symmetrical about the real axis of the

Smith chart by subtracting the value o1, jwL, from each point on the locus. The resulting
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transformed circle of best fit is shown in figure 4.2. For the parallel RLC circuit of figure

3.4, the unloaded quality factor, Qo, describes the ratio of the energy dissipated to the

energy stored within the cavity. The unloaded quality factor can be expressed iu terms

of the half power point frequencies, fi and /2. These points represent the intersections

of the r : E contour with the locus of the transformed impedance. Thus

.t lnQo:ffi (4'3)

where ln is the cavity resonant frequency defined in Chapter [II.

Figure 4.2: The transformed circle approxímation for tåe input impedance responæ of
a rectangula¡ microstrþ antenna, I8.Imm by l6mm by l.57mm, D :6mm, er :2.55t
measured over a +30% bandwidth about t.àe resonant frequenc!: foc rvíGHz.

The loaded quality factor is defined as the ratio of the total reactance to the

total series loss, and is a function of the unloaded quality factor, Qo, and the coupling

coefrcient, p. Thus

er :3+ (4.4)ar¿ l+P
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and

þ:gt+ (4.5)L+rí
where h is the ratio of the coupled registance to the cavity resistance, h. \ilhen

þt : I the cavity is critically coupled. \ilhen h < I the cavity is under coupled, and

over coupled when h > l. Also p is related to the resonant resistance by

ì6

p- 1s
I

for the over coupled cavity
for the under coupled cavity

When comparing the bandwidths of a number of microstrip antennas, it is helpful

to use a definition of bandwidth that is independent of the degree of coupling between

the antennas and their respective feeds, which in practice typically means the positions

of the feed points along the .E-planes of the patches. The bandwidth between the half

power point frequencies is e>cpressed in terms of the unloaded coupling factor

"*:*
(4.6)

Therefore the bandwidth can be determined for differently shaped patches for compar-

ative bandwidth studies, without the need to match each antenna to the transmission

liue feeding it.

The applicatiou of the single port cavity definition of baudwidth to microstrip

antennas is based on the assumption that these antennas can be modelled as cavities

with the network model shown in figure 3.4. This assumption can be easily tested

because one of the results of the classical theory is that, for the definition of bandwidth

based on the unloaded cavity factor, the bandwidth is independent of changes in the

coupling coefÊcient, which in this case is achieved by altering the feed point position.

The results of an experimental investigation carried out to test this assumption are show

in figure 4.3. Here the bandwidth is calculated from the measured input impedance

veñ¡us frequency data of a set of rectangular patches and is plotted against the feed

point position, D. Here D nc 6.4mm corresponds to a critically coupled antenna, aud
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D < 6.4mm and D > 6.4mm corresponds to the over coupled and under coupled c:ul€s

respectively. The bandwidth can be geen to be almost independent of the changes in

the coupling mechanism.

1.1

4.0
0 21

Probe inset distance (-ttt)

Figure 4.3: Bandwidtà ve¡sus feed point inseü disüance for a I8.Imm by 16rnm by
7.57mm rectangular element, fn æíGH4 er :2.55.

Specifying an antenna's bandwidth in terms of Qo has two advantages over sPec-

ifying it in terms of the VSWR. Firstly, the antenna bandwidth can be investigated

without regard for the feeding structure. This means, for example, that the bandwidth

of two antennas can be compared even though neither may be matched to its feeding

structure nor mismatched by equal amounts. The other advantage of this definition is

that once the locus has been transformed so that it is symmetrical about the real æris

of the Smith chart, there is no ambiguity in specifying the resonant frequency because

4-6
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there is now only one frequency at which the input impedance is real, the cavity ûeld

structure resonant and the VSWR a minimum

4.8 Conclusion

The classical defrnition of bandwidth, as used for single port resonant cavities,

is regarded :rs a more appropriate quantity for comparative studies between microstrip

antennas whether they are matched or not. The use for this baudwidth definition will

be described in Chapter VIII, where an experimental investigation into the bandwidth

performance of a novel hexagonal patch is presented.
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CIIAPTER V

THE CALCULATION OF TIIE INPUT IMPEDANCE USING TIIE

TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL

WITH EMPIRICALLY DETERMINED APERÎURE ADMITTANCES

5.1 Introduction

The accuracy of the original models devised for designing rectangular microstrip

antennas can be improved if new empirical formulas are used to determine key pa-

rameters in these simple models. The particular quantity for which new formulas are

proposed is the equivalent impedance of the radiating apertures that are assumed to

be located at êach end of the antenna element. These quantities are incorporated in a

simple model that consists of two aperture antennas separated by a low characteristic

impedance microstrip transmission line that is connected part way along its length to

a coaxial feed line. In the past the model has predicted resonant frequencies and input

impedances that were only in agreement with meaÍturements at low frequencies, which

led to the discarding of the simple transmission line model in favour of more compre-

hensive modal-expansion cavity models 129,321. It will be shown that the empirical

formulas for parameters presented here give design results that are in accurate agree-

ment with measurements for the input impedances of rectangular elenrents operating

at frequencies up to 5GHz.
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6.2 Suney of the methods used to calculate the effective aperture admittance

at each end of the patch

A major part of modelling the input inpedance and far field radiation pattern

is the determination of the effective admittance which the walls present to the fields

within the cavity. When the resonant frequency was initially considered, the antenna

was modelled as a lossless cavity bounded by two short circuit and four open circuit

walls. This rudimentary model predicts frequencies that are higher than those measured

because it ignores the extent to which the frelds fringe beyond the physical dimensions

of the patch. The radiated and stored power associated with the fringing fields are

represented by an 
"n".tiu" 

aperture admittance. For the case of a rectangular element,

the side walls are assumed to be open circuited and the effective aperture admittances

of the two end walls are determined by modelling them as radiating apertures, both

with input admittances, Yo, referred to as the aperture admittance. This parameter is

also referred to in the literature as the wall admittance. There are no rigorous solutions

for the aperture admittance, but several authors have published approximate solutions

and the results of these formulas will now be reviewed, tested, and compared.

One appropriate model for the aperture admittance has been developed by Mar-

cuvitz [a2] for the case of a semi-infinite parallel-plate feeding an aperture in a ground

plane which is then radiating into free space. If the height of the guide is lr', then the

expressions in units of mho per unit length of aperture are

GoÉ*

BsÉ+'(#)
(5.1)

(5.2)

where lro is the characteristic admittance of the air-filled guide, and is given by

(5.3)
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c:2.71828

'I : 1.78107

These formulas have been applied to microstrip antennas by Sengupta [16]. If a rectan-

gular antenna of width W is mounted on an substrate of thickness å,, then

where

Then

c : I + r.3e3(l¡lw) + o.667(hlw)rn(w I h+ 1.44)

tlt otrt -

Yo*þth
2ae"

Ba - 
Yo^þth 

1o
ÍQ.ee

aW rft
h4o

mho (5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)Gø

mho (5.7)

where

þ,: gqø (5.8)

Sengupta's equations for the admittance of the radiating apertures can be derived from

the expressions of Marcuvitz by firstly taking into account the image beneath the ground

plane of the aperture at each end of the antenna. Thus

(5.e)

is substituted into equations (5.1) and (5.2). Secondly because the characteristic imped-

ance of the transmission line tietween the ends of the antenna is independent of any

radiation considerations, Sengupta has substituted

(5.10)

into equation (5.3). When both these substitutions are made equations (5.6) and (5.7)

are the result.

5-3
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Another expression that has been widely used with the transmission line model
was proPosed by Harrington [9] for the input admittance of a parallel-plate guide feeding
an aperture in a metallic plane, and radiating into a half-space. The expressions for a
slot of width l¡ in units of mho per unit length are

Ga: ,r(l - h 2

)

Ba-
4oÀo

3.135 - 2log Boh
rloÀo (5.12)

where the aperture is assumed narrow; that is h/)o < 0.1. Expression (5.12) is based
on the quasi-static capacitance associated with the fields fringing from the end of the
antenna element.

Derneryd [12] suggested modelling the aperture admittance as the input imped-
ance of an equivalent slot radiator above the ground plane. Referring to figure 1.5, the
length and width of the slots at each end of the transmission line are respectively fy
and å' and the electric field 'distribution across the slot is constant in the y-direction.
The radiation field was determined by replaciug the slot's electric field by a longitudinal
magnetic current distribution. The effect of the image slot beneath the ground plane
was taken into account by multiplying the magnitude of the magnetic current by a factor
of two. The slot's radiation conductance was determined by integrating the real part
of the Poynting vector over a hemisphere of large radius. The approximate solutions in
the units of mho are

Go:t#. w1Ào-l;# w)Ào (5'r3)

The aperture's input susceptance w:¡r¡ obtained using a static capacitance represe'tation
of the fringing field in the region beyond the end of a microstrip transmission line. The
equivalent capacitance of the slot is

ca
6L

(5.11)

ap¡Zo^ (5.14)

where urn is the substrate phase velocity and Zsnr is the characteristic impedance of
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the microstrip line. The approximate expression [1a] for the edge extension is

6L:0.412h
€e+0.300w1h+0.262

(5. I 5)
c,-0.258w1h+0.813

where e" is the effective dielectric constant.

Carver [32] assumes the aperture conductance is that of a parallel-plate TEM

waveguide slot radiating into a half-space, and suggests using an approximation to

Harrington's [9] expression for a narrow slot,

mho (5.16)

This expression is used on the assumption that only a dominant TM16 mode is excited

in the cavity. Therefore the waves within the cavity are normally incident on the two

radiating ends of the antenna producing uniform field intensities across each aperture.

Carver also suggesbs that the susceptance may be approximated using Hammerstad's

[14] formula for the capacitance of an open circuited microstrip line

11 -nWttû-._
4oÀo

mho (5.17)

Carver [32] goes on to suggest an empirical modification to the aperture admit-

tance given by equations (5.16) and (5.t7). This modification is based on an analysis

of the zig-zag nature of the quasi-TEM plane waves in the cavity reported by Chang

and Kuester [551. The analysis of this condition was carried out as a function of the

patch aspect ratio, W lL, and showed that the aperture admittance is a function of

both the frequency and the angle of incidence of waves on the cavity walls, suggesting

that the normal incidence assumed above is iuadequate. By probing the fields near the

cavity's walls, Carver has shown empirically that expressions (5.16) and (5.17) may be

multiplied by an aspect ratio factor given by

F(w/L) :0.7747 + 0.5e?7(w lL - r) - 0.1638(w lL - \2 (5.18)
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which is recommended to provide improved agreement with"the measured input inrped-

ance loci of microstrip antennas operating at frequencies lower than about 3.5GHz.

Newman [1g] also recommended using Carver's equations (5.16) and (5.17). IIow-

ever Newman has incorrectly quoted Carver for the conductance equation. Newman

published the expression

Go: oY mho (5.19)
4oÀe

where

À, (5.20)

which is only true if the free space wavelength in Carver's equation (5.f6) is replaced

by the substrate wavelength.

6.2.1A comparison between the aperture admittance formulas

For typical microstrip antenna geometries, where (PoD2l24 (( l, equation (5.11)

reduces to (5.t6) and (5.tS) for the aperture conductance when W ) \o. Equations

(5.11) and (5.6) can be derived when (5.3) is substituted into (5.1). Also (5.r0) is equiv-

alent to (5.11) using the substrate wavelength. F\rrthermore each of the formulas imply

that the conductance is proportional to the effective electrical width of the aperture.

The main difference between them is the constant factor.

For the aperture susceptance, (5.12) was obtained using a quasi-static capaci-

tance approach, while (5.14) and (5.17) were determined using the static capacitance.

Also equation (5.f 7) can be derived from (5.14) using:

lo---:
Je"

(5.21)

(5.22\

(5.23)

(5.24)Pt :2J
À6
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Also expression (5.7) can be derived from (5.2). The similarities in the susceptance

expressions are not as obvious as those found with the conductance. However in the

next paragraph they are evaluated and shown to produce similar susceptance versus

frequency characteristics. The main difference again being the factor of proportionality.

Figures 5.1(a) and (b) compare these published aperture admittances for a typ-

ical antenna geometry operating at about l.4GIIz. Because of the large variation be-

tween the results of the different formulas, it is concluded that the input impedance

results obtained using the transmission line model are greatly dependent on the choice

of the correct aperture admittance. Each of the formulas was used in turn with the

transmission line model to calculate the input impedance and the results compared

with measurements for the case of Íoc * l.4GHz. The best agreement was obtained

with Carver's expressions (5.16), (5.17) and (5.t8). The calculated and measured input

impedances are showu in figure 5.2. The same equations also provide useful results at

2.2GHz, shown in figure 5.3, but are shown in figure 5.4 to be worthless when applied

to an antenna operating at about 5GHz.

It is therefore necessary to develop accurate empirical equations for the aperture

admittance that are applicable to rectangular elements on electrically thick substrates;

tbat is, during operation at mid-microwave frequencies, say SGHz for example.

5.3 The determination of an empirieal equation for the aperture admitta-ce

Modelling the microstrip antenna :u¡ a multi-mode lossy cavity has tended to

replace the transmission line model in recent work. However, if the width of the patch

is restricted, then the fundamental resonant mode field distributions are the same for

both the transmission line and the cavity models. Therefore good results might be

expected for the transmission line model if its parameters are empirically determined

to account for the residual effects of other modes.

The transmission line model is used to derive an empirical equation for the aper-

ture admittance parameter. The input admittance of the similar effective aperture
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Figure 5.1: Calculated aperture conductances (a) a.nd susceptances (b) using the pub'
lisåed equations for a rectangular element: 65.5mm by l05.6mm by 7.57mm, SMA,
D=|7mmt êr : 2.55: (1) Derneryd, (2) Carver, (3) Carver with aspect ratio factor,
(4) Harrington using Ào, (5) Harrington using Àr, (6) Marcuvitz, (7) Newman, and (8)

Sengupúa.
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Figure5.2: Measured(x xx )andcalculated(. . .)inputimpdancesusingCarver's
aperture admittance for a rectangular element: 65.5mm by l05.6mm by l.57mm, SMA,
D:l7mmt êt :2.55, w.àere f:1380MH2 plus l|MHz i¡crements.

Figure 5.3: Measured ( x x x) and calculated (. . . ) input impedances using Carver's
aperture admittance for a rectangular element: 41.4mm by 68.58mm by 7.59mm, SMA,
D:70.l6mnt ér - 2.5, where f:2200MH2 plus 20MHz increments.

,\

2200
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Fþure 5.4: Measured f x x x ) and calculated ( . e . ) ínput ímpedances using Carver's
aperture admíttance for a rectangula.r eleme¡t.' 16.93mm by 16mm by 1.57mm, APC-7,
D:5.ímmt êt :2.55, where f:4600MH2 plus 200MHz increments.

antennas, one at each end of the line, is determined using measured input impedance

data. The calculated aperture admittatrces resulting from this technique will be referred

to as empirical admittances. Where necessary the eftect of the feed probe is modelled

by a series reactance, the value of which is determined using the locus transformatiou

method already outlined in Chapter II. This derivation of the empirical admittances

has been completed for two rectangular elements: 18.03mm by l6mnr and l6.93mm by

l6mm, both mounted on l.57mm thick substrates each having a dielectric constant of

2.55. Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show the empirical aperture admittances together with

values obtained using the formulas of other authors. The figures also show the close

agreement between the two sets of empirical conductance and susceptance data. It is

interesting to note that Derneryd's expressions (5.13) and (5.1a) can be modified to

achieve better agreement with the empirical values. This is done by using the conduc-

tance expression for a long aperture, even though for the apertures under consideration

5- r0
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W lÀo : 0.27. Also the susceptance is calculated using equation (5.14) with the empiri-

cally determined expression lor 6L, equation (3.24), and Getsinger's equation (3.21) for

the effective dielectric constant. In contrast, Derneryd recommended using equations

(1.10) and (1.9) for the edge extension and the effective dielectric constant, respectively.

With these modifrcations Derneryd's formulas for the aperture admittance give reeults

that are close to the empirically derived aperture admittance. Figure 5.6 shows the

calculated iuput impedance locus using these modified equations for the aperture ad-

mittance. There is ¿ lYo error in the impedance resonant frequency and a 12% error in

resonant resistance when the results are compared with measurements. Ilowever this

excellent agreement is not maintained over a very large frequency r¿nge. Therefore due

to the sensitivity of the calcul¿ted input impedance to the aperture adrnittance, it is

necessary to determine an accurate empirical equation for the aperture admittance.

A si,mple approach to the determination of an empirical model for the aperture

admittance of antennaÉ¡ operating at around SGHz might be the approximation of the

empirical aperture data shown in figure 5.5 by lines of best fit. This approach would

provide very accurate input impedances for antenn¿¡a operating at about 5GIIz, but

would be of timited use at other frequencies and geometries. Instead it was decided to

aim at developing a set of equations that will enable the transmission line model to be

used to calculate the input impedance to gufrcient accuracy for the desigu of antennas

operating over a wide range of frequencies; say 0.5GHz to 5GHz.

The modified set of Derneryd's equations a¡e in fair agreement with measure-

ments so they are used as a gtarting point in the development of new empirical equations

for tbe aperture admittance. Derneryd's equations (5.13) and (S.ta) can be used to show

that the conductance is a function of the effective electrical length of the aperture, while

the susceptance is a function of the effective electrical length of the aperture and the

edge exteneion normalised to the substrate thickness. That is,

Gø:function (i)
5-ll
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and
6LW

)
uC6 -- function (5.26)lr Ào

The aperture susceptance can also be considered in terrns of a clasgical parallel-plate

capacitor, where the equivalent capacitor has a plate area of 6L by [7 and a plate

separation of l¡. It is worth noting that the ra;fio 6Llh only varies between 0.7 and 0.9

for typical antenna geometries. Therefore it is concluded that the aperture susceptance,

like the conductance, is predominantly a fuuction of the effective electrical leugth of the

aperture.

An experiment was carried out to determine the empirical.aperture admittance ¡ß

a function of the aperture dimensions using a l6.93mm long antenna on a l.57mm thick

substrate of dielectric constant 2.55. The width of the patch was varied between lSmm

and 30mm. The empirical conductance data is given in figure 5.7, and approximated

by the exponential equation of best fit

mho (5.27)

The aperture susceptance is graphed in ûgure 5.8, and the straight line of best fit is

Go:4r+:"

ucq:o.o155li. # (5.28)

Strictly speaking wC6 is an approximation to the aperture susceptance because a sus-

ceptance is only the reciprocal of the reactance when the resistance is equal to sero.

Therefore an iterative routine is used to determine the aperture admittance from the

aperture conductauce, G¡, and reactatce, lf wCo.

Notice that both the aperture conductance and susceptance are increasing func-

tions of the frequency. This is because these aperture admittance parameters now

include many other characteristics of the antenna that were hitherto ignored in the

transmission line model. For example, copper and dielectric losses are combined with

the aperture conductance, and the aperture susceptance includes the energy stored in
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X
\ 4600

ñ

a

Figure5.6: Measured (xx x )andcalculated(... ) inputimpedances using amod-
iûed set of Derneryd's equations for the aperture admittance of a rectangular element:
I6.93¡nm by l6mm by 1.57mm, APG7, D-í.immt êr -- 2.55, wåere f:46O0MHz PIus
200MHs increments.

evanescent modes. These parameters also account for the residual effects of higher order

modes.

6.4 Calculating the input impedance using the empirically determined aper-

ture admittance parameters

The transmission line model as described by equation (1.15) in Chapter I is

now used with the empirically determined aperture admittances to calculate the input

impedance loci of a number of rectangular elements of differing feed types, and operating

from 600MHz to SGHz. The tapered transmission line model described in Chapter II is

used to model the effects of the feed when probe fed structures are considered.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the combination of results for four SGHz antenna el-

ements on 1.5?mm aud 0.8mm thick substrates fed through APC-7 and SMA probes.
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Figure 5.7: Empirical aperture conductance versus zPerture width.

It can be seen that the proposed models provide good results for different feeds and

substrate thicknesses. It is also concluded that the previous assumptions are accept-

able. That is, the aperture conductance is independent of the substrate thickness and

the aperture susceptance is only weaïly dependent on the ratio of the effective edge

extension to the.substrate thickness. Figure 5.11 also shows good agreement between

calculated and measured results for extremes in patch aspect ratio, 0.8 and 1.65 respec-

tively. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 demonstrate that the accuracy of the models is maintained

as the frequency is decreased. Shown are the calculated and measured input impedance

loci for elements operating at 3.5, 2.2, 1.2 and 0.63GHz respectively. Notice also that

the l.ZGHz element in figure 5.13(a) is fed through a microstrip transmission line.
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Figure 5.8: Empirical aperüure suscep tance yersus aperture dimensions.

Where they exist, table 5.1 lists the resonant resistances and impedance resonant

frequencies for the antennas under consideration, together with the percentage errors

between the calculated and measured results.

6.6 Conclusions

The accuracy of the transmission line model in determining input impedances

of rectangular microstrip antennas has been greatly improved by the use of accurately

determined empirical equations for the input admittances of the effective apertures lo-

cated at each end of the transmission line where, if necessary, the effects of the feed

probe are evaluated using the tapered transmission line model. The accuracy of this

impedance modelling combination has been extensively tested on typical antenna ge-

l0
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(")

(b)

Figure 5.9: Calculated (. . .) and measured (x x x) input impedancesfor ræ,taa-
gu.Iar elements withW:76mm, êr :2.55t h:1.57mm: (a) L-16.93mm, D-5.5mm,
APC-T and (b), L-lï.llmm, D:6mm, SM.A, wàere f-4500MH2 plus l00MHz incre
ments.
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(")

(b)

Figure 5.10: Calculated (o . . ) ^d measured (x n x) input impedancæfor recüa¡-
gular elements with er - 2.55, h:0.8mm: (a) L-18.47mm, APC-7, D:6.14mm a¡d
(b), L-lE.47mm, SMA, D:6.74mm, where f-4500MH2 plus 100MHz i¿cremenüs.
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(")

(b)

Fþre 5.11: Calculated (. . . ) *d measured ( xx r) input impedancæforrætan'
gilu ele¡nents wìth L:18.03mm, h=l.l7mmt €r -- 2.55, APC-7, D:6.21mm, where (a)

W:13.5mm, and (b) W:ZSmm, where f:4500MH2 plus l00MHz increments.
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x
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ti*o
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(b)

Figure 5.12: Calculated ( o ., ) and measured ( x x x ) input impedances for ræ,t-

angular elements: (a) 25.66mm by 23.lmm by 0.8mm, D:70.75n11û, €,¡:t-55, where

f:3400MH2 plus 50MHz inuements and (b), 4l.4mm by 68.58mm by l.59mm,
D:10.16mm, SMÄ, €r:2.5t where f-2200MH2 plus 20MHz increments for the mea-

surements, and for the calculated data f:ZlÙ|Milz plus 20MHz increments.
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(")

(b)

Figure 5.13: Calculated (t . o ) *d measured (x x x) input impedancæ for rætan'
gular elements: (a) 76mm by ll4mm by l.59mm, transmission ljne fed, er--2.62, wbere

f=llí7Múz plus lLMHz increments and (b), l50mm by 75mm by 3.18mm, D:60mm,
SMA, er:2.56¡ wåere f:632MHz plus lMHz increments for the rnea¡turernents, and fot
the calculated data f:618MHz plus lMHz increments.
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-544l90- l.l626633r5o.o/75.00

-2r1r8150-0.3lt94tr9776.00/144.0

-184T50-2.62164222t41.40/68.58

02323+0.93542351025.66123.rO

-56265+0.74805477018.03/13.50

-256485-.o24824482518.47/16.00

-96369+3.24825467418.47/16.00

-135968-0.747604795r8.l l/16.00

+135952+0.65060502816.e3l16.00

%

error

R,

calu'd

R,

meastd

%

error

lo,
calu'd

lo'
meastd

L/ïv
mm/mm

Resonant frequency and resonant resistance

TábIe 5.1: Calculated and measu¡ed resonanü resistances and impedance resonant fre
guencies.

ometries operating up to a frequency of 5GHz. Ertors in the resonant resistance and

the imped:ìnce resonant frequency a¡e typically of the order oI 17% and TYo respectively.

In the computer-aided design program listed in Appendix C the input impedance

of a rectangular microstrip antenna is calculated using equation (1.15); a form of the

transmission line equation adopted to model the microstrip antenna fed at a general

point along its E-plane axis. An iterative routine is used to determine the aperture

admittance from the aperture conductance and susceptance equations (S.ZZ) and (5.28)

respectively. When required, the equations of the tapered transmission line model

developed in Chapter II are used to calculate the equivalent series reactance of the feed

probe.
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CEAPTER VI

TITE CALCULAÎION OF TEE FAR FIDLD RADIATION PATTERN

USING A lWO APERTURE ARRAY

6.1 Introduction

Each of the analytical models introduced in Chapter I involves an approximation

for the field distribution around the boundary of the antenna so that it is expressed in

terms of the components of the electric field normal to the ground plane, Er(sry). The

far field radiation pattern can be obtained by the application of Huygen's principle to

the equivalent magnetic current sources [29,56], or obtained directly from equivalent

electric current sources on tbe top side of the patch and the ground plane [15]. Because

the near fields along the sides of the element are polarised in euch a direction that they

have no effect on the far field radiation in the main E- and .Ef-planes, their contribution

is usually omitted, leaving only the two sources at each end of the antenna. With

these approximationg the radiation problem is reduced to the analysis of ¿ two aperture

array, where the apertures are modelled as slot antennas or equivalent magnetic dipoles

[12]. The far field radiation from a two aperture array was also obtaiued using the

vector Kirchhoff relationship [S7]. Agrawal et.al. [36] calculated the radiation pattern

of the antenna directly from a numerical solution for the electric current distributions

on the segments of two fine wire grids which model the patch and itg image beneath

the ground plane. In all of these models the accuraçy of the far field radiation pattern
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is directly dependent on a knowledge of either the electric currents on the patch and

ground plane or the field distributions around the boundary of the antenna element.

In the analyst's favour, however, is the fact that the radiation pattern is not sensitive

to small changes in the near field distribution. Therefore radiation patterns that are

accurate enough for design purposes are not difficult to obtain. Howeve.r detailed near

field information is required when the far field radiatiou pattera needs to be accurately

investigated away from the .E- and ^[f-planes, or when cross-polarisation, or side-lobe

information is required.

This chapter describes arr investigation into the fundamental radiation mecha-

nism of rectangular elements mounted on typical substrates and operating at frequencies

up to 5GHz. In order to base the two aperture array model on a good foundation, the

radiation characteristics of the individual apertures are studied iu detail using a liquid

crystal film to observe the nea¡ field distributions. The far fields of the individual aper-

tures are measured. Finally a two aperture aide by side array model is proposed for the

calculatiou of the far field radiation patterns, whe¡e the aperture width and separation

parameters ta^ke into account the effective distance to which the fields at each end of

the patch fringe.

6.2 Examination of the near ffelds using a liquid crystal fllm

A liquid crystal fiIm [58,59] ** previously used by Derneryd [OO] to verify the

standing-wave nature of the fields under the patch by viewing the distributione of the

fringing fields. When the film is placed on the patch, the component of the electric field

intensity in the plane of the film induces a voltage in the resistive coatiug on the film

surface, causing localised heating, the extent of which is seen using a heat sensitive liquid

crystal. Thus the coloured patterns on the surface of the film give a relative indication

of the power associated with the electric field intensity. The high to low field intensity

scale is indicated by the colours blue through to yellow. The black areas correspond

to intensity levels outside of the dynamic range of the detector; that is, saturation and
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under excitation. Plate 6.1 shows a liquid crystal display of the fringing fields of a

l8.47mm by l6mm by 0.8mm rectangular antenna fed by a SMA probe located 6.14mm

from the right hand edge. Figure 6.1 can be used in conjunction with the plates to

indicate the position of the liquid crystal film on the antenna. The antenna was driven at

its cavity resonant frequency, 4830MH2, with a power level of 0.OOlmW. An a,symmetry

in the size of the blue areas at each end of the antenna can be observed. This indicates

that in the z : I¿ plane, refer to figure 1.1, the electric ûeld intensity ia stronger

at the aperture closest to the feed point. This effect is consistent for rectangular,

circular or hexagonal antennas mounted on 0.8mm or l.57mm thick substrates and fed

through SMA or APC-7 probes, when the operating frequency ie of the order of 5GIIz.

No asymmetry in the power level was observed for transmission line fed antennas, or

antennas operating at 3.lGHz or 3.3GIIz. Therefore it is concluded that the effect can

be associated with any probe fed antenna built on substrates of typical thickness and

operating at mid-microwave frequencies, say 5GHz. The asymmetry is attributed to

two frequency dependent phenomena. Firstl¡ as the frequency is increased the effective

electrical dimensions of the probe are also increased, which will in turn increase the

distortion of the field distribution under the patch caused by the presence of the probe.

Also the amount of energy stored in the er¡anescent modes associated with the probe will

be increased. Secondly an increase in the effective electrical substrate thickness occutr¡

when the frequency is iucreased, thereby accommodating au iucrease in the residual

effects of higher order modes. The difference in the power levels radiated from the two

apertures was tested for the previously mentioned combinations of eubstrate thickness

and probe dimensions, and estimated to be 1.0+0.4d8. This was done by observing the

size of the illuminated area associated with the aperture emanating the greater power,

then noting the increase in input power level required to obtain a gimilar sized blue area

for the low power aperture. This increase in the input power is then a rough estimate

of the difference between the power levels of the two apertures.

Plate 6.2 shows the distribution of the field intensity of the fringing field off the
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feed point

metallic patch
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(b)

Figure 6.I; Sketchee indicatìng the location of the antenna beåind úåe liguid crystal

frIm fo¡ (a) plate 6.7 and (b) plate 6.2.
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patch
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Plate 6.1: Liquid crystal display of the frelds around the periphery of a rectangular
patch.

Plate 6.2: Liquìd crystal display of the frelds off the end of a rectangular patch.
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edge of the patch, where the crystal fiIm is aligned in the .0-plane of a l6.93mm by

l6mm by l.57mm antenna, operating ¿t loc:íOl3MHz. Again the blue area indicates

the region of highest electric freld intensity in the plane of the frlm. Therefore it is

concluded that the direction of maximum radiation is roughly norural to the patch.

This observation is consistent with Derneryd's [l2l approach to modelling the radiation

pattern of the antenna, where the radiation is considered to be emanating from two slot

antennas in the z -- h plane, refer to frgure l.l. However closer examination of the plate

leads to the conclusion that the direction of mæcimum radiation is slightly tilted off

the normal iu a direction away from the patch, where this angle shall be called the tilt

angle, dr. This tilting of the angle of marcimum radiatiòn in the indicated direction was

also observed for the short circuited patch on a l.57mm thick substrate to be described

in the next section, but not detectable for the case of antennas mounted on gubetrates

of electrical thickness less than those considered here; that is 0.042Àr, which is equal to

l.57mm at 5GHz.

Increasing the substrate thickness has been widely used to decrease the quality

factor and therefore increase the bandwidth of the antenna. However plates 6.1 and

6.2 show that the radiation sources and hence the radiation from antennas on thick

substrates appean to be subject to undesirable properties. The effects on the far fields

of the tilt and power level asymmetry of the apertures at each end of a 0.042À, thick

antenna will now be examined in an experimental investigation.

8.3 Measured far fleld radiation pattera of a aingle aperture

The following far field measurements were carried out to further verify the power

level asymmetry a¡d.beam tilting effects that were observed when using a liquid crystal

film to examine the near fields of antennas mounted on electrically thick subetrates.

Because of the difficulties of separating the far field radiation from the individual

apertures located at each end of a rectangular element, the rectangular antenna wag

modified so that the radiation from one of the apertures was shielded. The resulting
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structure is the short circuit patch shown in figure 6.2(a). Here the radiation from

the aperture furthermost from the feed point, aperture B, is shielded by connecting a

wide microstrip transmission line to the end of the antenna. This line presents an open

circuit at the reference plane of aperture .B aud so tbe field distribution under the short

circuit patch is the Bame as that for the original rectangular patch antenna. At plane

I the transmiesion line preaents an open circuit to the original half wavelength long

antenna because it is transforming, along a length \t 14, the short circuit at its other

eud. Because the measured input impedance ehown in figure 6.2(b) is close to that of

the original rectangular antenna, it is therefore concluded that the field distributions

under the patch and fringing around its boundary are a very good approximation to

those of the original antenna. Moreover a liquid crystal examination of the structure's

fringing fields in the X-Y plane shows that the only signiñcant fringing is along aperture

Á. Ftinging from aperture B is thus succeesfully shielded.

For the purpose of defining measurement planes and aiding analysis, a general Á¡

by A, rectangular aperture is now defined and placed in the spherical coordinate system

of figure 6.3. Notice that the aperture's field distribution is Ieft unspecified so that it

can be used to represent either the end or the side magnetic walls of the rectangular

patch antenn¿. For the isolated aperture, the E- and fl-plane radiation patterns are

represented by the far field distributions in the X-Y and Z-Y plznes of the coordinate

system respectively.

Figure 6.4 shows the measured .E-plane far field pattem for the single aperture of

the short circuit patch. Notice the emall gain in the broadgide (/ : Í l2) direction, again

justifying the use of apertures in the z : h plane for a radiation pattem model. Refer

to figure l.l. The low gain also leads to the conclusion that the equivalent radiating

aperture is quite thin. However, this figure gives no indication of the beam tilt referred

to in the preceding section.

In order to increase the sensitivity of the elperiment to the direction of the

main lobe, microwave energJ absorbent pads were placed equi-distant from the axis of
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shielded aperture À'12

A I
w

_t
À'14 D

L radiating aperture

_v_

h-r

(.)

475 : rectangular pa tch3_Joz - 462OMHa : short cct. patch

(b)

{

Figure 6.2: The short circuit pztch; (a) sketch of the súructure where L:29.76mm,
W:76mm, D:6.3mm, and (b), the mezsured input impdance locus (-) compared
with the locus of a ræ,tangula¡ element.' l8.03mm by 16mm by 1.57mm, D:6.21mm,
APC-7, er:2.55 (- - -).

\
\
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Figure 6.3: Rectaa gular apeúure in a sphefical coordinate geometry.
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the radiating aperture to ensure significant absorption of the radiation emanating from

the edges of the dielectric sheet. Thus the single apertune of the short circuit patch

was effectively radiating through a window as shown in figure 6.5, where the window

width refers to the distance between the pads. The pads were 15mm thick and made

by slicing up a commercially available absorber of the type typically used to line the

walls of anechoic chambers. The measured patterns shown in figure 6.6 indicate that

the pads do not interfere with the general operation of the antenna. Here radiation

patterns arc compared for a l6.93mm by l6mm by l.57mm rectangular element, with

and without 30mm of absorber tightly pressed totally over the face of the patch. Only

minor changes iu the shape of the pattern are observed whilst, in fact, the measured

pattern with the absorber in position is 6.7d8 down on the unobstructed pattem. It is

therefore concluded that the absorber material does uot interfere with the shape of the

radiation pattern.

Fþre 6.5: The plzcing of absorbent pads arou¡d a radiating aperture for E-pLzne
measuremeat.

Figure 6.7 shows the radiation pattern of the short circuit patch measured

through a 40mm wide window. Notice that the maximum in the radiation pattern

is tilted roughly 50 off the normal in a direction away from the antenna, thereby ver-
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ifying the near field obseryations referred to earlier. Figure 6.8 illustrates a section

through the short circuit patch and the coordinate system used. The measured direc-

tion of maximum radiation is also indicated. The lobes in the pattern of frgure 6.7 at

30o and 1500 are due to secondary radiation from the edges of the dielectric substrate

on which the short circuited patch is mounted. These lobes can be observed on all of

the far field radiation patterns presented.

Absorbent pads were also placed on each side of one of the two apertures of a

l6.93mm by l6mm by l.57mm rectangular patch antenna with the aim of measuring in

turn the radiation from the apertures at each end of the antenna. The window width

was chosen at 30mm in order to significantly absorb the radiation from the aperture

that was not of interest. This process w¿rs, in turn, applied to the apertures near to and

distant from the feed point. For these respective apertures the measured far ûeld E-

plane patterns are given in ûgures 6.9 aud 6.10. Again notice a emall but distinguishable

tilt in the direction of maximum radiation. In both c:utes the tilt represents a 50 squint

off the normal direction away from the patch itself. The conclusion again verifies the

near field observations using the liquid cryatal ûlm.

Comparing the absolute mæcimum signal levels of the radiation patterns from

the individual apertures reveals a 0.9d8 difference, thereby supporting the near field

Iiquid crystal observations which indicated a 1.0*0.4d8 difference.

These far field mea¡rurements have served to independently verify the observations

that the aperture nearest the feed point is radiating at a higher signal level than the

other, as well as conûrming the e>cistence of a 50 tilting of the beams off the normal

and in directions ¿way from the antenna element. Although these characteristics of

the apertures are now established, it still remains to be determined whether or not

their effect on the far field radiation pattern is significant enough to include them in an

analytical model of the two aperture array; that will be used to calculate the radiation

pattern of the rectangular antenna element.

Gu
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tr'igure 6.6; Measu red E-plane patterns for a l6.93mm by l6nn by l.57nm rectangular

element with (- - -) SOmm of abærbent pù and wiúàout (-)'
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Figwe G.7: Measured D-plane patterns for úàe sàort cìrcuitd patcÀ through a 40mm

I

wíndow.
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Y

50

direction of maximum radiation
absorbent pad

substrate

ground plane coaxial feed

Figure 6.E; Sketcà of a section through the short circuit patch.

O.4 Catculatio¡ of the far fleld radiatio¡ pattero of I ¡ect'-g¡rlu nicrostrip

antenna using a two aperture arralr

In developing a model for the far field radiation pattern it is advantageous to

continue with the transmission line analogy introduced in Chapter V so that the Eame

model is beiug used for the radiation pattern and the input impedance. Here a quasi-

TEìforo mode is again assumed to exist under the patch. If the leakage from the

sides of the element is ignored and the fringing fields across the ends of the patch are

assumed to be the only sources of fa¡ field radiation in the .E- and .H-planee then, as was

previously proposed by Derneryd [12], the rectangular antenna element is represented

by a two element side by side array of uniformly illuminated apertures. However unlike

Derneryd's model, the equivalent apertures are not necessarily excited at the same signal

level, nor are they radiating in a direction normal to the patch.

The expressions for the far field of a single uniformly illuminated aperture have

been obtained by considering the case of an equivaleut magnetic dipole with a time

patch
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Figure 6.9: Measured E-plane pattern for the aperture neü to the feed point of z
16.93mm by 16mm by l.57mm rectangular element.
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Figure 6.10: Measured E-plane pattern for ühe apertu re fa¡ from the fæd poínt of a
l6.93mm by l6mm by 1.57mm rectangular element.
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harmonic magnetic current

M : uz21,: orff (o.l)

where the factor 2 accounts for the image of the magnetic current beneath the ground

plane, and l/e ie the voltage across the aperture. According to Bahl et.al. [61] the far

field at a distance r from the origin is given by

where

F(0,ö): sin(þsin g cos /) sin( cos 0)

þ sinl cosS cos 0

For the .E-plane pattern let d : r f 2, then:

F(ô) _ sin("þcos /)
tuþ cosþ

and for the pattern in the.ã[-plane let /: rfL,eolhzt

E4 : - i Yozvolltfoe- i þ" 
F(0, ô)

ü:o

F(o):"ffi"r^,

¿-iÊoro sin(þcosf¿)

þ cosg¿

(6.2)

(6.3)

sin 0 (6.4)

(6.5)

Now the .E-plane pattern of the two aperture array is obtained by the vector addition

of the contributions to the far fields from the two apertures showu in figure 6.11. Thus

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.e)

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)

E4: 4" + 4o
-iuazA¿Bo *r*+"w#r (68)lV^4r 7s

where

Ö':Ö*öt

ö¿:ö-öt
Acro*tr-tcos9
A,ÌbãÌ*7cosp
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Then letting 16 É 16 
^, 

r in the denominator and substituting (6.11) and (6.f2) into the

numerator gives an equation for the .E-plane pattern of a patch antenna that includes

the excitation level and beam tilting of the radiation from the individual apertures.

Y

t
2 -ö

\0,Ö)

þr x
B

A,

z

.Fþre 6.ll: Coordín¿te gæmetry for the two aperture side by síde a$ey-

The fl-plane radiatiou patteru is independent of the nature of the array and

therefore can be obtained using the equation for the -t-plane pattern of a single aPer-

ture, equation (6.6). The magnitudes of equations (O.O) and (6.8) are normalised and

compared with measured Il- and E-plane far field radiatiou patterns in the next section.

0.6 Digcussion of results

The asymmetry in the power level of the two apertures has been established

in antennas of electrically thick subgtratee of the order of 0.02Àr and 0.0421¡, while

the beam tilting was only observed for the 0.042Àr substratæ. F,quation (6.8) for the

Aw

0
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.Ð-plane far field radiation pattern of the rectangular aDtenna can be used to'show

that the effect of the asymmetry in the occitation level is to cauee a slight ripple in

the calculated pattern, the maguitude of which is smaller than the tolerances of the

experimental technique. Therefore ripple due specifically to asymmetrical excitation of

the apertures could not observed in the measured patterns.

The effects on the antenna'g far field pattern of the beam tilting also turns out

to be minor because the single thin aperture is characterised by an .E-plane radiation

pattern that is almost omni-directional. So the orientation of the aperture has little

affect upon the analytical results. Figure 6.4 showed that the measured pattenr of a

single aperture has aslight gain roughly in the ô -r12 direction. Also, the calculated

gain is almost OdB¡.

F\rther investigations with the equations for the far field radiation patterns

showed that their accuracy is mainly dependent on the aperture separation term, rl¡.

F\rthermore, other authors [4,12,61] have suggested using the length of the patch for

the aperture separation; however, this approach was found to constantly predict pat-

terue of lower gain than those measured for the antennas on electrically thick substrates

operating around 5GHz.

A more accurate representation of the two aperture qrray is obtained when the

aperture separation is made to include the aperture width. Referring to ñgure 6.ll

indicateg that

Aa:L+A, (6.13)

Inclusion of the aperture width into the separation term ig necessary for antennas op-

erating at mid-microwave frequencies because the width of the aperture ia significant

when compared to the patch length. For ocample, followiug the recommeudations of

other authors, let the equivalent aperture width equal the substrate thickness. Then for

typical antennas operating at l.2GHz and 5GHz, the ratios of the substrate thicknesses

to the patch lengths ¿re 2.lTo and 9.3% respectively. So it is concluded that the width

of the aperture can no lon¡ier be ignored.
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It was also found that the equivaleut aperture width is best represented by the

equivalent length to which the ñelds fringe beyond the end of the patch; that is, the

effective edge extension as calculated in Chapter III. Moreover the dielectric substrate

is taken into account by using an equinaleut free Epace edge extension. Therefore

and hence

Aw : ,Æ6L

At:L+\t46L

(6.14)

(6.15)

and as previously recommended by other authora, let the length of the apertures be

At:w (6.16)

For mogt antennas in general use the equivalent free space edge extension will be

greater than the substrate height. This increased aperture width will have an associated

increase in the gain of the patterus radiated by the individual apertures, however in

practice this will be negligible because the apertures are still very thin compared with

the wavelength. However, increasing the width of the apertures will significantly add to

the array separation and cause a marked increase in the gain of the radiation pattern of

the antenna. This increase repreaents improved agreement with measurements over the

patterns obtained using Ae :.t and Aw : å, as recommended by other authors. Figure

6.12 compares with me:ururements the E-plane patterns calculated by the substitution

of equationa (6.Ia) (6.15) and (6.16) into (6.8). The figure also includes the calculated

result obtained when the patch length is substituted for the array separation. The

improved agreement between the results of this new model and the measured pattern

is easily seen.

The model ie also used to calculate the fl-plane pattern to good agreement with

measu¡ements, as shown in figure 6.13. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show comparisons with

me:Éurements for SGHz and 3.5GHz antennas on thin substrates.
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Fþre 6.12: Meæured l- - -) E-plane pattetn for a l6.93mm by l6mm by l.57mm

ræ,tanglar element at foc-5013Mil4 wità tåe calculated ¡esults of the new model

and old model ("''' ').
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Figure 6.73: Measured (- -- ) and calculated (-) H-plane pattern for a 16-93mm

by 16mm by l.57mm ræ,tangular element at fsc-$QlSMHn
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O.O Conclu¡lo¡¡

A study of the fundamental radiation characteristics of the apertunes at each end

of electrically thick rectangular antennas has been carried out. The aperture nearest

the feed point was shown to be o<cited at a higher relative aignal level than the other,

and a tilt off the normal direction of the radiatiou beam¡ of both apertures was also

obgerved. However, both phenomena were shown to have little effect on the .E- and

.ff-plane radiation patterne of the overall antenna, mainly because the apertunes ane ro

thin that their .E-plaue radiation patterns are almost omni-directional. Eowever these

characteristics of the apertureE may be, and probably are, significant if a detailed knowl-

edge of the far field radiation pattern is required, particularly that off the main planea,

or when side-lobe aud cross-polarisation information needg to be determined. The two

aperture side by side array model was ipproved through aD accurate representation of

the array separation which takes into account of the equinalent free space edge extension

associated with the fringing fields at the end of the patch.

The computer-aided deeign program lieted in Appendix C enables the calculation

of fa¡ field radiation patterus of rectangular microetrip antennas using equations (6.8)

and (6.6) for the .E-plane and lf-plane patterns respectively. The two apertures in the

model ane asEumed to have approximately the rame characte¡istics, that is, Vsø x Vob

and /¡ s 0. The dimensions of the effective radiating apertures are calculated using

equations (6.15) and (6.16).
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CEAPTER VII

AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR TEE MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN

TWO RDCTÂNGULÂR PATCE ANTENNAS

7.1 Introduction

Mutual coupling between two microstrip antenna elements can result in the

degradation of tbe radiation pattem and VSWR performance of each of the elemente.

These effects are difrcult to predict, especially in scanned arrays where they are sensitive

to the scan angle.

In lg79 Jedlictra and Carver [62] pubtished a comprehensive set of measurements

of mutual coupling as a function of the spacing between two rectangular microstrip

antennas. The results have been widely used as a basis for comparison with many

analytical models. A new analytical model for the mutual coupling is compared with

these measurements and others performed as part of this investigatiou. The model is

very simple and is used to study the mechanism of the coupling phenomenon.

7.2 Suwey of models for the calculation of mutual coupling

Various analyses of mutual coupling between rectangular microstrip antennas

have been published. Krowne et.al. [63] modelled the ll-plane coupling between two

rectangular elements using a coupled transmission line approach and the method of
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moments technique to calculate even and odd mode transmission line parameters. In a

second paperKrowne [64] modelled the E-plane coupling using an equivalent r-network

of capacitances, where the capacitance values were obtained by an approximation to

a quasi-static formulation of the gap in a microstrip line. The rectangular anteunas

themselves were represented by transmission liues.

Penard and Da¡iel [65] have used the equivalence theorem to reduce the problem

to one of coupling betweeu two loops of maguetic current and then used the reactiou

theorem to calculate the coupling. The calculated magnitude of the transfer coefficient

is shown to agree with their own me:ßurements to within ldB for separations greater

than 0.1À.

Pozar [39] has presented a moment method solution which uses an exact Green'a

function for the dielectric slab. This is regarded as rigorously accounting for surface

r¡/aves and other coupling mechanisms between, patches. Poza¡'s results show good

agreement with the measurements of Jedlicb et.al., however the value of the effective

dielectric constant was chosen to ensure this agreement.

The analytical models publiahed by the above authore rely on extensive numerical

calculation which tends to impede development of a physical understanding of the phe-

nomena involved and engineering insight for their exploitation. This investigation into

a simpler analytical technique that models the coupling as the power transfer between

two aperture antennas was undertaken to promote understanding and insight.

7.3 A radiation baeed nodcl for the mutual coupling between well separated

¡ssftnngular patch rnteD¡as

A simple radiation based model for determining the mutual coupling between

rectangular microstrip patch antennas is developed for the case where the separation

is greater than the classical 2D2l^o far field distance. The antennÍu¡ are modelled by

resonant cavitieg radiating through the four rectangular apertures that form the gides
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of each cavity. The coupling mechanigm is then modelled as the power transfer that

occurs when the far field radiation pattern of the transmitting aperture illuminates the

receiving aperture as shown in figure 7.1(a). Only the two apertures facing each other

are considered to have an effect on mutual coupling.

This model is developed with the aim of accounting for the mutual coupling,

between two antennas, that is measured at reference planes located at the coarcial con-

nections to each of the coupled antennas. Therefore it is necesaary to consider the

cascade of two-port equivalent networks shown in figure 7.1(b) to relate the parts of the

model to the different mechanisms of signal flow from the transmitting to the receiving

coa¡rial connections. Ports I and 2 ¿re the terminals of the transmitting and receiving

elements and the apertures responsible for the coupling are at ports A and B. With

the elements isolated from each other it is assumed that s11 and s22 are set to zero

at some specified frequency which is the resonant frequency of each element and also

the frequency at which experimental data has been gathered. Also sa6 and s66 are the

reflection coefrcients of the transmitting and receiving apertures respectively. The sa3

term represents the forward and reverse transfer coefficients between the two aperture

antennas. The transfer coefficients so¡ and s26 account for transmission between the

antenna terminals at ports I and 2 and the apertures at ports A and B.

In terms of the scattering parameters, the total forward transfer coefrcient be-

tween the terminals of the two elements is s2¡ and is expressed in terms of a set of

scattering transfer parameters for the cascaded two-port networks in figure 7.1(b)

tzI : T2¡(TalTss - TaaTqs) - Tzz(Totfis - TooTqE) (7.r)

The patch elements are matched to their octernal coanial connections so that

9ll: sn:O

921 :941943926
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, radiative coupling

patch r¿diator port A port B
patch radiator

port 2 - - port I

(")

port B port 2

(b)

Fþre 7.1: Mutual coupling between two patù antennæ loc¿ted in eæ,h others fzr freld:
(a) sideeler¡aüion skeúc.h of two a¡tennas coupled in tàe E-plane, and (b) ú.he eguivalent
neúwork Ín úerms of the æ,ztteríng coeftcientg.

The transfer coefficient, s43, models the power tra¡sfer betweeu two aperture antennas

and the sa1 and s¿ coefrcients represent the ratiog of the wave amplitudes at the coaxial

connections to those in the associated radiating apertures taking part in the coupling.

Each of these three transfer coeficients will now be cousidered in detail.

7.3.f The tr"'sfer coefrcient modelli¡g the radiative coupling: s4g

Regard the two rectangula.r elements as resonant cavities with electric ûelds dis-

tributed over the aperture'like four magnetic walls. The equirralence theorem is used to

replace the electric fields of the walls by equivalent magnetic currents. Also the ground

plane of figure 7.1(a) is replaced by the image of these magnetic currents for the purpose

of determining the radiation in the half space above the ground plane. The coupling ia
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evaluated on the basis of the power transfer that occurs when the transmittiug aperture

illuminates the receiving aperture.

The two antennas are assumed to be in each others far field to the extent that

the separation is at least 2D2l^o where D is the largest dimension of the radiating

(or receiving) aperture. Referring to figure l.l, the aperture field distributione are

taken to be the z-directed electric field around the patch's perimeter. This choice of

orientation of the effective aperture at each end of the antenna does not conflict with

the use of the y-component of the fringing field in the models for the antenna'g input

impedance and radiation pattern. Appreciate that it is the electric field distributions in

the magnetic walls of the cavity that are being used iu the coupling model rather than

a component of the curved field lines of the fringing field that exists out from the edges

of the patch, as shown in figure 7.1(a). Both elements are assumed to be operating at

a common resonant frequency and in their fundamental Tlvlol modes. Referring to the

aperture and coordinate geometry shown in figure 6.3, the time harmonic electric field

distributions of the apertures located along the edges of the patch can be expressed as

follows. At each end of the patch

Ð.r:!rE^ -ûl2Sz<A¡12 (7.4)

(7.5)

and for each side of the patch,

4: rr'E^"i"T -ül2Sz<A¡/2

where the length of the effective free space aperture is resonant, that is, r{¡ : \o12.

In both cas€s the far field radiation pattern is calculated by taking the equivalent

magnetic current density of the source distributione and integrating over the source

points to obtain the electric vector potential fz. The far field approximation is used to

obtain the E¿-component of the electric field in terms o1, F¿ through the approximate

relation;

h - -LþigoF,sino (7.6)
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The resulting expressions for the Il-plane far fieldg of the end [12] and side [66] apertures

are

n -yöi E*Awe-i 0o¡ cos(þrA¡l Àe) cosá)
9þ: .rtr"O

h - -þiÛmAwe

o -ZA,tl 
- 

-
4o

-¡¿rsin((trlt/)") cos á) tan 0

Ír

(7.8)

(7.10)

(7.7)

(7.12)

where ,l{¡¡ and A¡ are the width and length of the equivalent aperture being considered.

Equations (7.7) and (7.8) are now used to calculate the tranemitted and received

power. The transmitted power is given by the Poynting vector P where

P
B2

(7.e)
4o

*d ?o ig the characteristic impedance of free space. The radiation intensity is the power

per unit solid angle, and is given in the units of watt per sterradian by

o(d, c) : ,2P

The total power radiated by the aperture is found by the integration of equation (7.10)

over a spherical eurface that encloses the aperture eo that

,,:# 
Io" 

,r(r)sino do waft (z.ll)

The power received by the equivalent aperture in the coupled antenna is derived in a

similar way

T
4

ø2þ) az watt

and I s43 12 follows as the ratio of (7.12) and (7.f 1)

| ,nr l': Pí,
(7.13)

7.3.2 1}ansfer coefrcients within the antenna elements: so1 and s26

The coefficients sa1 ênd s¿ repr€sent the ratios of the wave amplitudes at the

coa¡rial connectious to those in the associated radiating apertures selected in the previous
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section for the determination of sa3. Simple reasoning in terms of the distribution of

the power at the coÐdal connection port and the equivalent radiating apertures around

the four edges of the rectangular patches yields values for these transfer coefficients.

Because each antenna elemeut is assumed to be matched to its coaxial connection,

and if the antenna's copper a¡rd dielectric losses are :¡ssumed negligible, then all of

the input power must be radiated. Only a fraction of that power is considered in the

determination of s43. Thus, in the case of two elements with their ends facing each other,

only the power passing through the apertures equivalent to those ende is cousidered.

For the case of element sides facing each other, the power passing through the equivalent

apertures is considered with accurate account being taken of the level relative to the

power through the end apertures. This is done by assuming unit amplitude for the

aperture distributions at the positions that are common to the end and side apertures;

namely the coraers of the rectangular patch. This means that the coefrcients so1 and

e26 èrê the eame for both the nends facing3 and the nsideg facing" or, more succinctly,

the .E-plane and .ã[-plane coupling cases.

For rectangular geometriee that are nearly square only a gmall fraction of the

total input power ie radiated through the side apertures and therefore nearly half of the

input power is radiated through each end aperture. This means that

I so1 l2az 0.5 (7.14)

and

l0log I ror 12: -3dB (7.15)

If the only contribution to the power in the receiving antenna is through an end or a

side aperture, then reciprocity applies so that

| "zo l2:l so1 l2s 0.5
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7.4 Discuæion of results

The mutual coupling ig calculated using a free space equivalent to the experimen-

tal study, where the dimensions of the patch elements are multiplied by .rÇ in order

that the free space wavelength be used throughout the model.

Jedlicka and Carver [62] published the s€t of mutual coupling measurements for

two substrate thicknesses shown in ûgure 7.2. Although these experimental results have

been widely referred to by other researchers, Jedlicka et.al. omits details of the tuning

and matching conditions maintained as the spacing between the elements is varied.

However, it is reasonable to assume that each element wan resonant and matched to itg

coarcial connection at the specified test frequency when ieolated from other elements.

There is no information given on the mismatc.heE that may occur due to the interaction

between elements as the spacing decreases. Experiments carried out as part of this

investþation show that thig is only important at spacings smaller than the minimum

tested by Jedticka and Carver. The measured results correspond to the I tzt 12 scattering

tranefer coeñcient in figure 7.1.

Figure ?.2 shows the agreement between the calculated and measured coupling for

two substrate thicknesses. For separations greater than 0.75À0, the calculated mutual

coupling is within 3dB of the measurements for both the .E- and Il-plane c¡Ées. Excellent

agreement with measurements is also shown in figure 7.3 for the coupling between two

elements excited at 5GHz. These results also show that the model holds for separations

less than the far field distance, which is equal to 1.2Ào and 0.5Ào for the ^E- and If-

plane coupling c:rses respectively. The good agreement between the results of this simple

radiation coupling model and measurements indicates that the amount of coupliug by

a surface wave mechanism is negligible, even at 5GHz.

7.4 Conclusions

This work has shown that for .E- and fl-plane coupling between rectangular
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Fþre 7.3: Measured I . . . ) and calculated (-) mutual coupling as a function of
separation for two 16.93mm by 16mm by l.57mm ræ,tangular elements, where lo:íGHs.

patches separated by at least 0.75Àe¡ ê v€rJ simple space radiation based transmission

model of the coupling phenomena can provide results of comparable accuracy with those

obtained by more sophisticated analytical techniques. F\rthermore the model has been

shown to give excellent results for antennas operating up to a frequency of 5GHz.

This model for calculating the mutual coupling between neighbouring rectangu-

lar microstrip antennas is used in the program listed in Appendix C. The coupling is

expressed in terms of the magnitude of the scattering transfer coefficient. Given the di-

mensions of the two antennas, the frequeircy and the separation, the program evaluates

the coupling using equations (7.3), and (7.11) through to to (7.1a).
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CEAPTER VIII

îEE BANDWIDTE CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE

RECTANGULAR PATCE ANTENNA

AND ITS EXTENSION USING A EEXAGONALLY SEAPED PAîCE

t.l Introductio¡

This chapter does not contribute to the computer-aided design of rectangular

microstrip antennas but rather is in part an application of the work described in the

previous chapters. The transmissiou line model described in Chapter V is ueed to in-

vestigate the dependence of the bandwidth on other antenna parrrneters. The effortg

of other authors to increase the bandwidth of rectangular patch antennas are reviewed.

Finatly the definition of bandwidth introduced in Chapter IV is used to identify the

hexagonally shaped patch as exhibiting a.greater bandwidth than an equivalent rectan-

gular patch, and a comparable bandwidth to a circular patch.

t.2 Using the tranemission line model to study the efrect of antenna Patam-

eters on the ba-ndwídth of the ¡ntenna

The transmission line model has been used to account for the variation in the

bandwidth of the rectangular patch antenna as other antenna parameters are v¿ried.

For example figure 8.1 shows that at SGHz the bandwidth, expressed as a function of
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Figure 8.I: Baadwidtä veñrus subsúrate äeigàt and relative dielæ'tric conetant.

the operatiug frequency, is an increasing fuuction of the subgtrate thickness, lr, and a

decreasing function of the relative dielectric constant, e¡.

The aarrow bandwidth of the antenna was explained in Chapter III in terms of

the cavity model as being due to the high quality factor of the equivalent cavity. The

same conclusion can be reached using the transmission line model by calculating the

antenna's input impedance aa a function of frequency. Thus the frequency sensitivity

of the input impedauce can be attributed to the large ratio of aperture impedance, Zs,

to the characteristic impedance of the transmigsion linle, Zsn. Refer to figure 1.4. This

result is shown ia figure 8.2, where the VSWR is plotted as a function of normalieed

frequency for three values of the characteústic lmpedance of the microstrip liue. An

extension to ûgure 8.2 is figure 8.3 where the percentage bandwidth is plotted against

the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line. The tranenússion line model was
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also used to calculate the bandwidth venrus frequency relationship for different substrate

thicknesses and substrate dielectric constants. Refer to figure 8.4.

E.3 A revlew of the techniques ueed þ other authors to increase the ba¡d-

widtb of microstrip anten¡as

There are many ways of increasing the bandwidth of microstrip antennas. How-

ever, all methods represent a cornpromise of bandwidth against substrate thinuees,

efficiency, or compleiüy in the antennats structure. The techniques to increase the

bandwidth can be combined into two groupÉr.

The first group involves alterations to the fundamental element. The reason for

the increase in the bandwidth can be ocplaiued by considering either a decrease in the

antenuats quality factor or, appealing to the trangmission line model, by an increase

in the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line. An increase in the substrate

thickness, lr, will increase the bandwidth but at the cost of the antenna's low profile

advantage. Karlsson [67] achieved a lTVo baudwidth (VSIVR<2:I) for a 6GEz equare

patch by increasing the substrate height to 8mm, where €r: 4. Hall [68] showed that

an increase in the loos tangent of the substrate material will lower the quality factor of

the cavity, however, a decrease in the radiation efficiency will also result. lViesbeck [69]

loaded the cavity by cutting holes aud slots into the metallic patch. This improvernent

may be explaiued in terms of lowering the quality factor of the cavity or increasing the

inductance per unit length of the transmission line, thus increasing the characteristic

impedance of the. line. A decrease in the dielectric ccnstant has also been used to

increase the baudwidth [2,701.

'fhe other group of bandwidth broadening techuiques involves a major alter-

atiou to the antenna's etructure. The shape of the patch element has a srnall effect

on bandwidth. The circular patch usually has a one to two percent wicler bandwidth

thau its rectangular equivalent. When the patch is fed fronr a microotrip line, it is

usually necessary to use a transmission line trensformer to match the input impedance
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of the patch to the characteristic impedance of the microstrip feed line. The rctulting

bandwidth of the antenu¡ system is then limited by the transformer rather than by

the patch. Eowever Howell [2] aad Derneryd [71] have used a computer optimised two

section transmission line transformer to match the elemeut without decreasing the sys-

tem bandwidth. Derneryd also used this technique to enhance the system'e bandwidth

by matchiug the element at two frequencies, tlTyo each side of the element's resona$t

frequency. The ugefulness of au antenna may be extended by a dual band configuration

[7L,72,731. Here the element or the feed is constructed so that the antenna appears to

be resonant at more than one frequency. However, the bandwidth is etill a problem

because at each of the reeouant frequencies it is still only of the same order as the
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bandwidth of a simple element. Ito et.al. [7a] obtained a bandwidth improvement of

two and a half times that of a single linear strip element by placing a wiudow in the

ground plane, directly behind the element. Eere the antenna will radiate from both

sides, and the antenna's electrical characteristicE will depend on the eize and location

of the window. Multilayer elements were used by Eall [70] to achieve a bandwidth of

18% (VS\ryR(1.2:f ). Two rectangular patches were placed above a gmaller feeder patch

which excited the top two patches by electromaguetic coupling. Broad-band microstrip

antennas have also been constructed by combining together into arrays a number of

atagger-tuned elements. The simplest case being a microstrip power divider feeding two

rectangular patches located side by side, each regouant at a slightly differeut frequency.

A more comploc log-periodic type arr¿y has beeu built by Eall [68] and achieved a

30% baudwidth (VSWRS2.2:I) without any lose of radiation eficiency, or increased

substrate thicknegs compared to the single element. The anteun¿ was constructed of

nine rectangular patches placed in a line and fed, via elçctromagnetic coupling, by a

microetrip line buried in the centre of the substrate. The sises of the patches were

increased as the feed progressed through the array. Tbavelling wave antennas have also

been constructed using microstrip technlques. However, there is a problem with mode

control because these antennas are ueually many wavelengths long. It has been shown

that a microstrip line will radiate from discontinuities such as bends, and Wood [75]

ueed this principle to design a spiralling line antenna that produced circularþ polarised

radiation cver a 40% b¿ndwidth (VSWR<1.3:1). T[ble 8.1 summarises the bandwidth

related properties of the antennas that have been discussed.

8.4 Bandwidth of the hexagonal pateh

A new hexagonally shaped patch ochibits a bandwidth greater than an equivalent

rectangular element and comparable to that of a circular element. Figure 8.5 shows that

the hexagon is fornred by adding triangles along the sides of the rectangular patch, where

the extension from the original rectangle is described in terrns of the apex distance,

c, measured frorn the original eide of the rectangle. Also poeitive and negative apex
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lbble 8.1: A summary of the bandwidth cÀaracteristics of microstrip antenna structu.res,
wherc N/A rdlerc to caseg wåe¡e no data ís audilable.

distances are considered.

Input impedancee were measured for ¡ series of hexagonal elements with different

apex distances as a fuuctiou of fiequency over a 1.6:l range of variation. The impedance

behaviour was then expressed in terms of the bandwidth using the definition preseuted

in Chapter IV. Fig¡rre 8.6 shows that the bandwidth is proportional to the apex distance.

It also ehows that for the 0 to *3mm rauge of apex distances the resonant frequency is

increased by 3.5 percent and the resonant resistance decreased by 11O.

The increase in the bandrvidth with increasing apex distance is believed to be due

to enhanced radiation fron the sides of the patch. Hence the quality factor is decreased

because the cnergy lost by the cavity through radiatio¡ is increased. This explanatlon

is baeed on the changes in the far field radiation patterrr that will be discussed in the

next section.

8.6 Far fleld radiation patteru of the hexagonal patch

As the apex distance increases from 0 to *4mm, the gain is increased by 2dB,
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the .D-plane beam-width increases from 62 to 72 degreee and the ll-plane beam-width

decreasee from 65 to 59 degreea. Figure 8.7 ehows typical .E-plane radiation patterns

for both the rectangular and hexagonal, c:44mm, patch antennas.

120

30

180 c:00 -5 -10 -lsdb

Fþre 8.7: E-plane far fre[d radiation pattuns for a rectangular (---), t8.tmm by
l6mln by l.57mm, üd hexagonal (-) a-*4mm, element.

8.6 Conelusions

The transmission line model has been ueed to account for some of the bandwidth

prcperties of rectangula^r patch antennas. The results of an experimental investlgation

i¡io the bandwidth performance of a novel hexagonal element have beeu presented.

This element exhibits a wider-band and greater gain pcforrnaüce than an equivalent

rectangular patch antenna.

90

60

I
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CEAPTER TK

CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Conclusione

Models for inclusion in a computer-aided design progrãm have been developed

for rectangula¡ microstrip antennas, fed by either a coa:rial probe or a microgtrip trans-

nrission line. Both the leaþ resonant cavity and transmission l¡ne models were used to

calculate the main electrical characteristics of the antenna to an accuracy sufficient for

most design purposes. The accuracy of the new models for the probe reactance, resonant

frequency, and input impedance all relied on empirically determined key parameters,

while the radiation pattern and mutual coupling models represent the application of

existing cla-osical techniques of electromagnetic analysis.

The major achievement of this research was the presentation of forrnulas for

critical antenna characteristics that produced results in very good agreement with mea-

surernents fcr antenn:rs on typical substrates operating from 600MHz to 5GHz. The

model for the feed probe predicted equivalent series reactances that were within t3O or

L5% of. measurements. This was very satisfying alongside errors of up to 350% for mod-

els suggested by other authors. For the resonant frequency models the agreement with

measurements was within L2%. This was achieved through specific definitions of the

cavity and impcdance resonant frequencies and the accurate empirical determination of

9-1
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the effective edge extension. Again these models provided consistently accurate results

for a very wide variety of antenna geometries. The accuracy of the transmigsion line

model in calculating the input impedance was greatly improved by the use of empiri-

cally determined aperture admittances. The calculated loci gave resonant frequencies

and resonant resistances that \ryere otr average within 2% znd lTYo of measurements.

This agreement represents a significant improvement over the results that are obtained

if an aperture admittance calculated using one of the published expressions is substi-

tuted into the transmission line model. The near field iuvestigations carried out using

the liquid crystal ûlm produced some very interesting results regarding the radiation

characteristics of the apertures located at each end of the antennas mounted on elec-

trically thick substrates. However, the asymmetry in the excitation level and the beam

tilting were later ghown to be of little significance to the antenna'g radiated ûeld in the

main .E- and .õ[-planes. I\rthermore, thi widely used two aperture array model has al-

ready been frequently shown in the literature to produce regults in good agreement with

me:Eurements. Even for the case of an electrically thick substrate the model, as stated

in the literature, provides results within 3dB of measurements. However, the agreement

was improved to 2dB by correctly accounting for the array separation in terrns of the

effective width of the apertures at each end of the patch. This is regarded as a minor

achievement of the research because the current state of the radiation pattern models

provides main plane patteras that are sufficiently accurate for most desigu purposes.

Another achievement of the research was the modelling of the mutual coupling in terms

of the power transfer between two apertures located in each others far field. This work

cìenrcnstrated that useful results can be obtained from a simple model. Although lim-

ited to cases where the separation was at le¿wt 0.75À0, it gave both .E- and ff-plane

mutual coupling results that were within 3dB of measurements for antennas operating

up to and iucluding 5GHz.

Areas within the microstrip antenna field that need immediate attention include

a rigorous solution for the aperture admittance. Like the effective dielectric constant,
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the aperture admittance parameter affects the accuracy of the analysiE of all of the

important electrical characteristics of the antenna. The great variation between the ap-

proximations that are currently being used has already been highlighted. The empirical

equatious for the aperture admittance presented here will certainly be useful until a

rigorous approach is found. However, a more accurate empirical approach would be to

determine a set of aperture admittance equations that cover a set of frequency bauds

of interest rather than the approach taken here where the aim was to present equations

that were widely applicable. This aperture admittance problem is also evident from the

liquid crystal near field iuvestigations, which indicated a need for further work on the

detailed nature of the mode structure of the fields under and fringing from the patch.

Only when the'types of observations dæcribed here are accounted for in an analytical

model will all of the properties of the radiation freld be predictable. Such a complete

analysis would also permit the accurate calculation of input impedauce and mutual

coupling between antennas on thick substrates, even when they are so closely spaced

that they are loading each others ûeld distributions.

Because the brightest future of .microstrip antenna technology lies in array ap-

plications, there is still a need for further work in developing new antenna geometries.

This nray include new patch shapes, or making major changes to the antennats structure

by cutting notches in the substrate, or even its total removal from around the patch.

A new hexagonal element with enhanced bandwidth and gain performance over the

rectangular.ante¡na has been introduced but further work is needed to determine its

suitability.as ¿n array element.

This thesis describes the develo¡rment of simple rnoclels requiring modei'ate com-

putiug power for the nrajor electrical characteristics of rectangular microstrip antennas.

The models have been incorporated in a computer-aided design program which has

been extensively tested on antennas representing a wicìe variety of those commonly

encountered, ancl proven to provide results that ¿re accurate euough for most design

PUrpoEes.
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Appendh A Antenno montloclue oul ryecificoliont

APPENDEK A.

ANîENNA MANUFACTURE AND SPECIFIC.f,TIONS

All of the antennas and microstrip transmission lines were manufactured using

DI-CIAD CUT-N-PEEL woven PTFE laminate made by Keene Corporatiotr, where:

e¡:2.55t l¿:1.57mm or 0.735mm, and t-0.05mm.

The antennas were manufactured using standard precision workshop equipment,

including: a flat table, a right angle block, and a scalpel blade fixed to a height vernier.

The copper clad substrate was mounted in the vertical position while the blade in the

height veraier was used to guccessively scribe and eventually cut through the copper.

After all of the horizontal cuts were made, the substrate was rotated by 90o to facilitate

cutting in the direction perpendicular to those taken first. Any lifting along the edges

was then lightly smoothed down. The technique prodrtced a consistent undersized prod-

uct, however this vras taken into account by adding 0.03mm to all dimensions before

cutting. The frnal manufacturing accuracy wa,s t0.04nrm.

APC-7 and SMA ccnnecto¡s were used throughout this project, the relerr¿nt

dimeneions of which are given in table A.l. For the case of probe fed antennas, the

inner conductors of either APC-7 or SMA type connectors were extended tbrough the

dielectric substrate to make connection with the metailic paüch. Hence these probes are

referred to as either APC-7 or SMA in dimension.
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Appendix A Anlenna motttocttre ond opecifiætiono

2.050.635SI\{A

3.501.520APC-7

outer radius

b("t*)
inner radius

a(mm)

Typ"

Coalcial connector dimensions

Tbble A.l: Dimensions of the coaxial connæto¡s feeding the antenna, where the inner
conductor is exúended to become the probe.

The complete manufacturing data for the antennas referred to in the thesis are

listed in the UDATA" statements near the start of the computer program in Appeudix

C. The order of information is:

Measured fn, L, W, h, D, €r, Feed type

Note that due reference is given to the data obtained from meas¡urements published

by other authors. Experiments that were incomplete in their description were quite

common. Eowever, the parameters could often be pieced together through reference to

successive papers published by the author or members of the sarne research group. In

the cases of [19],[29],and [30] however, it was necessary to directly write to the authors

concerned seekiug full detaits of their experiments. \ryithout exception these researcherg

did not reply to the request, necessitating the guessing of gome of the parameters of

their experiments in order to make up the data sets.
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Appendtu B Rodiotiott pottern, ingú impedonce, onil m¿lløl cotpling meost¡eme¡t

APPENDEK B

RADIAîION PATTERN, INPUT IMPEDANCE,

AND MUTUAL COUPLING MEASUREMENT

All of the experimental techniques were built around an automatic network anal-

yser system (ANA) based on the HP84f0 controlled by a HP9845 miui-computer.

The far field radiation patterns were measured in a 3m by 3m by 9.lm anecholc

chamber lined on all faces with 46cm high pyramidal absorbers. The test path of the

ANrl, was used to measure the radiation pattern of the antenua by determiuing the s2¡

scattering transfer coefrcient for the free space path loss between the rotating test an-

tenna and the receiving horn. Figure 8.1 shows a schematic of the meas¡urement system

where the HP9845 was used to plot out the radiation patterns in polar coordinates.

Input inrpedauces were also measured using the ANA where the reference plane

was defined at the back of the ground plane through the use of in-house constructed

calibration terminations. The gold plated APC-7 short and open circuited terminations

were used to rnove the reference plane 33.6mm away from the face of the connector

in the test port of the ANA, permitting the easy manufacture of numerous extended

flange mount.receptacles that were used to feed the antennas. The SMA calibration

terminations $'ere constructed using a commercial flange mount receptacle for the short

circuit and a modified in-line female-female adapter for the open circuit. Again, the

reference plane was the back of the ground plane. Tbe HP9845 was used to present the
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Appetdix B Rødiolío¡ gollern, inpú ímgedence, ond mútal cor2ling meoct¡ement

M'icrowave anechoi c chamber
-lr

S tan da rd
fixed
antenna

L J
Transmi ssion return Unknown

Angì e
control sr -.l

I

I

I

I

I

I

L Data
bus

Contf^ol
bus

_l
HP-IB

HP.IB HP-IB

Figure B.I: Scåem atic of the equipment used to measure far freld radiation patterns.
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Appcndiz B Rodiation patlent, inpú imgedoncc, otd múrøl corpling meøtt¡eme¡t

s11 results for the input impedance in Smith chart form. Also a HP5245L frequency

counter and HP5257A transfer oscillator were used to calibrate the frequency of the

ANA.

The mutual coupling between the antennas shown in figure 7.1 was mea{rured

with an ANA in tems of s21 using the same technique as¡ proposed by Jedlicka et.al.

[62], where in order to establish two antennas of varying separation, a set of substrate

inserts were placed between the antennas to form a continuous substrate of variable

length.
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Appendix C Comgúet pÌog?om

ÀPPENDTK C

COMPUTER.AIDED DESIGN PROGRAIVÍ

FOR RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

The following is a listiug of the computer-aided design program for rectangular

microstrip antennas. It includee all of the new models introduced in the body of this

thesis and, through the use of multiple option flags, can be used to execute many of

the models suggested by other authors. The program is written in BASIC computer

language and is suitable for execution on a HP9845 mini-computer.
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Appcndiz C

lÈ
20
3ø
.10

59
6ø
?ø
8B
90
l9ø
t 10
t2ø
r30
140
150
r6ø
t7ø
t8Ë
l9ø
2øø
2rø
22ø
?3ø
24ø
23ø
26ø
2?ø
2Bø
29ø
3øø
310
óaÈ
33ø
34ø
35ø
36ø
37ø
38ø
390
4øø
4tø
42ø
43ø
44ø
45ø
46ø
47ø
48ø
49ø
56ø
5tø
á2ø
53ß
54 tl
t:ø
56u
57t
58ø
590
6øø
6rø
6?ø
63ø
64ø
65ø
66çJ
67ø

Comgúet p?oe?om

t******I**Í*************+*tt*r****t*******t**+********+i+****+*+ia*+***+*
*t*i**t*t*tt**ir*+*l****t***riirt*t***++**i*tl*+*i+t+***t+t*li**tt+*l*l
I*
ta
tt
t*
*t
**
**
Iì
*+
f*

*t
T¡
t*
+T
**
tf
tt
it
tl

supervi 5or: Dr. D. tl. Gri f f i n

+*+*f **+*t***+t*+**************Í***itf t**t*t*****ia *+;****+u+****+*+**+*
t t* t * * + * * * * * t r * * * t * t t * * * * * f t* i* ** *t* *Ì ** t * * * * ç *t *i*+** + * + + * t tt it ++ * * t **f

Tlri¿ iå ô computer-aided design progrem for recùangul er nitrflrr.r'iP
¡nt.nn¡3. Ttte dcsign and rnelyris ¡rc c¡rnied out L¡ting the formr¡l¡g
prtt.ntrd ln rh. tlìöri3 óf ¿hr r¡ñr tltlt. fhr .qu¡tion numÞtrt
iñ thr tha5l3 c¡n bt u¡ed ùo idenr.ify the 3¡rrå .quatlons in
tha pro0rrrn.

Thc acncrel l¡youi of r,he progr¡m is sholrn bclou,. ¡f thc designer is
tttriing u,ith a desired nesonÀnt frcquency and ¿ rpecificd fròtch r,ridth,
sub¡tr¡ic height, diel¡ctric conEtant ðnd i*e€d i'ype, then the length
of rh. p.tch musr, be designed befor.e ¡nalysig can take pl ece. Ref'er
l.o I ine 'DdEsign'. The tnalysis of ¡ ful ly specilied patch star'ùE et
linc,Flnelysis). From thiE point the designer cen chooÉc !ø en¿ly3e
for the serie¡ reactånc€ of thc probe and 1,hl reÉoñànt frequency,
thc input impcdrnce, th€ fen field radiation pelt,crn or trhe muluål
coupl i ng brtr,rren tì.ro àntennas of the s¿fre di m€n9i on3. If the lf¡e¡sured
r¡¡on¡.ri frequrncy ii put into th9 progrilt th.n lh. rådl¡tion Pal lern
¡nd îìuturl coupling are cv¡luated.t thir frcqurncy. Høuevor if lhe
rrson¿n! frequency i s cal cul ar,ed, then lhi ¡ cal cul ðt,€d vtl ue repl ace:
thc rÍcaeur'ed frequency i n eny furthen znalysie.

Tuo sctr of ftags, locðtcd ¡1, ì in.3 'Fl' and 'F2', permit the
ir,,¡Iu¡tic,n of th" tqu¡!ionr propoted by ot.her Lúlh1rt lor va,riÊut
.ntanrl¡ ¡nd tr¡n¡nri¡sion I inr peramat.rf . Thil ¡rrogr at¡ rl 9îr tnclu'l¡'-
tlìe coda thet u¡as us€,J t,J determine the empirical equeùi'lnE f'lr'11-rå
€t"fsctivr cdge ext€rr6ion ¡rrd the àPertu¡c adrriti¿nc-. the à'þËrt.ur-e
ôdfiittance being rhe reciprocal of the impedance reÎerr'ed r.o z'2 lhe
slot impedance itr the Pr¡l9rem.

The ¿nalysis of a reÊtångulEr regonant cåvity ie ålso irtcl¡.¡ded in the
prograrn. These gubr.r¡-'¡tines enable the calrulation øf the regonanr'
frequenc ies f ront a Ée! of dirrensions and lhe dielectr ic cort'.l.arrr,,
Or lhe cåìÉUlåtìcrn úf thÉ di€lectric cOnst Artlu frrJtat ltiÛ gel}g çtî healured
r.€Borrant l-requenci€s 'lbtained fr',¡m r.wo cevi ?ie3 of 3ì ighl.'ly r!if Íer'ent'
dirrensions.

COI'IPUTER ßIDED DESIGN
OF

RECTSNGULßR ]IICROSTRIP RNTENIIßS

P¡rt of t,hc rGsrarch efforr, touJerdE thc
degree of Doctor of philosophY ÞY:

IIOEL IIßX].IELL IIfiRT¡N

Univrr¡ity of ßdel¡idc
Deperùment. of Electrical and Elecironic

Enginoering

D.c.rrbtr l9g4

+t
It
*t
+f
tt
{*
+r
at
*'l1
tÕ
**
*t
ft
lt
al
aa
+l
++
l)b
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Appendix C

650
66ø
67ø
680
69ø
?øø
?tø
72ø
73ø
74ø
?3ø
76ø
77ø
7Bø
79ø
8ùø
8rø
a2ø
830
84ø
850
a6ø
a7ø
8gø
890
906
9r6
92ø
930
94ø
950
960
97ø
9Bø
99ø
tøøø
tør0
tø2ø
tø3ø
tø4ø
I 050
tø6ø
rø7ø
I 080
r 09Ð
tt00
lt¡ø
I 12ø
r t3ø
l 140
I t5ø
t l6ø
L L7ø
I ¡80
I l9ø
t2øø
l2lø
122ø

Comptlt p?og?om

trrrtt Prognrn I tyouù rtttl+

nnt"nn¡ 3p"c i f i c¡¡ ion¡
Focrll ,hrEr

lni¡i¡l ¡nt.nn¡
desi gn

Syrrr,hesis nrodels

ßnalytic¡l r¡odelg fr'o¡¡t
tha thss i 3

I

I

I

I

I

l.

tìo I

I

ßnelyrir for
Rrr. freq. SFoc rFoz

lnput imped¡ncc:Zin
R¡di ¡t i on p¡ùt.rni
I'lutu¡l i mpcdencei s2l

Mod i fy dee I gn

y3t

\ spec E? /

t nodi îy \

F¡Þric¡1.iorr
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App¿ndí¡ C Compttn pìogrcm

t22ø
I 23ø
t24ø
I 250
t26ø
r 2?û
I ?80
I ¿90
I 30ø
t3rø
r92ø
r 330
I 34ø
I 35ø
I 360
r37ø
r 386
t39ø
L4øø
l4l8
r42ø
143ø
144ø
I 45ø
t46ø
t4?ø
l 48ø
I 490
I 56ø
l5l ø
t32ø
r 530
t 540
I 5JO
I 560
r 57ø
¡ 580
t5B1
I 582
I 583
I 590
I 606
r 61ø
t62ø
I 630
I 640
I 650
t66ø
t67ø
I 6Sø
I 69ø
t7øø
L7 Lø
t72ø
t73ø
t7 4ø
t75ø
r76ø
L?7ø
I 7gB
t79ø
I 8Ðø
18rø
te2ø
l 83ø
r 84ø
I 85ø
l 860
ta7ø
t 88ø

tr**tl 5uÞrout i ne I i lt i ng +*rr**

DoscriPtion
tnput impcdencc of ¡ rectrngul¡r p¡tch
Input impedrtrcc of an ¡p"r1,urc ¡n¡ann¡
Empiric¡l drvrlopm:nt of ¡n txprtsrion
foÈ thc ¡p.rturr inPut imPrdrncc
Eff.ct ivr ditlrctric conót.nl
Ch¡rrct,cristic imp. of a perel lal pletc
tr¡nsmirrign I inc
Edgc rxtsniion
Nicros!rip fcrd point
I'lutu¡l coupl in9
I'lutu¡l couplinÐ uith E-plane orient.etion
tlur,ueì coupìing uith H-pl¡n€ orient¿tìon
Tn¡ncmirsion I inc equatiorr
S r mpsons ru I o
Polu to r.cienguler
Rcctangul¡r to poler
Compìcx multiply
Compì cx di vi de
Ch¡r¡ct"rittic impedance of a co¡x Iirrs
Ceprcit¡ncr of ¡ Pårållel Plåte
Ou¡lity factor ¡nd r¿dì¿tion conduciÀnce
R.son¡ht crvity anrlysia
Solution of ¡ qu¡dr¡tic equåtion
P¡r¡llrt combin¡t,ion of tr,,o impcdanccs
Frctori ¡l
8¡ssrl'¡ lunct ion of order zero
Sinr ¡nd co¡inr intcArals
Rrd i ¡t i on prt t.rn
Rcronrnt frrqurncY

N¡ne
2in
Zsl o¡

2rl ot r-yn
Eff rr

Linr(no. )
2in(5980)
Z¡l (6180)

Zty <.763Ø>
Eff(gø8ø)

Zom
Dclràl
llsfp
Coup I i ngfar
Ep I ane
Hp I ane
Ît ì
Simp
Pt or
Rt op
Ctrru I t
Cdiv
Zo
cpp
San,Jgrad
C.vity
Qu¡drôt i c
P¡r¡l I c I
F¡c¡orl¿l
Besse I
Sici
R¡d
Fo

Zon(82âØ)
Del (84Ø0)
nsf (.939ø)
nut < løa9ø )
Epl ( 1232Ø)
Hpl ( L27XØ)
Tle(1319Ø)
Sim(12930)
Pr r'< 1334ø>
Rùp(1364ø)
Ë¡¡u(. l?t73Ø)
c'1i < t3B4ø>
ZoE(.1414ø>
C¡tPt 14246¡
0an( 14388)
t zv( 1469Ø)
8uz(.1576Ø)
P¡r( 1589Ø)
Ftc(16OlØ)
Bct ( l613Ø ¡
Sc i ( 16366)
Rtd(. 1664Ø)
Rcs ( l7 46Ø)

l*frùi main progr¡m *l*t*l

TRFCE ßLL V8R¡RBLES
PRINT ßLL IS I6
PRINTER ¡S ø
FIXED 2

Sr¡rt: I

PR¡NTER IS I6
PRINT ,'Comput.r-ridrd dcsign of ¡ ract.ngular' p¡rch Ãrt¡.cnna r¿r'"

PRINT 'rnrlyri¡ of ¡ rccl,.ngul¡r rt¡on¡nl C.vlly R/Ë ?"
INPUT Fnrt
IF Ên¡3."fì" THEN GOI0 L7Zø
CßLL Crvi ty
G0T0 St rrt
PR¡NTER IS 6
p R I N T " t * t t + r * * t t r i t t l t r Í t r l r r i l * + * t * * f t * t t r lf * t + * * * + + * * t * + { * * 1 * a * 1r + * + * + 4 * tl

PRIl.lT I't+Ir+*f*+t*t**1****++*t*r1**t**+***r***r**+r*++a+*' r +'*a+*J*+I**++'l

PRINT "r* COI4PUTER-ÊIDED DE9IGN *'i¡"

PRINT "rr OF rt''
PR¡I{T ''*I RECTÊI-IGULßR Ì4ICROSTRIP ÉHTEI'II{fiS T#,,

PRINT ,'***i*it*t**lia****t**it*****t***iÊI**t*l**I+**+al.*l++iÉ+**++***iÉ+*l 1++t'

P R I N T " * t * * * * t f * * l t * * * t l l I f * * I f * a t Ë * l * * * * l f l + * * r + + 1 * * + * * + + * * + I + 1 + * * * + + 4 + + "

I

Fl: ! *flt*ì*****pl¡95 fOr thc ånaìySis,f***t***i+ief +)t*+**+t+#a*++**+*t++***
Tlf legt-"Slnusoi'l¿l i lEave¡"zNewrtenlsengtrpùå/sinu3'Jidèl/9tr¡i9ht
I t yrPe of TL nrode I f or t he Í eed'
Fof I agl= "lf ant i n" !lf art i n"Sengupt -/out
Fïtngél leg!=,'Erripirital', lFattþr'/H¿,ttnltHarrnz/V.lRtEt.Fer tlrtental/Enrpir¡rål
Erflãgl="Eel.EingÉr" lGeùsingerzF'ennersta(i

PRINTER ¡S T6
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Appendir C ComprCæ p"ogrcm

1890 FRIflT "Do you neE-d 1.o Design arì àntenrr.l lengtlr forr a specified,,
1906 PRINT "re¡ún¡nt frËqu€núy, or do you u,ant to 8naìyse 3 full sEt ,rt:,,
l9tø PRINT'dimcn¡ionr D,'fi?"
192ø PR¡NTER IS ø
193ø INPUT 8n¡t
194ø IF Fnsl-"D' THEN GOTO Ddesign
193ø GOT0 ßd¡t.
1960 I

1970 !

1980 I

1990 Dd"¡lgn: I Drt¡ for rh" deslgn of th. ônù.nn¡ lcngth
2øøø I

20IO PRINT
2ø2ø PRINI
2ø30 PRINT '------:lNlTIEL DESIGN FúR THE LENGTH OF Ft RECTÊNGULÊR PÉTCH -----il
2ø4ø PR I NT
2ø5ø INPUT "Foc:cavit'¡ ree froq(Hl-rz)r1,¡idrh(mm)rHeight (mm)rDiÉlecr.ric cunstrFeed
t ypr? " , Foc mhz, l.lmfir, HmD, Er, Fcedl
2ø6ø CffLL Zom ( tlnrm, Hmn r Zom ) l H ¡mm.rl t ¡'J
2ø7ø CÈLL Ef f cr ( Erf I agf , Foc mhz ,ZonrEr,l,lmm, Hmm, Et'f er )
2øÐø Foc hz=Foc mhz+ I E6
?ø9ø Vl.ngthmma=3E8/(2iF,rchz*SOR(Effer)) lÊpproximète ¡ntenna length r,o b€
2løø I uscd in t,he expnesEion for ¡l€lt¡l (3.1)
2lLø CÊLL Doltrl(Fringeflagl,NnrnrHmmrVlangthDmerEr,EfferrFocmhz,Dolt.almm)
2L2ø Dc I t ¡ì m=Dc I t ¡ì mm'l Ø60
? I 39 V I 

"ngt 
h= ( 388-{}Foc hzrDc I t el m*SoR ( Ef f er ) ) / (2*F ochz*SOR ( Ef f er ) )

214ø I Rr¡ h¡lf r.¡avr(m) <3.2
)
215ø Vlcngthmm-Vl.ng!hlt6OØ lmm
2 l6A CÊLL 0andgr¡d(Foc rrhz, Hmm, V I engthmm, l,lmm, Grad, 8rad, 0d i, Qc u, 0o )
2L?ø Rr¡d. I /Gr rd I ohm
2LBø Rr.Rnrdz2 !Rr¡d=R¡lotrRe:rcÉietance ¿t thd end=Rslol//Rslo!"
219ø I¡¡Vì.ngthmlnrÊCS(S0R(SØ¡Re))zPI lC¿vcr ÊPS J¡n 8t Írf)12
22øø PRINT "DT¡ign crviùy rù¡on¡nr frequ.ncy(Foc t=,riFocnh.z;',lïhz"
221ø PRINT "C¡lcul¡t"d pðrch l"ngih',';Vl€ngrhmm;,,rÍm,,
222ø PRINT "¡niti¡l guers of thc fe€dpoinr for Zin = SØohm i3 "¡t,;'n'm"
223ø G0T0 Cont
224ø r

22óø |

2260 ßd¡ù¡: I

227ø !

228ø ¡NPUT "Ent.r ¡nùerrn¡ ÉFÊcs. from ùhc Key board or ßr.rzy K/Ft',tÀnel
229ø IF ffn¡t."ß" THEN GolO D¡r¡
23øø INPUT "Do you h¡ve ¿ meaEt¡red resonant frequency Yzll ?"rFnzl
23Lø IF ffnr'¡"Nu THEN rl0TO Di mr
232ø PR¡NTER ¡S I6
233ø PRINT "Foc: c¿vi ry rrs f rrq(t4|,|z> )Lengt,lr(mm) r l,ti drh(nrm), Hei ghr (nn) rFeed inat1.

d i st ¿nc e ( mm ), D i r I ec t- r i c c onst, F ee dt, ype?,,
234ø PRINTER IS O

235ø INPUT FocmhzrVlen0thmmrl,lfirrn,HmnrrDrErrFeedJ
236ø PRINT "llc¡sur..d c avil"y resrtnenr f requencylFoc)=ttiFocÍthz;,'¡4h2"
2370 PRINT "Specif içd p¡tch lengrh=,,;VlEngrtìmm;"mrr,,
23Aø PRINT "Specified feedpoirrr=,'iD;,'rÍm,,
239ø ti0T0 Con¡
24øø D imr: PRTNTER ¡S t6
241ø PRII'lT "Lrngthrûrr,l,li'lth(¡¡¡.r,Heightinrnr),Feed i rt->el riisiarrce(.nnt)¡D ieleclric crl
n¡t r Fredt yp.? "
242i' PRINTER IS B
21.3ø INPUT V lcrrgr hmri,l,,lmnr, Hnrm ,DrEr , Feedt
244ø Focmhz=.9-13øø/(,2*(',llengll¡tt¡zlØØØ'+'QR(.Er'))lzfrfrr.úr'.tt¡êì," retonzn!" lr-equenc'y
243ø f needed l'or t.hÈ deternirratior¡ of tt€l!ål and E-fler, vher.e tr,e.9.lccoun¡t
246ø I for thc .f t"rcr of f r'i ngi rrg.
247ø PR I l.lT " R¡rpr. o r. t r¡a,t 3 r e lrùn.nt l r e qui¡,ç'2=,' i F oc uhz i.' ¡1H2"
248ø PRIl.lT "9pe¡ rf tcd par.ch lengtft="1,,ller,gt.hutut:, "uttrr,,
249ø PFlllT "Spec i f r€d f cedpoinr=,,;ûi"t¡th,,
25øø GOl0 Cont
2510 D¡rò: !

232ø PRINT "Dat¡ sel: €33.3/€,5é./911/!lg9/ll9?/1396/l:j96,/l4Lø/13tA..219=/?21ø"
233ø PRlNf " 22r3/2224/2?92/339?/"
234îJ PRINT " 3jøZ/4è7ø/46?Z¿4244+./42?ø/4?e4/4?gZ/4BJú/Êrøl:J'/t'
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Appendiz C Comptlet prcgîom

2550
2360
237ø
25S0
2590
26øø
26r0
262ø
263ø
264ø
465ø
?66ø
267ø
264ø
269ø
27øø
27 tø
272Ð
273ø
274ø
2?at
2760
2?7ø
2?Bø
279ø
2eøø
2gtø
2926
2A3ø
284ø
285ø
2860
247ø
zeaø
?89ø
29øø
29tø
292ø
293ø
294ø
295ø
296ø
29?ø
294ø
?99ø
3øøø
3010
3ø2ø
3030
3ø4 ø
3ù50
3ø6ø
3ø7ø
3øAø
3ø9ø
31øø
3lt0
3r20
3t3ø
3r4ø
3158
3r6ø
3t7ø
318ø
319ø
32øø
32tø
322td
323ø
324ø

INPUT "Foc of d¡t¡ ¡nnèy se! ?",Dåta
I D¡t¡r5013
RES TORE
FoR N.t l0 40
REñD Focmhz, Vl.ngthmDrl.lmmrHmm, D, Enr Focdl
IF Focmhz¡D¡¡¡ THEN ü010 Endd¡t¡
NEXT N

PRINf
PRINf * I¡¡tr noù rvril¡blr"
G0T0 St¡rt
I Frcqucnc y c orrcc t ed foc .
DßTR
DßI Iì
Dfi TR
DR TF
Dß TF
!Ê TFr

DRTR
DÊTR
I

DFTÊ
I

DÊTß
DÊ1F
DffTÊ
DfiT R

I¡ÊTß
DßTR
Dff TR
DÂTFI
I

D8TÊ
Dff TR
DRÏ8
I

DßTß
DRÌR
DÊT8
DÊTÊ
¡}ßTÊ
DRTB
Dff T8
DßTß
DRTE
¡IFTÊ
DâTR
I DÊT8 5ø13t27.04,25.55,2.5¡,5,5, I. t"Ã?C7"

Endd¡tr: I

PRTNT
PRINI
I

I

I

I

PRINT "Spec i fi ed p¿ùch I ength="; Vì enqthnmi "nrm"
PR¡NT "Specifird Jeedpøini posit ion-";D; "rnrr"

Cont: I

PRTHT
IF Frrdf¡"511ñ" THEN C(tTú 3216
IF Feedl="ßPC7" THEN GoTrl 318ú
I F Frcdl¿ " TL " THEN t¿OlO 323ø
PRII'lT "f .rd noi rpe c i f ird corrccr ly"
G0T0 St ¡rt
Rôdiuri.l.52 lmm
Rediu¡o.3.5 lmm
t:010 3230
R¡d i us i =. 64 | mm

R¡d i u¡o-2. O5 I mm
I

Rr=H¿rm/V I rngt hmm

4659, 18. ø3,30. øt 1.57 t6.21 )2.55,'RPC7"
4669, 18. ø3t29. ø, 1.57,6,ZL,2.53, "ÊPC7"
46?4, Lg.ø3|23,65, I .57, 6.21 )2.55, "RPC7u
4687 | 18. ø3. 24. 75, L. 57. 6. 2t )2.55; "ffPC7"
47ø0¡ 18. ø3t2?.66r t.57.6.?t t2.5ã, "ßPC7"
4724. 18.03, 19. 4ø. t.57 r6,2t t2.55, "ñPC7"
4751, I8. ø3, 15.49,1.57 )6.21t2.J3,"f1PC7"
5Oø7, 18. ø3, 13. ø4 | 1.37.6.?1.2. 55,'fiPC7'

533.5r156r75r3. t75r6ørZ.56r'SlfÊu lPozr 8PS NovS? t39l
& Nrumrn'llorkrhoP' ( l9I

658, 139. ? r2ø4.5, 1.5É8r 63.5ør 2.59r'Sl'48" lPozrr ffPS Nov82 t39l
915,57.7,3ør1.37.øt 2. I, uSllÊu

It89r76.2, I14.3, l.59r22,9)2.62"SÌ'lR" IRich¡rdc 8PS J¡n'81 C29)
lt97 t76.0, I14. ø, 1.59, øør2.62, "slnlFl "
1396, 65. 5, tg5. 6 ) L.á7, 17, 2. 55r uSNE'
t.ll0, 66r 105. 6, 1.37, 17 r2. 5r'sl'1n"
1518,59.5, t0B, t.59, ø,2.62r"TL"
2193r41.4r69.58, 1.588r øø.øøt2.3øt" TL" lCarver /r:ol I ey FtRtt pp32 t3Ût)

|'nd Er¿?.5 from FtPS lzn'81 Í2iJ ppl?
221ø | 4l . 4 , 68. 58, I . 588, øø. øø,2. 58, " 51'lF' I t ?Ø1 pp33
2213t4 1.4,68.58, 1.588, lø. 16) 2.5ø, uStfff' I t 3ø1 pp34
22?4, 4 I . 4, 49, | . 59, 7 . 62, 2. 5ø | " Sl.iFt"

r.f"r ÊÀrvar/niîk ÊPS J¡n'81 [l5] for Er'2.5
2?92.33, ø t33. ø | 1.524 | I I . 5ør 2. 55r "SNF|" I Der'ner yd Er i cson Í.24)

, 2. 55, u Sllâ'
I ø. 15, 2. 55, " Sll8 "
4,2.55, "ÉPC7" 1 45€3
I,2,55r'FPC7"
1 r 2.55r "ñPC7"
.21 t2,55,'FPC7"
.55r "tat"
14,2.55, "Stfß"
2. 55, ',StlR "
, 2 . 55, ',ßPC7 "

3397 ,26 ,63.23 | .8
33ø2 .23 . 66 .23 . tø
467ø.t8.47,16,ø.
4672,18, ø3,36, t.
4741118,93, 16, l.
477ø.18.ø3r13.5,
4784,18. 1 1, 16, 1.
4792 ) 1 8. 54, 1 6. ø4
483ø, lg. 17 ) lê, .8
50t3,16.93,16r l.

, lø.13
,ø.8ø,
8ø.6. L

57 ,6.2
37.6.2
1.57,6
57 r6r2
,.8r6.
,6. t4,
52, 5. 5

"lle¡gured cavi r,y reeonànt Ênequerrcy(Foc )=" iFoca¡hz; "I'lhz"
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Agpcndíx C Compúet grcgtom

323ø
326ø
327ø
3280
329ø
3300
33tå
3320
333ø
3340
335ø
336ø
3370
33e9
3390
34ø0
341ø
342ø
3436
344ø
345ø
346ø
347ø
3480
349ø
3500
35tø
332ø
3530
354ø
3530
3J60
33?e
3986
3ã9ø
36øø
3610
362ø
363ø
364ø
36Jø
3666
367ø
369ø
369ø
3?øø
37 Lø
372ø
373ø
374ø
375ø
376ø
377ø
3780
379ø
3Bøø
38tø
382ø
38 3ø
39,10
383ø
386ø
38 7ø
388ø
)
3896

39øø
391ø
392ø

PR¡NT
PRINT
PRINT
I

CßLL
CBLL
CßLL

I
pRINT ,,p¡rch r¡i drh=,,; l.¡mm; ,,r¡m,'

pRINT ,'subsrr¡t" hei ght=";Hmm¡,,rrm " ! løøxh/ I ¡nrdaE
PRINT "Dielectnic const.¡¡=¡';Er
PRINT "F¡rd iYPrr'r;Focdt
!

I

I

ßnelyrir: I

G Foc =,, ; Hd I ams

Zom(llmm, Hmm, Zom) I H¡mnar¡t¡d
Ef f rr ( Erf t agl, Foc mhzrZon, Er r l,lmm, Hmm, Ef f er )

Dr I t ¡l ( Fr i ngef ì egt r l,lmm, Hmrr, V I eng! hrrmr Er, Ef f er, Foc mhz, Úe I r al n¡m )

I

! ttzom by other ¡uthorsll
I C¿rver ñPS trans J¡n '81 PP5 t15l
Zorrc ¡ver=H nt¡r377 / ( l.lmmrS0R ( Er ) )
! Srnguptcn ßPSIS'83 PPt59 t45J
ff I phai I + l, 393* ( Hmm/1,¡mm ) + . 667 * <Hmm/l'¡mm ) rLOG ( l''lmmu Hmm + t . 4 44 >

Zonson-37? rHrrm/ ( l.¡mm*8 t Ph¡+S0R ( Ef lcr ) )
I

D" I t ¡l mÊD.l 1, ¡l mmz 1090
Foc hz.Foc mhzr I E5
V I rmom¡3E8zFoc hz I m

V I ¡msm=Vl ¡mom/SOR(Effer ) I m

Vl ¡m¡nm-Vl ¡m¡m*lø0ø
Vl¡nromm=Vl¡momlløøø
Zon¡.Zomu SOR(Effrr )
I

PR¡XTER IS 16
PRINI ¡ lhr ordrr'of tn¡ly¡1. lJ!-'l
PRTNT tr Srrits rl.c!¡n¿. of th. probrr"
PR¡NÌ ' Rc¡on¡nù frcqurncY, "
PR t NT ' I nPut i mPrduc c, "
PR¡NT " R¡di.tion P¡ttcrnr ¡nd"
PR¡NT r llutu¡l coupl i ng. "
PRINT' Empiric¡l dltcrmineùion of Z¡lo¡"
PRIHT ,'Hor¡avcr thosr ¡nrlyrrr do nc,t na.d Ùo bt donc in ordlr."
PR¡NTER IS O

INPUT "Do you t,,rn! ro follou th. ¡bovc ordrr Y/H ?"rFlntt
IF ßn¡t-"Y'THEN GOT0 F.rdpù
INPUT ,,Go immrdiatrly ùo th. input imp€d¡nce anzlysis 'lzN 't" )Flnet
IF Rn¡t."Y" THEN G0T0 fI
INPUT ,,Go immcdiately to th3 r¡diòtion pat,tern ånelysis lzN ?"rFnea
IF 8n¡t-"Y" THEN G0l0 P¡tt¡rn
INPUT ,,Go ir'm.dittrly to !h. rrutu¡l impcdencc ¡n¡l yria 'l/ll '/" rFlntl
I F Ên¡J= " Y " THEN G0T0 Ì'lL¡t uèl
INPUT "Dct.rmi ne vaì ues îor Zsl ot Y/N ?", flnsl
IF Fn¡t-"Y" THEN GOT0 Sy
G0T0 358ø
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I

I

!

F..dpt: PR¡NT
PRII{T "--- ------ßnrl Ytit ol \lta Pr'ol¿a -
!

IF
cß

Fecdt="TL" THEN G0T0 391ø
LL I'lrfp(Tlf lagt rFoctrtrz,Er,Ef f er,l,lmtnrDeltalrrrtrHrttnrRaáiuei,Radi ttzot/'¡arlet

pRINT ',Serìes reactånce of rhe probe I Foc = +j'';Y,:=er.iesi"ohrtt l";Tìf lagl

G0T0 Fo
Xserics=O! thr cese for a trerrsrr'i ssion line fsed
PRII'{T 'iFor !h? l,r¿nsrrig'.irtn I ine fed cete '.l"|e 5er iez r'eac¡'ante

c-7
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Appendíx C Compttæ p?ogrcm

cr;"ohm (";TlfI¡g¡;")"
393Ð !

394ø !

3950 !

3960 Fo: PRINT
397ø PR¡NT "----------Ftn¡lysis for the reson¡nt frÈqupncy--------
3980 !

3990 Hd I ¡ms= loø*Hmm/V I ôrùsmm
4øøø CÊLL Fo(FoflrglrFccdlrErrEffcrrVlcngthmrrrRrdiuoi,Rediusorl,lmmrDeltålmmrHmrrt
Xrar i ar , Foc mhz )
4OIO PRINT
4ø2ø PRINT "l,lavelength in the free space I Foc=";Vlamomm; "nrm"
4030 PRIHT "l,l¡vclength in the suÞstrate 0 Foc(using elf'ective Er¡='lVlarrsrrm;'rûm

4ø4ø
4050
4060
4ø7ø
498ø
4ø9ø
4tøø
4tt0
4120
4r3ø
{ 14ø
4l5A
4160
4 L7ø
{ l8ø
419ø
42øø
42tø
422ø
423ø
424ø
4 25ø
426ø
427ø
424ø
429ø
43øø
43tø
432ø
4330
434ø
4 35ø
'{ 360
437ø
{ 380
439ø
41øø
44tø
442ø
443ø
4 44ø
445ø
446ø
447ø
4480
449ø
{ 3Sø
151ø
452ø
453t
t
454ø
455ø
4 56û
45ZB
458ø

PR¡HT
FIXED
PRINT
F I XEI¡
PRINT
PRINT
PRTNT
PR¡NT
PRINT
PRINT

" Flrpcc t rat i o- " ; l,¡nrm/V l cngt hm.r'
4
"Sub¡tn¡!c h"ight(h/l¡mdòE 0 Foc)=";Hdlams
2
"Effrct i v¡ di.ì eùtri c cons!¡nt =" i Effer; " ( "; ErfI a9¡; " ) "
"Ch¡r¡ctenist ic impedance of HS I incrfreespàc.=";Zom
"Ch¡n¡ctGri st i c i mpedance of I'lS I i ne, subsiråte=r'iZ,¡rturi " (HåmfÍen3tåd) "
"Ch¡rac t, ori st i c ì mped¡nce of I'lS I i ne r substr¡t..¡' ; Zomc ¿v€r ; " (Cevcr ) "
"Ch¡r¡cù.rict.ic in'prd¡nc. of HS linGrrubttr¡r,..";Zo¡¡r.ni"4S.ngupt¡)"
"Edgo cxttnr i on="; Dr'l t al mm; "mm ( "; Fr i ng.f I ¡gt; " ) "

G0T0 Tl lProgr¡m developro"n!

| ----- tl¡lculàùe Zin using the cåvity nrodel lor a frequency Fr'eqnhz------o
INPUT "Frcqmhz ?", Frcqnrhz
Ftp-1¡..Orhz-Foct¡hz)/Freqn|'z !fnequency ùuning p¡r¡mÊ¿cr
P1=Rr !n
P2-ø
P3. I
P4.Ft pr0o
CßLL Cdi v(Pl, P2rP3tP4rP5)P6)
Rrz i n.PSr50
V i mzi n=(P6+XE.r i 13l5ø) *5ø
PRINT "Frcqrt' ; Freqmhzi "Zin=" ;R"zin, Vimzin; Focrrhzc ; X¡.ri.t
PRTNT
I

I

!

Tl: INPUT "lfodify ent?nn.3p.ca. Y/N ?"rFln¡t
IF ßnrl-'Nu THEN GOTO 439ø
PRINT
PRINT " Chenge irì thG.dimensions"
6OT0 D i m¡
Il.lPUT "Go ùo th" i r'Fut itnpedznce or e!art of l,ht ¡n¡l ysiø l/11 '/" tFlnta
IF Ênst="ß" THEN 60T0 ßnalysis
PR¡NT

2: PR¡NT "----------ßnalyriz lor ihe input inr¡redance-

PRINf
I

F ¿i ! ** rr r t**r* ***iå i** r ********FLRE9*t+t++++******* +++**+ * ** *+ *++*+lri++*+;k
Slotf l¡9¡="¡1 " ! C.,N,'Cf,'Il'Ì4d/l'là.'Sen/HolF's¡'ll/.....r'efer t'r SU8 Zsloi
L.ngtht'lr¡1."P" tP/phy.icel ,Ezelrltric¡l ..Tr.¡n¡mirrion lirte no¡7c I only
Fpflrgt."IN" lFeedpornt ¡rodrl Il4l0uf
| ¡*lrrrt*t*tl*******r**r**+**+****f+*******++**iÉ**t*+++1*t++*t+***+*+4+r'Í

PRINf "Lenpthf I a9=" ; Lengthf I agl
PRINÌ "5ì otf I å9=" ; S I or f I agl
PRINT "Fpf I a9=" ' Fpf I'i9t
PR I tlT " Fr i nge t'| è9= " ; Fr i ng€ t- I à9t
PRINT

T
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Appcndiz C Compúer p?og?om

4596 PR INT
46S0 r

¡06t0 I

462ø r

4630 INPUT "SISRI,STOPTSfEP FREüUENCY lfhz?"rFrtårt,Fatop'Frt'p
a61O I F¡t ¡rt,.45ø6
.1650 I F¡t op'55ø0
466ø ! Fst.p.500
467ø FùR Fr*qmhz¡F3¡¡rt TÙ Fst,op SfEP Fstop
4680 PR INf
469ø PRIHT "FrcqE"¡Fn.gmhz; "Nhz"
47øO FIXED 3
471ø Hdl¡mr.Hmm/Vl.mtmrû
472ø I PRTNT ilhll.m¡.,,iHdìrnrr P

473ø FIXED 2
474ø Vl¡momm=3E3/F"3qnhz
4750 CFLL Ef f rr(Erf lrglrFneqnrhz,ZomrErrl'lnrnr¡HmmrEf f cr)
476ø Vl ¡nr¡nm.Vl ¡momût/SQR(Effcr)
477ø IF Frcdt."TL" THEN GoTo ¡t8øø
4?Sø CßLL Hrfp(Tlflegl,Freqrnhz,ErrEfferrl,lmmrDeltelmmrHmmrRadiusirRadiui-orllserie
¡)
179ø G0T0 481ø
4gøø X¡rr i rr.0
48tø CffLL Zin(Vlcngìhmrr,VlarrorrrnrVlanrsmmrZonsrErrEÎfcrrflmrrrHnrmrD€lt¡lt¡rtr!,lol('laO
t, Lengt hf I agl ¡ D, Zpr ,Zpì tZsr ,7si t
482ø Zi nr-Zpr
4830 | Nor,¡ includr tht rffcct of !ht prob.
4840 IF Fpflagt.uIN" THEN GOT0 486ø
4850 IF FpfIe93."OUl" THEN Xeeries=Ø
4866 Zini-Zpi +Xt.ni 3¡
487ø Rl.Zinr-5Ø
4BSO ¡2rl i ¡¡+50
4890 CßLL Cdiv(RlrZini rR2rZini'RcrrRci)
4gøø pRtNT ,'Srria¡ r.¡ct¡nce.,,¡Xferif s; "ohmI
49tO PRINT "Rrfl.ctiorr cocff.-';Rcr;r+jt;Rci
192ø PRINT "Zin."i¿inr; "+j";Zini i "ohm"
4930 NEXT Frrqmhz
494ø I

¡t930 I

496ø !

4g7ø ¡NPUT ,'St19 in imprdrncc rout in3 ¡nd ncu f.Gdpoint Y'(/Yil/)!]1 ?" rFtr'sÌlSP
.t98o tF Êñrt="YY" ÎHEN 60TÜ 5ø6ø
499ø IF ßn¡t."YNu THEN GOTO fI
3øøø IHPUT "Go beck lo the tt¿rt of the ðnelysis'l/¡l ?"r{nstlSP
5ølø IF ÊnsJ="Y" THEl"l GOTCT Snalysi s
502ø INPUT "C¡lculatr thc Petl.nn ol. r,he Nuùuel couplirlg P"ll'a")Flnett'r)P
5838 IF Ënsio"ll" THEI'l 60T0 I'lutu¡l
ãø4ø lF Ânst="P'' THEN GoTÚ P¿ttern
5ø5ø 60T0 497ø
566ø INPUT "Ner¡ leedpoint(mm) ?"rD
3ø7ø PRIHT "Fcedpoìnr positie¡=";Di"trrfir"
5ø8ø 60T0 Tl2
3ø9ø |

5100 |

5116 Pl!tsrn: I

5r2ø PR I t"tr
513ø PRIilT'----------Rrral'¿'sis lor the ra'li¡tion Pått'e(ù------
5I4O PRINT
5 t 9ø CFLL Rad ( Foc mhz, Er, V I cngt hûrn', l'lmrrr, Hntm, De I t al rrrm )

516ø IllPUT "Calcul¿t€ th" Nutu¡l co'rpllrìg or 9c, lo the etert l'll5'?"rHnz*lFiP
5l7tt lF tlnst="S" TIIEN 6oT0 5t¡rt
518ø !

5r9ø r

J2ø6 !

321ø PR ¡ l.lT
5226 l'tut,u¡l ! | PR¡l"lT"-------Ênslysig. for the mr'¡tual coupl in9--------
323ø | Coupl ingf="E" 1....... '.E/H-PLËI{E ÚÚUPLING
324ø | Dl¡mo-.3
525ø INPUT "9epðr¡ùion in lrrc ep¿c€ r¡r¡v€l€ngth5 'r" rÛlano
326ø IIIPUT "Dr rcc¿ isn øl cr¡upl i ng EtH 'r" ,Coupl inl{
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Apgendiz C Comgú* ptogÌo;m

CFLL Coup I i ngf ar ( D I anro, Foc mhz, Er, Coup I i rrgt, V I engr hmtrt, l,lrrtm, Hntn, De I t ¡l nrr¡¡ )

INPUT "Stay in muluel coupì irrg or go to the ¡t,4rt of' tnÓlytt¡ M¿à '1" )Flnet
IF RnsJ="ßu THEN li0T0 Ênelysis
G0T0 52sø
I

INPUT "Synthcait of petch or ¡rray P/À ?"rÊnsi
IF Ênr!."F" THEN G0T0 5826
I

I

I

53?O Sy: PRINT "--- -Ztlo! ryn!hciie-------- ------tr

5270
5?8ø
529ø
530ø
5310
5320
5330
5349
5356
536ø

5380
5390
54ø0
54tg
54 ?0
5430
54 4ø
545ø
546ø
34?ø
548ø
549ø
55øø
351ø
3320
5530
3540
5550
5560
55 7ø
5s80
5590
5600
5610
362ø
56 39
56.1t
c650
5650
367ø
s680
569ø
J7øø
5710
672ø
5730
574ø
5 75ø
376ø
377ø

I

INPUT "X¡cllc¡ 0 Foc rom maeJurthcnù3(ohm) ?"rXrerier
V I ¡.X¡er i.t/ <zrPlrFoc mhzr I E6 )
Vìrprt¡lrllEl2
PRINT "Xr 0 Foc.";Xterir3r'rLl-r'¡Vl¡rlEl2¡"pHu
PRIHT
PRTNT
PRINT "frcqu.tlhz Zlrt Xs"Fi"s Zslot
INPUT "Frrquency llhz, Input irrpedance RrX ?"rFreqmhzrZinrrZini
Xrcr i rs.2+PI +Freqmhz*V I s*lEG
CßLL Ef f cr ( Erf I egJ, Freqmhz, Zom r Er r l.lmm, Hrrm, Êf lcr )
Vl arr¡rrm=3E52(FreqmhzISOR(Ef f er) )
I Zin: Inpur, impcdance ¡t thc ¡ermin¡lE
I Zp: P¡nel lel"d trasferred inpedances
I Zt'. lnput imprdence of th. ¡lot ¡nùenn¡
I Vlt mm

Zpr.Z i nr
IF FpfIrglr"OUT" THEN G0T0 5590
I CßLL I'lrf p(Fre qrnhz, Er, Hnrmr Rrdi ur I , Rrd i uro, Xrrr I rl )
2pi -Zln i -X¡cri os I I npu!tod
G0T0 5686
Zpi -Zi ni
CÊLL Z¡l otryn(Zomr, D, Vl cngthmmrVl amrmm, Zpr r?pi rZsr rZsi )
IF FpfIrg3."OUf'r THEN G0T0 546ø
ZtrpltZ¡r*l000zJ,lmm lZslor/lcngth (ohmzrr)
ZriplrZrillO0ø/1.¡mm
Y¡r. I 0OØrZ t" / <2.?^z+Zt i ^2>
Yô i .- I øø0rZli / <¿t"^2+?si ^2)
PR t NT FrcqnhzrZ i rlr; Z i n i ! Xstr i er; Zln; Z3 i ; Y3r; Ys i
coTo 5696
PRINT Fr.qnhzrZin.iZini ¡ r'-----r izl?,Zt i ¡ Ztrpl iztipl
PR¡NT
PR¡NT
INPUT "Stry in Z¡lot drtormin¡tion or goio 8n¡lyóit S/8 ?".Al.ra
IF ßn¡t="Êu THEN G0T0 Ênelyrir
60T0 Sy

Yelor(mmh,l)"

T
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Agpcndiz C Compúct prcgfüm

3750
5760
377ø
5780
5 790
58S0
5Btø
5820
5830
5S 4g
5850
586ø
5870
588ø
589ø
5900
59tø
392ø
5930

62tø
622ø
623ø
624ø
625ø
626ø
627ø
628ø
629ø
63øø
631ø
632ø
53 3ø
63:tø
6 35ø
636ø
637ø
6:t8ø
639ø
64øø
61tø

sub :!
ttllt*ltt**ì*tl+I*ti**t*i*+t*tttlt+*t**t*+**++*+t**tfi**ttrttl*ìt**+***l
i*trtti+*rtìittrt*rtt+t*t*lÌ*itr++tt*+*r**rtÍt*ltrrtt+*tf*f*++r**tt*t+t+
i*l***ir*r*r*ir+*àr*rrrriSUBRDUTlNES*ri**r*+fr*fr*ir**r*r*iiiri***rr**l*
t+tl++:ti{+*t+t*tt***+**t*+***t**********+*+*******t**it**fittt*****+**trt*
i+t*lt*t*f*It+**t***I*i++****t**t*t*I*ì***r**tï*tÕi'*****t+t+r******Í*ih**

n: I lnput impedance of e r?ct¡ngul¡r pa!ch ênienne using a trån3mission
I i nr mode I +t*rrf r*i***r+*rr*tlt****t***r+*Ir**rrr,i¡ ***a* Í Í:Í * +rr**********

SUB Zin(VlcngthmmrVlarnomfirrVlamsmmrZomr.rErrEfferrl.lmm,HmmrDeltalmnrrSlotf lagl
, Lcngthf I egf , Vl l, Zi nr, Zi ni, 7sr rZti )
594ø Frrqhzr3El lzVl ¡momm
5950 D2-(Vl.ngthmm-Vì l>/løøø lt PHYSTCÊL LENGTH
5960 IllrVl t /løøø I m PIIYSICßL LENGTH
397ø IF L.ngthfI¡9t.'P" fl{EN G0T0 5øtO
5989 Dl.Dt+D.lrrlmm/t00ø | m ELECÌRlrlRL LENGTH
5990 D2¡D2+Ilrlt.¡lmmzl0t0 I m ELECTRICßL LENGTH
6øøA I INPUT "Slotfl..gaC/NlCl/¡.ld/D)/nN/S.n/Ho/Ht/n ?"rSlotfl¡9tl T
60t0 CSLL Z¡lot(SlotflrgtrVlemommrVltmrmm¡Vlcngthmmrl.lmmrHnrrrrEff.rrDcl¿¡lnmrZont
,Ztr ,2ti )
6ø2ø r G0T0 4060 r f
6ø3ø I ¡NPUT "?'t,Ztr,2r'i
6040 CFLL Tl I (FrcqhzrEffrrrDlrZomsrØrZsrrZti rZinlnrZinli )
6050 CÊLL Tl I (FncqhzrEffrr rD2rZonsrØrZtrrZti rZin?rr2in2i)
6ø6ø F¡XED 6
6ø7ø I PRINT trZAt -tr ; Zi nlr; Zinl i ; "(shorù di st¡nce)" r"ZB'=" ; Zi nzr; Zi rì2i
6øAø F IXED 2
6ø9ø I P¡r¡l lrl ing ?inl .rtd 2in2
6løø CßLL Cmult(Zinlr,2inl i rZin2rrZin2i rDlrD2)
6ll0 Drnr.Zinlr+Zrn2r
612ø Den i .Z i 

^L 
| +Zi 

^2i6130 CRLL ùdi v(Dl,02, Ilcnn, Dcni, Zi nr, Zini ) lohm
6 r 40 suSENt¡
615ø !

616ø I

6t7ø r

618Ø Ztla I lnput lnrpcd¡nct of ¡ ¡lot ¡ntenn¡+lrrlr**rt+¿ú+t**;t*+1a+u+r*+r+''t*+.*
6t90 I

62øø SUE Z¡lot,(SlogflegsrVlenromnrrVlemsmmrVlengthrrmrl,lnrm,Hmm,EffertlJeltålmmrZoms,
Ztr rZt

lnput impedance of ¡ slot ¡ntennå using ¿he fcrrnulae of.'...
SlotflàgE:C.... C¡rvcr using free space uavelength

N. . . . Ncum¡rì: C¡rvcr ui th r,hr Eubstn¿t e uzvelen,Jlh f or G

Cî... C¡rvrr uith th. empiric¡l f¡ctor
D.... Dcrnrryd
l1d... Derncryd uith ¿ u,id" slot

Harringr.on using free sl)ece uzvelength
Hòrrington using rubstrate uåq,€lerrgth
f'l¡rcuvitz pp179
Sengupt¡ ÊPSIS'83 pp139
I'l¡rtin by empir'ical methods

Fneqnrhz=3E5lVl åmomm
IF Sl,¡tflagt="C' THEN G0T0 6488
IF Slotlìagl="N'THEN G0T0 653ø
IF SIotfIagJ="Cf" IHEN G0Til 658ø
I F S ì ot r'I agf = " I'ld " THEN GOlO 666ø
IF Slotf legt='f,' THEN G0T0 668ø
lF slotf t¡€t="I't¡,' THEII Gol0 696ø
IF Slotflagl-'Srn" ÍHEN GOTO 7ø4ø

z

Ho.
Hi.
I't¡,
Sen
N..

c-lr



Appcndi;. C Comprlcr pn grt,m

(5.16)
(5. t7)

(5. t7)

(5.18)

(5.13)

(5. t3)
(J. t¡t)

(.3. t3],

642ø
643ø
6{4ø
6458
616ø
6470
6480
649ø
65øø
65t0
632ø
6530
6540
6550
656ø
637ø
6.380
659ø
66øø
661ø
662ø
663ø
664ø
665ø
6660
667ø
665ø
569ø
5?øø
67 tø
672ø
6730
674ø
6750
675ø
677ø
6?8ø
679ø
68ø0
68r0
682ø
6S30
644ø
6850
6860
6870
6880
6896
69øø
69tø
692ø
6930
694ø
6950
696ø
697ø
6988
699ø
7øøø
7øtø
7ø2ø
7ø3ø
7ø4ø
7ø56
7ø6ø
7ø7ø
7øBø
7ø9ø
7 tøø
7ttø

IF SlotflagJ="Ho" THEN tllTO 7170
¡F Slotfìegt="Hs'THEN GtlT0 7170
lF Slotf legl-"lil" THEN G0T0 73ø0
PRINT'Slotfl¡g rrror"
G0T0 75øø rEXtT
I

I C¡rvrr PfØØ9?ippaz
G=. øø836*1.¡mm/V I åmomm I

E'.6t669*D.l r¡l mmtl.¡rrm+Ef f 
"r/(HmmrVl 

¡momm) !

GOTO 727ø
I

lN.ù,mrn llrxlco ppg,2
G.. øøg36rHmmrSQR ( Ef f ar) lV | ¡momm
E¡. ø l668rtlc I t ¡l mmrl,lmmrEt'f .r/ ( Hmm*V I .momm ) |

GOTO 727ø
I

I C¡re.r I'lcxico pp7.6 & 8PS tr¡nr J¡n 8l
!ldl -l.lmmzVl ingthmm
F ttl =. 7 7 47 + . 397 7 * <l^ld I - I ) -. I 638+ ( ].ld I - I ) ^2 !

PRINT ,,F1¡¡,t | )r"iFul
G-Fr.¡ I *. øø836r1,1mm/V | ¡momm
E-Fr¡ I l. ø l668lDc I ù ¡l i'ìm*l,lmmäEf f erl ( Hmm*V I emomnr )
EOÍO 727ø
I

I Hodifird Drrncryd
G0l0 674ø lr¡idr ¡lot
I

I Drrnrryd ßPS Nov 76
[,ld I ¡nr.l,lmmzV I rmomm
¡ F ].td I rm ) I THEN G0T0 674ø
G¡( llmmzV I òmomm ) ^2/9O I n¡rrou
G0T0 6750
G.J.lmmz( t2øf Vl ¡momm) !wi dc
Fnrq.3gtlzVl¡momm lHz

D: C.D. I t ¡l mm/ ( Fr.qrzomrrv | ¡m¡mm ) l.
llr0 lngh gu.rt
S.- I
Error¡. øøzrÛ
Er.2IPIrFr.qrcr(t+SrN/16øø) lTest or First tpproxim¡tion
Rr ¡G., ( G^2+Er ^2 )
Xt.-8t /<G^z+Br^2>
Cr.ÊES( l/<2*Pl*Fr.q*Xt ) )
lF ÊES(C-Ct)(Error THEN GOT0 689ø
¡ F N >ø IHEN G0Trl 687ø
IF Cù<C THEN S.-S
N.N+ t
G0Ì0 6890
Z¡r.Rt
Z¡ i -Xt
E=-Xr. / ( Rt ^2+X¡ ^2 )
G0T0 75øø
I

I 11¡rc uv i rz ppl79
H¡¡2tHnm/løøø | ßpcrturo hoi ght (m) 

_

Yom'tz<3?7+<Hnn/rø0ø)) lmho 9engupt¡ ffPS July'aø p7t48l t44l
H¡.2lHmm./ løøø | Rpcrt urc hc i ght ( r')
G.YomrP I fH.*( \lnnz lØØØ) z (.zt\l I zûotnßt/ tøøø, I mho
B.LoG( 2*2.71A28a (V I ¡momm/ lØ6Ø) t (.1.781ø7rll.> ) I

E¡YomrErHr*(l,lmmzl0Ø9)/(Vl amomm / løøø> | mho
I r tl b"causc G & B ¡re per length expressione'in I'lacuviù2.
GOto 7260
I

! Sengupt¡ ÊPS¡S '83 ppl59
ff l pha- t + 1 . 393 r ( Hmm/!lrrnr ) + . 667 * ( Hn¡mzl,lnrm ) *LOG (. llnn z Hnft + 1 . 4 4 4 ) l

I Êlphe.l
Bct ¡-2+PITSQR(Eff€r )/(Vl ¡momm/ løøø>
I PRINTER IS ø
I PRINT "fllpht=";Rlph¡
Yo¡¡=fl I phòil.lmmr SQR ( Ef l' er' ) u I øøø / < 37 7 * <Hmm/ I øøø ) ) | mho
I C¡rvrr ßPS Jrn'81 tlSl

r,3. I )
<3.2'

13.3'

c-r2
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? t2ø
713ø
7 L4ø
7150
7 t6ø
7 t7ø
7 teø
7 L9ø
72øø
?2rø
722ø
?23ø
724ø
725ø
?26ø
727ø
728ø
729ø
73øø
73tø
732ø
733ø
734ø
7350
736ø
737ø
738ø
7390
71øø
74tø
7420
743ø
744ø
71áø
746ø
747ø
748ø
749ø
73øø
75t0
?32ø
7530
?34ø
7550
736ø
737ø
7580
739ø
76øø
76tø
752ø
?63ø
764ø
763ø
766ø
767ø
768ø
769ø
77øø
77 rø
772ø
773ø
774ø
775ø
77Êø
7?7ø
779ø
779ø
7eøø
7S l0

Appendíz C Comgúer pìogîom

G=YomrBetÀr(Hmm/løøø>/ (2*Êlphò*Effer) ! (5.6)
E=L0G(SrirR(Efr'cr)*2+PI*2.71928./(1.781ø7+Berer(Hmm/16rð8)))l (5.7)
8¡ElYom*B"t a* ( Hnrmz Løøø) / ( P I *ff I pharEf r'rr )
G0T0 726S
I

! H¡rrington "Timr H¡rmonic Ell Fields" ppt83 t9l
lF Slotflegt="Hs" THEN GoTO 72tø
Vl¡m¡Vl¡momm
GOT0 7220
Vl¡¡r¡Vl¡mlmm
E3t ¡=2ø0ørP ¡ /V I ¡m
Bet ¡h.Bet ¡*Hmm/ I ûAø
G.l.lmml( l-B"rah^2/24>/<12ørvl èr') | (5. l l )
E-(3.135-2*LGT(8.1,¡h))*l,lnnt(377rVlam) lb¡¡r lØ (5.12)
I llY¡lot ùo Zrlotll
Ztf-G/(6^2+E^2)
Zr i .- I rE/ <G^2+B^2>
G0T0 75ø0
I

l,¡: ! I'l.rlin:Empiric¡ì Z¡lot, 0 SGHz
G.546/ lE6iEXP(4.47*l,lmm/Vl emomm) lnho126z3 <5.2?>
l,lc=.ø455i(D.l!¿lmm+1,¡Írrr/Hrnm/Vlàmomrr)+5E-4 lnhor2€'/3 (5.29)
C-Uc /2/P I /F r'.qnl\z/ lE6
N-ø lnùh gucrt
S.- I
Enror.,øøzr9
Et.2*PI+Fr.qmhztlE6*Cr(l+giN/løøø) lTe¡t on Firrt ¡pproxìm¡tion
Rt.G,/ ( G^2+Et ^2 )
Xt.-Bt / <G^z+Et^2>
Ct =8BS ( l,/ <2*P l*F 

"cgmhzr 
I E6*Xt ) )

IF RBS(C-Ct )(Error THEN 6llTO 7476
¡F N>ø THEN üOTD 745ø
IF Ct<C THEN S--S
NsN+ I
GoTO 7380
Z gr-R t
Z¡ i .Xt
B¡-Xr / ( Rr ^2+Xt ^2 )
I PRINT "Slolflegr"iSlotfl¡gtl P

FIXED 6
PR I NT ,,Zs I or =,' ! Zrr i?ri ! P

Gm.G* I 006
8m.Er I 090
PRINT "Y¡ì e¡r" i Gmi Bm; "mmho" I P
PRINT ul.¡/l¡mo.";i.¡mm/Vl¡mornm;udLþllhl¡mo."iDrìt.almúr.rlttt¡/Ht¡tltzlltnonm
PRINT "r¡C." ; 2rP¡lFrcqmhz*IE6*C+IØ€6; "mho"
FIXED 2
SUEEND
I

I

I

¿tyZ I Synthesis oî thc slot input imped¡ncc*+!t*rr*it***+*lf**Í***********
I

SUE Z¡ I ot tyn( Zomr, Vl l, Vl engthnrm, Vl amsmm, Zi nr rZi ni rZsr rZst )
I

! Vìl mm

I ¡l I imprdencer in ühm
Dl=Vl I ¿lØØØ ln
D2= ( V I engt hmm-V I t) ¿ LØØB | ¡¡
Ber.-2øøøjP I zV I amsÍrm
RÉI)
Cl.C0S(B.t¡IDl)
C2.CoS ( Bct ¡rD2 )
Sl=SIN(Ert¡iDl)
52=S I N( 8"r ¡lD2 )
CBLL Drec (Zi nn, Zinì, Yinr, \'ini )
Yo¡ 1 /Zom¡
s6-strc2+cl*s2
C.C I rC2
S-S I rS2

c-13



Apgendiz C Compúæ p?ogîom

782ø
7830
7e4ø
7850
7860
7e7ø
7e8ø
7890
79øø
79tø
792ø
7930
791ø
7950
796ø
797ø
7980
799ø
80øø
8010
aø20
gø30
8040
8050
866ø
aø7ø
8OBø
8090
8t0ø
81tø
Bt2ø
8130
8r40
8rJ0
8r66
8t7ø
8186
819ø
a2øø
92¡0
822ø
823ø
8?4ø
8250
826ø
s27ø
828ø
82 96
830ø
8310
832ø
8330
8340
8350
836ø
837ø
8380
8390
84øø
841ø
842ø
843ø
844ø
845ø
846ø
847ø
84 gø
8499
856ø
851ø

fir¡Y i nrrC
tli¡YinirC-YorS6
l¡r-l+Q+ttS-Y i n i IZomr*S6
Ei¡YinrrZom¡r56
Cr¡-tlYinr*SrZom¡^z
g¡ r- lr(Y I ni lsrzom¡^z+Zomrr56)
I Ev¡lu¡rr ZÊ
P3.2rñr
P4.2tß i
CRLL Cdi v(8r, Ei, P3, P4, ZI rZZ )
Zl.-21
22--22
CÊLL Cmult(ErrDi rEr¡ Ei, El, E2)
P5¡.1rÊr
P6-4¡R I
CßLL Cmul t (P5, P6, Cr, Ci, P7, Pg)
P9.B I -PZ
P t 0¡82-PB
CßLL Crqr(P9,PlørPl I,Pl2)
CRLL Cdi v(Pl I, P12rP3rP4tZ3rZ4>
2tr¡21-23 lZrlot,
2ti-22-24
SUBENI)
I

Eff ! Effrctivc diclectric constant of å n'icroetrip t.l.**tÌ*i**tl+****+*+

SUE Ef f cr ( Erf I agl, Freqmhz, Zom, Er, l.lmm, Hmm, Ef f er )
Ef fcr¡(Er+l>/Z+<Et -l)/<Z+SOR< l+lø*Hmrôll.¡mm)) ! <L.9)
IF ErfIegt.r'Hlmmersù.d" THEN coTo s2lø
lF Erflegt."Grtringcr" THEN GOT0 8t6ø
PRlNT "rrror 0 Eff"
PßUSE
Zo¡¡ ¡Zomz SOR ( Effrr )
FptZontt(.8rPl*Hmm) | <3.22)
Effrr I -Effer
G..6+.0O9rZon¡ | (3.23)
Effer¡Er-(Er-Ef1.rt>,/<l+Gr<F"eqmh.z/løøø>^2/Fp^2)l (3.21)
SUEENII
I

I

I

zoni I ch¡r¡ctrristic imp. of ¡ I'licro¡trip tranrmissior't I in.+**l***t++**+**
I

SUE Zom ( llmm, Hmm I Zom )
I 14.V.Schn.idcrr "l'licnostrip I ines f or l'4 ICs"rBSTJr14aytluvqrt"J69rVol 48
t ppl42l-1444,pp1430
l,lh.l,lmmzHmm
Hu¡Hmmzl,lh
I F Hr¡ ) I THEN G0T0 835ø
Zona t zørP | / <Uh+z. 42- . 44+H|.J+ ( t -H',, ) ^6 )
G0r0 836ø
zom.6ørLOG ( 8rH'r+1,¡hl4 )
SUEEND

D l: ! Fringing length {rf ¡ nicr,J=!.rip open circuiJ,r*1*+11**a+*:Í+í1++++***t

5UB Delt¿l (Fringåf lag:l ,l,lnrnrrHnmr"l lengr.h¡¡¡rEr.,Eit'er rFnhz, Deltaln¡t¡¡)
V I àrrgmrr=3E3l (Fmhz*SOR(E{ l'èr ) t
IF Fringefl¡9t="Her'mt" THEN r:0TO 85tø
IF Fr'ingeflagt="H¡r¡m2" THEII 60T0 864ø
IF Fringeflagtl="KIR' THEN GúfO 875ø
IF Fringefl¡gt="Errpirrc¡l" THEN GOTO 932ø
lF Fringef legt-"Experi rrÊrt¡l " THEl.l GOlO 893ø
PRINT "Fringcfllg crror"
PRUSE
I E.0.H¡mmerstand"Equations for microstrip cir'cuit deEign"

c-14



Appendiz C Comgúct plog?om

(1,9)

(l.lø)

<3.2>

(3.9)

<ir.7 )

852€
8s30
8549
8556
856ø
857ø
8580
859ø
86ø0
86t0
e62ø
863ø
961ø
8650
866ø
8676
868ø
869ø
e7øø
87 Lø
472ø
8730
8740
8750
476ø
477ø
878ø
8790
88øø
88t6
8e20
8830
8840
885ø
8860
8g?ø
888ø
8890
8900
89tø
e92ø
893ø
894ø
8950
896ø
897ø
998ø
899ø
9øøø
9ølø
9ø2ø
9ø3ø
9ø4ø
9ø50
9ø6ø
9ø7ø
9080
909ø
91øEt
9l lo
9t2ø
9130
91{0
9r59
9160
9t70
9t8ø
9t9ø
92øø
92tø

! Ef'lC ' 7A , pp268-272
! ....r.,ith f¡ctor .412
l.lh.l.,lmm.,Hmm
Ef f erh. <E1+ l > / 2+ <Er- t ) / ( 2*s8R( l + 1 ø*Hmmzl.lmm ) ) !

I Effcr uring H¿rrm"rstad EMC'75
Dr I r ¡l mm-. 4 t2iHmmì ( Ef 1.rh+. 3) i(].¡h+. 262)/ (. (Ef f rrh-. ?58) i( 1.¡h+.813) ) !

Drl t¡l mmdh.Drl t ¡l mm¡Hmm
Foc mhz-360 / <2t (.V I cngt hmml I øøø+2rD" I r. ¡l mml I øø6 ) +90R ( Ef f crh ) ) |

Errorr ( Foc mhz-F¡rhz ) r I ø0,'Fmhz
! PRINT uHÊfll/h¡"; DrI !rlmmdh, "Froq¡";Focnrhzr "7o=" iError
G0T0 9540
I

I H¡mm.r¡!¡d : In1,. 14TT Conf.'81 pp54-36/Li.r IEE-H fiug'AZ ppl6l-163
l,lh.l.lmmu Hmm

Drl t¡l ¡¡=N¡¡/ttp lr( (l,lh+.366)t<l'lh+.556) )
D.I !¡lmm.DcIt¡lmrû*(. 28+(Er+t>/Et^*<.274+LOG<Uh+2.5tg) )i I In
De I ¿ ¡ì mmdh.llcl t ¡l mm/Hmm
Foc mhz-3O0,/ <2* <V I engr hnirrrz t 6øø+2f ¡rr ì r el mm/ I øøø ) *SQR ( Ef f erh ) )
I Chrngc ¡bovc Effrr uling llTT'86 l¡tcr
Error- ( Foc mhz-Fmhz ) * LØØ tF ¡nhz
I PRINT "HÂl'12/h-" ; DcI t¡l mmdh, "FrrqÊ" ;Focrûhz, "'/.¿¡' Error
G0r0 9340
I

K: I Kir¡chning Elcct Lctt Frb 8t ppt23-125
Effcrho(Er+l)/2+(Er-l)/(2+SOR(1+lø*Hmm./],¡mn)) lEffcr uring H¡mm.retåd
RÊI)
7L.. 4349Ø7* ( Ef f "rh^. I I 

+. 26 ) I ( ( l.lnrm¡Hmm ) ^. 8544+. 236 ) |

ZL-Zl / < ( Ef f crh^. Ë 1-. 189 ) * ( ( l,lmmzHmm ) ^.8544+. SZ) )
223 | + <unn,/Hmm ).^. 37 I t 12. 358tEr+ I ) I

23.l +. 5274*ßTN ( . ø84r ( l,¡mm/Hmm ) ^ ( t.9413/22 ) ) /Ef f .rh^ .9236
z4-t+. B377rRTN( .66?t< Hmm/Hmm)^t.456)r(6-5iEXP(. ø36i( l-Er) ) ) |

Z5-t -. 2 l8rEXP( -7. 5t(!¡mm/Hmm ) ) I

Dc I t ¡l mm.HmmrZ L*23þ23/24 |

Foc mhz=3Ø9,/ < 2r <V I engt hmmz løøø+2*De I t ¡l mm/ I øøø ) *SOR ( E Í l e r'h.r')
Error¡ ( Foc mhz-Fmhz ) r I øø,'F nhz
Da I t ¡l mmdh.D. I t¡l mnzHmm

PR¡NT "K¡Rtllttt iDcI trlnrmdh, "Frlq-" iFocmhz t "Ze-" ¡ Error
PRtNT "Er-'; En, 'Eff.rÊ" ¡ Eff.r, "Efferh."; Effcrh
pRtNT,'Zt23{5¡",Zr:,22,Z3i24a23

0T0 9540

Exprrimcntrl d.ùermin¡tion of dcltalmm
I INPUT "P¡tch length(mm) ?"rVlengthrrrr
I PRINT "Freq.r'rIFmhz
Dr I r.l mm¡56or ( I 5øl ( SQR ( E f f rr ) rFmhz ) -V I engt, hnnz lØ6Ø )
I Hh'10øør ( Hmm/l.¡mm ) ^2 |

! pRINT " <h/W>a!+!@e@=',iHh
V I ¡m¡mmo3E5/ ( FmhzrS0R ( Eff er ) )
V I amsmm=3E5/(Fmhz*SoR( Ef f er) )
Vl ¡momm.3E3/Fnhz
I PRIHf "l ¡mo-uiVl enromm, u lams=uiVl amsmrr
l,¡r,r.l.¡mm/V I amlmn
! PRINT'rl¡¡,zl ¡mcl¡t¡rr ; l¡¡1,

I R¡. 1øøøüHmmil,¡mm/V ì amsr'm^2
I 8¡o- t øøøiHmmrl.¡nm/V I ¿nottn^z
! PRINT x L6øø'Uh/I am¡^3" ;tla,Êeo
lß¡r¡.Hmrrrl,lmm
! PR I NT ':t l^lþr'r i 8òrr
FIXED 6
Hhr-HmmzV I ¡m¡mm
Hho.Hmm/Vl ¡momm
l,l r¡o = l.,lmm z V ì ¡m omm
l.lr¡s-l.lmmz V I ¡m¡mm
I PR¡Nf "1,¡/ I ¡mder=" i ],lr,rs ! , "l,l/l å.r'dao="; l,¡ùro

I PRINT "----hh hu I amdag=" iHl.rsl "hh" | ,'rh,.ì årrdao='r;Hho
l.lh=l.lmmz Hmm

I pRINT "____t¡t¡t¡ u/h_,', Hh; ,, 1,¡t¡H"
Del t¡l mrúdh=D€l ¿al ¡r¡rnzHnrm
I PRINT "Synthesrs"
I PRIHT "----DcIt¡lrrm=";Dcì talmm, "fieIt.allh=" ; I¡eIt¿lmrtìdh

(3.8)
<3.9>

(3.10)
(3. I I )

<3,6>

!

!

I

G

I

I
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Appcnðix C

922ø
923ø
924ø
9256
926ø
927ø
9280
9290
9?øø
93r0
932ø
9330
9340
9350
936ø
937ø
938ø
9390
94ø6
94r0
942ø
94 3ø
944ø
9450
9460
947ø
9480
9496
950ø
95te
952ù
953ø
9540
9550
9560
957ø
938ø
9590
96øø
96tø
962ø

Compúct ptogîom

D.l ¡àl mmd¡=DeI talmn¡u VI àmerrm
Dr I r, ¡l mmdo=De ì g ¡l mm/V I ¡morrm
I PR¡NT ,,D.'|t¡l mrrrz!¿¡(¿s-"; Det tel mmdgr "Del tal mmzL¡md¡e=¡ri Dcl tal nrmdo

E I .2*P I rll.l t ¡l mm/V I .mtmm
I PRINT "----kkkk kD"ìt¡L'";81;"kkkk'
I Drì t ¡lmmdh¡'Drì t el rûm/Hmm/Vl òmsrrm
I pRINT',Dclt¡l nn/h/l ¡ms-,'; Del telrrmdhs
FIXED ?
STOP
!

E: I PRINT " Empiricrl darrrmlnò!ion of deltalmm"
FIXED 3
Ertes.2+PIlVl¡m9rr'm !mmr in subsùr¡tc
I Dr I t ¿ì mm=54r ( Htnm/1.¡mm ) ^2+. 849
Hdf-Hhm/V I rmrmm
IF Hdr(.0ø9 THEN GOTO 942ø
tDelt¡lmm=(NmmzHmmr3.225E-4+.1421*LOG(lll.llr(Hn'm/Vlamsfrrm)))t$'E¡^t
I D?l r¡l mm=(l.lmm*3.2?38-4/Hmm+.6ø6+. l28f L0G(Hfîfr'/Vl ¡msmm) )/Bctet laJ/3/84
Ë,¡,666+. l28rLoG(HmmzVlòmtmm) l3/5/94
G0T0 9430
C-0
Dr I t rl mm. ( l,lmm*3. 2258-4zHmm+C ) /Bet ¡r | 3/5/84 <3.24>
I PRINT "C-" I Cr "hzI ¡nrbd¡¡:'¡ ;HmrrzVI ¡mfmrrr ngth=" ; l'lrtm/Hmm
Ed'Drlt¡lmmrErt¡r
D.l ù¡l mmdh'Drl ù¡l mm/Hmm
I PRTNT
I PRINT f D1.tr. D.l !¡l mrìr,,Ecrlg*lll ¡,,; Ed, "Dl /h=" i Drl r¡l mfrrdh

FtxEt¡ 2
I PR¡NT
Foc mhz-306 / <2* <V I engt hrûm/ I øøO+2rI¡. I ù ¡l mm/ I øøø ) rSOR ( Ef f' er ) )
Errorr ( Foc ûihz-Fmhz ) r I øølFmhz
I PR¡NT rI'IRRTIN/h-"; D"lt¡lmmdh, "Fr'eq-"iFocmhz, n/2=r'Error
SUEEN¡)

| ¡1i Crostri p feCd poi nt**+*+*++1**+**+****+***+**+++++****11+**tt+*t*+*

SUE f'lrf p ( T I f I egl, Freqmhz, Er, Ef f er, l'lmm, De I t ål n'm rf , Ã rE, Xs)
Freq-¡¡.Othz* I E6
Vlrngthmn'løøø*(.3E8-4rFroQ*(Drlt¡lr'm/løøø)'gûR<EfÍ3'))/(2+Freq*9aR(Ellcrt¡
h¡l f Lr¡va(tÍ)
ßr.l.lmmzV I .ngt hmm I P¡t c h arpacr, r'¡t i D

V I ¡m-3E€u Frrq
V I ¡momn.V l.mr t 0øø
Vl¡mr-Vl¡m/SOR(Er) !m
Vì ¡m¡mrr.Vl ¡m¡rløø6
I PRINf ', I åmdèsÈ', ¡Vl ¡msmm;,,rrm',
! PRINT Íhll¡mdaE="; T/Vl ¡mrrÍm
I pRINT,'dll¿mdðs-,,;ÉllVl ¡msmm
I pR¡NT xr.,,;Élr
lF Tlflrgt-"Sinusoid¡1 " THEN G0T0 9916
IF flfl¡9t="gtr¡i9ht" THEN G0Tú 164Éø
IF Tlfì¡9¡="Carver" THEN GOT0 tú56ø
tF Tl f I egf -"Nrr,rm¡n" THEhI GúTO Lø6øø
IF TlflegJ="Sengupt¿" fHEl'l GOfú lt¿t64ø
IF Tlflagl=¡'Licr" THEfI GúTt) lø7 lø
IF Tlfìegl."Grilfin" IHErt 6,0lO LøA?ø
PRINT "fìrg crror Nrf+lø"
P ÊUSE

Sirrusoidal equ-pot"ntìål conlour f'lr r.he r'aper'ed ':o¡:< lL
that raprcgenir ¿hc wal ì¡ of a lafrereó lrâ,rttJ¡izsictn ltne

TNPUTS:Frequency(Frcq)..... ....lfHz
Di ¡lcctric Con¡ten! (Er )

' Sub5tr¡te Height(T)...........rrm
R¡dius of innrr(É)......'.....mm
R¡diu¡ of outcr(B). .....mm
P¡tch ¡¡ptct rat, i,J(ßr )

I

I

I

l'15f i
I

I Rr¡
963ø
964ø
9650
9660
96?ø
968ø
969ø
97øø
97 tø
97?ø
973ø
974ø
97Jø
976ø
977ø
978ø
979ø
9Bøø
981ø
982ø
983ø
984ø
9850
986ø
987ø
988ø
999ø
99ø0 ........Ohm0UTPUT: Seri es r€åc t ånce
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Appendix C Compttt prcgrcm

Fl-.51

N: NUI4BER OF SEGI'IENTS OVER T
N=l6l INITIRL NUNBER 0F SEGNENTS FL0NG T
Z¡iold=01 DUlllfY F0R TESTING
I b:RRDIUS OF OUTER CONDUCTOR
Boxd i ¡9rS0R ( T^2+ ( E-8 ) ^2 )
Err¡k. l+<B-B> /2ø/R
Rrod¡-1.681*EXP(. t53*ßr)*EXP(-4.369+(Boxdiag/Vìengùhnìm)) l5/4/94 i2ø nq.z
IF Rtoda>=Erc¡k THEN G0T0 lÉs3ø
Rtod¡.8¡.ak !r,¡hich !rill c¡use ßs to b" zero.
ß¡.(E-fi)/ß
F I - ( Rr. od¡- l-4./2ø> /À.
F2t.9 lShift f¡ctor:contour i¡ ¡t¡rtrd from th. poinr ¡+(b-ò)/20
F¡XED 3
I PRIHI "R1,o/B.u;R!od¡;'¡r";Vl.rlgthmm;"8r¡ek-";Br.¡k;"ßrEr.¡k(flrrn)";ffrBrc¡k
IPRINT "TrtìrRtorÃt.F2,Eoxdi¡g/VlômrmmrBoxdirg.'L" I P

I PRINT T;8;Rrod¡tn;Fl;F2;Eoxdirg/Vl¡rr¡mm;8oxdi¡9/Vl.ngthmm I P

F¡XE¡¡ 2
Zrr-O !3hort cincuiù lo¡d
2ri=Ø
FOR K-0 T0 N-l
D-TlN ISEGI'{ENT LENGTH
Y¡KTII
Yy.F I | ( E-ff ) rCoS ( P | / <2,'l > r <1 -Y > >

c'l . 5r ( B-ß)-Yy-( I -Fl ) r(E-Ê) -F2* <E-A' /2
8pc rß+C ! R PLUS C

Rpc rr.Êpc z 1000
Rm.fl/ I 600
CßLL Zo(âpcm, ßm, Er, Zor, Zoi )
I PRINT Zorl P

Dm¡D/ t 006
CßLL Tl I (Frcq, En, Dm, Zor r2oi rZrr rZri rZsr r2:i )
I lF N.t6THEN G0T0 457ølPRlNT THE'PßRÊI'IETERS ONCE F0R THE CFSE
! 0F Nrl6
I PRlNT "FrrqrEr, T¡IlrYyr2orrZrrrZrlrß¡8pc¡Zri "
I PRINT Frrq;Er¡T¡D; Yy;ZoriZ'^",Zîi:'4,ñpclZsi
Zrl-2ti
Zf".Ztr
NEXI K

I PR ¡ NT N, 2or, Zsi ,Zti t3øl?or tt P

IF N.l6 THEN GOTO lø36ø
Error¡5ØrFBS( Z¡ i -Zt i ol d> /Zo"
IF Error(.5 THEN G0TO 1639ø
Zriold-Zti
N.Nr2
c0T0 t0t r0
Zsr=Zsr*3Ø/Zo" t re-normal i sation
Zsi-Zsi13ø/Zo"
Xs.Zsi lrcries ra¡ct¡ncc
! PRINT "Zot0y--'l'-",Zot'
I pRtNT xxr,_,,rxrl T

I INPUT "8r",Fll T

r G0T0 ?332r T

tø466 60TO 1085ø

9910
992ø
9930
9940
9950
996ø
997ø
99BO
9990
I øø00
tøø10
tøø2ø
I 0030
r 6ø4ø
r 0ø30
tøø6ø
tøø7ø
t o08ø
tøø9ø
lø190
lø11ø
Lø12ø
tøt30
tør 4ø
10150
tø160
LøT7ø
tør8ø
t0r9ø
t 62ø0
tø2tø
rø22ø
¡ 0230
tø24ø
r ø256
tø26ø
tø27ø
tø24ø
tø29ø
I 630ø
I ø310
r ø32ø
I ø33ø
tø34ø
l 0350
r 0360
tø3?ø
t 0380
Lø39ø
Lø4øø
lø4te
tø426
t ø43ø
I O440
Lø13ø

tø47ø t.

tø480 !

tø49ø |

165øø Z
rø5r6 z
rø52ø V

tøs3ø x
lø54ø G

lø55ø !

1ø56ø r

lø57ø X

lø580 G

lø590 |

10600 |

T

Str¡ighr ¡idcd coaxi¡l tr¡n¡n¡i¡sion I inc

nr=0
ni-È
I ¡m¡mm=3E5/ ( Fneqmhz*SQR ( Er ) )
E-5ørl8N(2*PIrI/V len¡srr¡r) laìready norflrål ized lo 1Ø rthnt
0T0 t0836

C¡rvcr [ 34 ]
s=376*Tff ll( 2+P | *1 /V 1 amonrm) zSQR ( Er ) !

0T0 rø85ø

Neurr¡n lfrxico pp9.3 (191

c-r7
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Appendíz C ComprJct ptogîlm

<2.4>

(1.¡3)
<2.8>

<2. Lø>

(.2.9)

106tø
Lø62ø
16630
I ø64ø
I 0550
I 066ø
tø67ø
r ø6sø
t 0690
tø7øø
tø7 tø
Lø72ø
tø73ø
tø?1ø
r 0750
rø76ø
lø77ø
¡ 0?80
tø79ø
I ø8ø0
t08t0
tø42ø
l ø83ø
l0g.lø
I 68ã0
I 0860
tøa?ø
¡ 0880
I 0890
r 0900
t09lø
to92ø
I 0930
r 0940
I 6950
tø96ø
tø97ø
r 098ø
Lø996
l 1000
I røt0
I tø2ø
r 1030
I tø4ø
Its50
t1060
r ta70
l1ø80
t 109ø
r r l0ø
lttto
ttt2ø
trt30
rtl40
ttl50
rr16ø
tttTø
r r 18ø
ltl9ø
I L2øø
t12t6
I t22ø
L t23ø
| 124ø
I IzJø
t t26ø
L 127ø
I 1280
L t29ø
l t3ø0

Xr.376*TBN ( 2iP I *T*SûR ( E¡ ).¡V I anrrrmn¡ ) ¡SrlR ( Er ) !

G0T0 tg85ø
I

I Scngupt¡ ÊPSIS'83 ppl59 t45l
8 I phr. I + I . 393* ( T/J,.lmm ) +. 667* ( T.,l,tn¡m ) rLOG ( Hm n/ f + | . 4 4 4')
B.t ¡'2lP I rS0R ( Ef f er ) / ( V I ¡mc,0rn¡,. I rløO )
Yc -llmnrrÊ I phr*SOR ( Ef f ar'> / <377 *T, I

X¡rBrt¡*(l.lmm,'tøøø)rRtph¡rLOG(2/(1,?81ø?rB.r¡*(ff/løøø>r)/<ycr?+pl')l
G0T0 r08t0
I

! Licr IEEzH ßug '82 ppl6l-164 f46l
N q = tf * p t z lE7 * <f / t øø0 ) r ( F r. qmh z + I E 6 )
Xq;XqlL06 ( 6r I EBl ( P I r t . 78 t * ( ß/ I øøø ) i ( Fncqmhz* I E6 )rSGrR ( Er. ) ) )
El rngthmm.Vl engt hmm+2rD.ì t òl mm

CßLL Zom(Vlengthmm, T, Zk ) lH¡mm.rrr.d
RßD
Xf --Zk / ( 2rTÊN( P l t (umnz2) ¿E l engt hmm ) ) !

I PRINT "Xq, Xf.'i Xq, Xf
Xs-Xq+ Xf
G0T0 1085ø
I

I Gr i f t'i n E l llar 'A2 pp266-269 C43t
Zco¡x.6Ø*L0G(Vl engthmm/z./R),/S0R(Er) | appnoxr môt i on of a dr sc pètch.

I

I

I

Þlu
I

SU
PR
PR

(.2.6)
<2.7 >X¡.Zco¡xiTRN(2iP¡tTlVì tmsmît) | ohm

SUEEND

t:! Coupling beturcn r¡cll E"p¡r¡t,ad patche3**irr#r*rrr**i*****+*+***+r+r

B Coupl lngf
lNl u------ ¡r( D I rmo, Fncqmhz, Ern, ßntt, V I mm, l,lmm, Hmm, Dc I I ¡l mrr )

¡NI " ¡IUTUHL COUPL¡NG I'IOIEL USING FßR F¡ELD R8D¡ÊTTO}I PffTTER¡I'
PR¡NT " FORNULFTIONS FOR ßPERTURE ÊNTENNIìg'
PR¡Nf
PRINT ' ßPERTURE ILLUHTNßTION HETHOD''
PR¡NT
PR¡NT.--- -------------,,
TRßCE ÊLL VRRIÊELE6
FIXED .l
Rß¡)
PR¡NTER IS O

oPTloN 8ßSE 0
¡lltl Et <32ø), Eq<32Ø) ,Eqt(32Ø), Dden(32Ø)
Dll'l Er( 32ø>,Y1 I <32ø>
DII'l Prp( 320), Ther. ¡(32ø), Th"r¡r(32ø)
Dlll Rm(320), Err(32O), Xm(320), E.¡ ¡m(32O)

C0t4 l(32ø), X(32gr.Y <32ø>, Bet,em(32Ø) rXn132O), Vl emr I I

Sopvrtion ln frr: rprcc uevctcngth5:Dl¡rro
Frrqmhz
S€p¡rrtion term¡ of rhc r,raveìength in thc dicleclric:DlamE
Diclac!ric cort¡ùònt :Err
E or H plrno coupl ing (E/H):Ênst
Lcngt h ( E-p I ¡ne ) : V I mm ( mm )
1.1i dr h: l,lmm ( mm )
Subs! rat e he i ght : Hmm ( mm )
Fr i nge I rngth: Dc I tàl rrm(mm)
PRINT "P¡tch di mensi ons: ì ength, u,i drhr subsr.r'a? e he rg"|t lrrn)"
PRINT " r¡her'e the ler'grh is !hei ¡linertsian in the E-¡tlarte ?"
I NPUT V ¡ nm, l,lmrr, Hmm

Printflrg.t
I Dimrnsions of Àn equivalerrt air f illed c¿r.¡ity
Vìnrmeo(Vlmm+2rDclr¡ln¡rr)rSGR(Err) !Etec¡r ic¿l length
l.,lrrmr.l,lmrr*S0R ( Err )
H¡ubmme-Hmm* S0R ( Err )
I TciEffcct ivc ¡pcrturc thickness for an air fi I låd ca(,¡tty
Tmme.H¡ubmmfr2 lGround plane removcd
Nm¡x'26
Vl ¡no=3E2zFreqmhz I n

c-r8



Appcndíx C

Il3t0
¡r320
1t33ø
I 1340
rr350
t 1360
I 1370
1r388
11390
It4ø0
rt4tø
I I ¡l?ø
I143ø
It44ø
1r456
It46ø
I t47ø
1t480
I 149ø
r 1500
1¡510
r 152ø
r t530
It54ø
tr550
I 156ø
I r570
I r58ø
I r590
I t600
I r6r0
11620
t 1630
11640
tt65ø
¡ t660
I t67ø
¡r680
rt690
t L7øø
ltTtø
I t72ø
I t73ø
I r74ø
11750
ll76ø
t t77ø
¡178ø
t t79ø
1r8ø0
118r0
I ta¿ø
1r830
r r840
rt850
t t 8.5a
I t87ø
¡ 1886
I r89ø
1 198ø
t 19tø
I 192ø
t 193ø
lr94ø
1195ø
l 196ø
I t97ø
It98ø
r¡99ø
L2øøø

Compttæ ,tog?tm

Vl ¡ms=Vl¡mozSOR(Err) | m(rrot used)
Srpm-Dl¡motVlemo !Separ¡tion in m

ScpmmrDlrmo*VI¡mo*løøø lsopar'ar,ion rn mm
lmr.Tmm¡z I 000
l.lor.l,lnmrz 1000
Vlmr¡Vlmm./1O00
Eat¡.2fPl.,Vltmol in ùhc equivrlcnt c¡vity
F.zrfna./P I !ßprrtun" !hicknars/Pl i¡¡me units ¡s rhe scpar¡r ion(m).
! Notr th¡t t.h" clcctrical aper!ur. !hickncss is equ¡l to rù/ice th¡ù
I of th. phyricrl.
Dl¡m¡.Scpm/VIrmi lseperetion in t.t^mr of dielectric u,¡,velengrh
IF Pnintfleg=! THEN GOTO ¡153ø
PR¡Nl "Pôtch's physi cal di mensiong: lcngth, r,li dth, substr¡te hei ghr :,'
PRINT ' ";Vlmm;"mm by '¡;].tmm;,,mm by ',;Hmm;xmmr
PRINT 'Eff.ctivc p.tch dimen¡ionc for ðn ¡ir fi I led pàtch,,
PRINT "u¡ing thc effrctive electric¡l lingth:,'
PRINT ' "iVlnrrrrri"mm by ,';J,¡mml¡,,mm by ¡'iHsubrrmei,,rrrr,,
PRINT rrFrrqu.ncy. 

" ; Frcqmhz;,'Mhz"
PRINT "].¡¡vclrngth ln the dicl€crricE ,,iVlamsi,'m,,
PRINT "1.1¡v.l.ngth in frec sp¡cc= ,,;Vl¡mo;',m,'
PRINT "Dirlcctric con¡t.=',iErr
PRINT "CouFì í rr9r" iñnrti "-PLñHE,,
PRINT "Scp¡r¡t i on = ',; Seprrmi,,mm,,
PRINT "Sep¡n¡tion in dielecrric uavelcngths=,';DlemE
PRINT "Scpan¡tion in frec 3pacc ûrav€lengths= ,,;Dlòmo
IF ffnrt."E! THEN G0T0 t160ø
lF Rn¡t."H" THEN G0T0 116?ø
PRINT "E/H lleg pnoblcm,,
s f0P
Slm.l,lmr lSl.¡prrtur. l.ngth(in mtt,rr) for thr c¡lcul¡tioñr
Got0 I ¡ 63ø
Slm.Vlmo lSl-¡pcrtunr l"ngth(in metrr) for thc crlcularions
Ffd-2*SQR(Slm^z+Tm.^2>^2/V l¡mo+1906 !Dist,¡ncr to rh. f ¡r f i eld(.¡trrt)
PR¡HÌ "Dirs¡nc. to thr fT filld- ,,;Ffd¡',mm,'
¡F S.prûm>Ff d THEN G0TO I t7ø0
PR¡NT
PRINl "Srp¡r.ùion i¡ lo¡¡ rhtn ¡h" f¡r field dist¡nce tndu
PRINT "modrl ir nos vrlid lll!!!llttttl!ttl!tttttil!ttttt"
PRINT

I PRINT "N,1h.t¡rXrR, ln ¡.r¡vcl.ngthi,,!
FOR N.0 TO Nn¡x

Xm(ñ)¡NrSl m/Nmrx I m

f h.t ¡( N ) -P l,/2+AÍN< ( S I rrl2-Xm ( N ) ) /S.pm ) | r¡d
Rm(N).SüR( (Sl m/2-Xm(N) )^2+S.pm^2) ! m

Th.r ¡d-Th.r t(N)i lBø/pl I d€9
I PR¡Nl N;Th.i¡d;Xm{N);Rm(N) |

NEXT N

| ---Rtc r i v.d por,r.r---
IF ßn¡l¡"H' THEN c0T0 t185ø
IF Ênrl¡"E' THEN GOTO t1830
PRIHT "E/H fl¡9 probl.m"
S TOP
CSLL Epì ¡nc(Vl amor Sl m, fhet å( *), Betar Rm( * ) r F, Nnrax lBt <* ) )
G0T0 I I 860
CRLL Hpl ¡nr(Vl rmo, Sl m, Thct ¡(+), Btt¡, Rm(r), F, Nmrz )Er<r ) )! PRINT "N,Th.rrd,Er(H),,I
I PFII{T " ILLUIf II{ÊTED ffPERIURE FTELD TIISTRIBUIIfJN'' I

FOR N.6 T0 Nm¡x
Ther.¡d=Thetà(N)*18ølPI I deg
IF Fnsl="H" THEN GOTO lt93ø
Tt =4ø+3øiEr (N) zEr ( Nnr¡xz2 )
G0T0 I 19.1ø
Tr'30+ I 6*Er ( N)zEr (Nmax)
r PRINT N; fhcrad;Er(N); TÊE(Tr);'*,' r

Er¡(N)-Er(N)^2
NEXT N

CßLL Si mp(Xm(r), Ers(*), Nmax, Ê)
!PRlNT "Inr,"9r¡l p¡rt of Pr,,;ßl
I FIJR N=0 f 0 Nmax
I PRINT "N,X,ER,ET";N,X(fl),Er(N),Et(l.t) |

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
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Appendb C Comgtler p?ogrcm

tn mm

CoUPLING FoR "; Tmmr; "rÍm by "; Sl nm¡ " ffPERTURESit

I2øLø
t2ø2ø
r 2Ð3ø
t2ø46
t 2s50
t 2060
t2ø7ø
t t080
L2ø9ø
t2roø
tzL tø
L2t2ø
L2r3ø
t2t40
r2r50
12r60
r2r7ø
r 2186
t2L9ø
r22øø
l22tø
t222ø
1223ø
1224ø
l2?3ø
1226ø
t227ø
t22øø
t229ø
r 2306
r23tø
1232ø
12330
t234ø
r 233ø
t236ø
t237ø
I 2380
r 2390
Iil

t24øø
r24 tø
t242ø
t213ø
r244ø
t 245ø
t246ø
t247ø
t24Aø
t249ø
t2áøø
l25tg
t2326
r 253ø
l 2540
r 2550
t ¿360
r237ø
t238ø
I 2590
r26øø
t26tø
t262ø
1263ø
1264ø
1263ø
t266ø
t267ø
I 2680
1269ø

I NEXÍ Np¡=J¡s*ffrSOR(Err>/<12ø*Pl) lure!r.
FLoflf 4
PRINT "Rrcrivrd p'ru.r -";Pri "r¡.tt"
| ---tr.fl¡mi tt..d por.r.r---
FOR N.0 TO Nm.x
Thrtr(N).NrPI/Nm¡x
Rm(N)'SOR(Sepm^2+ (S I m/2 ) ^2)
NEXI N

I F tln¡t. " H " THEN G0T0 l2 13ür
CßLL Epì enr (Vl emo, S I m, Thet å( I ), B€te, Rm( +) ¡ Fr l{maxr Er( +) )
G0T0 r2r40
CßLL Hpl ¡nr( V I amo, S I m, Thet e(+ ), 8"1,år Rm( r) r F, Hmrx, Er <+ ) >

Srpmm.Sepmrløøø | seperet l on mm

I PRINT '' FBR FIELD RÊDIftT¡ON PßTTERN" I

I pRINf ,,That¡ Er ¡t Dirr¡nc.. ,';Srprnn;u mm"l
FOR N.0 T0 Nm¡x
fh.r.d-Thrr¡(N)f lgø/Pl I deg
IF Ênrl¡"Hu THEN üOlO 1222ø
Tr =3ø+30rEr ( N ) /Er (Nm¡x/2 )
G0T0 1223ø
Tt 830+ l SrEr (N) /Er ( l.lmrx )
I PRINT Th.t¡d;Er(l{);TffB(Tt);'rrÍ |

Ers(N)¡Er1¡¡ ^f*SIN(Thcù¡(|l) ) | Er squared
NEXT N

CRtL Si mp(Thrte(r), Er.(r), Nmtx, ß)
Ps.PI *S.pm^zÕ8*SOR(Err) / (12ø+Pl) | ùr¡tt
PRINT "IT¡ntnlttrd por.rrr r'riPri"u¡it"
F¡XED 4
S2l-t0rLGT<PrlPr.)-6 lC¡vity trenrfsr cocfficicnt tSZll^2
IF Nm¡x.20 THEN G0l0 1234ø
ErrorrÊBS(521-S21p)
lF Error(.5 ïHEN G0T0 12378
Nm¡x¡Nm¡x*2
52 t p.52 1

G0T0 I t7tøtBø4ø
Slmm-Slmrt060 l¡lor l"n9!h
PRINT
PRINT "rtr*¡'; Ên¡t; ,'-PLÊHE

P

P

P

PRINT '(...r,¡hrr'r th" irn¡g" benc¡th rhe qrsund plrnr it rccounled lorr"
PRINT "Sepår.tion- ";Dlåmc'r"free space ur¿velengthE (";Seprrm;"mm
PRINT ' tSAll^2 r"iS?ti"dB',," (t{rra¡="¡NÙaxl")"
PRINT LIN(3)
I IF Dl¡mo.z THEN 12524
I Dl¡mo.Dl.mo+.25
I Printflrg-2 lSrcond parr
r 60T0 tr280
SUEEN D

I

I

I

Epl : I E-pl enr coUpl i ng***+t**t|**t*******+*+***tï**t*+l**********l+it**i+*t

9UB Ep I ¡nr I V I rmo, S I m, TÞret å( r ), Eet a, Rrr ( r ) r F r l"lrrax, Er ( + ) )
FOR N-l T0 Nm¡x-l
IF Thct¡(N)-Pl/2'!HEN t26tø
Fr h.r ¡-SI |l( P ¡ r(S I n¡¡V I anro )r9gg< Thcr å( N ) ) )rS IH( Th€t z/,N) )./CO5<Th.t" a(.11, )
I E=S I m,'V I rme
I PR¡NT ''E";E
Rccn=F+Ft hot arC05 ( Bet ¿rRm ( ll ) ) tRn(ll)
I mer=- I lFrFt het e*S I N ( Bet a*Rrr ( N ) ) /Rrrt ( N )
Er ( N ) . SOR ( Rccr ^2+ lne r.n2 )
I PRI NT "Ther adeg, Thet a(N), Frhet a(N) , Er( ll ) " I

! Ther¿d=lherè(H)+l86zPl
! PRINT Ih.r¡d; Thcr.e(|l);Frhcr.å;Er(N);Et(N)
NEXT N

Er(g).2IEr( I )-Er(2)
Er(Nm¡x).Er(6)
Er ( Nnr¡xz2 ) =Er ( Nm¡x/ 2- l J + . 3 âFtB' (Er ( l'lma¡, 2-2) -Er ()lt¡av./ 2- l ) ) l p l uz :362

P
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Appcndíz C Comptlet pn ûsm

I of prcviour hop.
SUEENI)
I

I

I

Hpl: I H-pt .,nr coupl ingr*r**+rr*Ì*i+l+t*t*****rr*****+r*+*+tri*rr+*rì**rrÍi
I

SUE Hpl ¡nr(Vl rmo, Sl m, Th.t¡(r) r Ertr, Rm(r), F, Nmex, Er(r) )
FOR Nr I T0 Nm¡x'- I

lF N.Hm¡xz2 IHEN 12850
RñD
Fr hrr ¡¡cos ( PI r ( s I mzV ì ¡mo ) rcos( Th.r ¡( N) ) ) ¡TfiN( Th.t ¡( N) )
R..r.FrFqh.t ¡rCoS ( B.r âtRm( N ) ) /Rm( N )
I m.r'- I rFrFrh"t ¡rS ¡N( Bcs.rRm(N) )/Rm(N)
Er ( N ).SoR ( Ri.r^2+ I m.r^2 )

I sinpronr rulc lr***rrrr*r*r*r**Jrrlr+r*r**r*+*r*Íi.**rrrrr*ir*r*rrrrr

1295ø SUE Simp(X(l)rY(i)rNmrxrR.iul t )
I Simpronr rulc for e prcdctrnmin.d daù¡ array of l{m¿x el€m"nt5.
I TH0H0US PP309
I Ro¡ul l,.lNTEGRßL
I (X(N), Y(N) )r!ÊTß P0INTS
I N.0...NÌ4rìX I{HERE Nl'1ßX IS EVEH
I FOR NrO T0 Nm¡x
I PRINT "Simp XrY."rrX(N)¡Y(N)
I NEXT N

Sumo.0
Sumr ¡0
FOR N.2 T0 Nm¡x-2 STEP 2

Sumr¡Sqme+Y ( N )
NEXT N

FOR N.l ï0 Nm¡x-l STEP 2
Sumo¡Sumo+Y ( N )

NEXT N

Hr(X(Nn¡x )-X(0) )/Nm.x
Rrtul t rHz3i( Y(0)+Y(Nm¡x )+ZrSum.+4rSumo)
I PRINT "lntegrrl for Nm¡xr";Nm¡x;"is";R.sult
SUBENT)

le: I lr¡n¡mi¡¡lon Linc Equrtlon*r+Tr{*r***+++rtt+t*+**+*++a*++*t++++x+í¿t*

SUE ïl I (FrrqrEr.Dr2orrZoi rZrrrZri rZtrrZti7
I Fll impedenc.s ¡rc in ohm
| 27/3/82
I Frrq(Hz)
I Ditt¡nc.(m)
I Zt ! ¿cndi ng end i mpedance
I Zr:r.c.iving end impedencc
V I rm.3EBz(Fr.qiSQR(Er ) )
Batð.2rP¡lVl¡n
T.ïßN ( E.t ¡rD )
Tr.0
-Tr¡T
CFLL Cmul t (Tr, T i r2or rZoi rP5rP6)
CÊLL Cmul t (Tr, T t rZrr rZri rPT rPSl
P t.Zrn+PJ
P2=Zr i +P6
P3.Zor+P7
P4.Zoi +Pg
CBLL Cdi v(Pl, P2, P3rP4 rPg rPlø>

127øø
L2? Lø
1272ø
t2?3ø
t271ø
t273ø
t276ø
t277ø
L27Aø
t279ø
I 2900
¡ 2810
I 282ø
r 283ø
t284ø
I 2850
L2S6ø
t287ø
t 2880
r 2890
t29øø
t29tø
t292ø
t293ø
t294ø

1296ø
t2979
r 2980
r 2990
I 3000
t 3010
t3ø2ø
t 3ø30
t 3040
I 3050
l 366ø
t 3070
t 3080
I 3090
t 310ø
t3tt0
t3t20
13r30
I 3140
r3r50
13160
t3t7ø
r3r80
t 3190
t32øø
t32tø
132?ø
¡ 3230
1324ø
I32Jø
t326ø
t327ø
I 3280
r329ø
t 3300
133t0
r 3320
l 333ø
t 33.1ø
I 335ø
I 336ø
I 3370
1338ø
1 339ø

NEX T

Er(0
E¡(N
Er(N
SUEE
I

I

!

Si m:
I

N

).2rEr(l)-Er(2)
mrx)¡Er(0)
n¡x/2> -ø
ND

I

I

I

T

I
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CßLL Cmul t (P9, Pt0, Zor, Zoi r?tr rZsi )
G0T0 t35ø6 I

PRINT "----I¡EBUG: SUE TLL----''
PRINT "Froqs "¡Frrq/lE6¡ rl'lHzil
,p¡¡y r6¡r ,,iEr
pR ¡ NT ,,¡¡. ', ¡ Dr I 060 ¡ ', mm,'
PR I Nl " Zor ,' 3Zor i?o ipRINT,,Zrecriv..,, i¿"ri?rl
PRINT "Z¡rnd- "iZsri?zi
PRINT "
SUBENI)

I POI ¡r t g rcct rngul er*rr+ttttlt***li*t****t**t++*+tfil+**Ì*t*ft*l*flt

SUE Ptor(Pl, P2)P3)P4>
DEG
P3.Pt¡COS(P2)
P.l.PllS¡N(P2)
SUBEND

I Rtc t rngu ì lr t o po I lrr****r*+rrrrrlr*tr+rtÌrtf i+rrrrrttiliir*rrrrr*rrrr

SUE Rl,op(Pt, P2,?3 )P4>
DEG
p3.S0R(pl rpl+p2*p?>
DEFffULT ON
P4¡2 rffTN ( P2,/ <P | +P3> >

SUBENI)
I

I

I

Cmu: I Complox multiply+r*r+rrrrrr*rrrlrrr**rrir*rlrr**Í*f+ttÍr*+*'"r,tr+Í'*
I

SUB Cmul t <Pl.P2 rP3tP4 rPJ.P6>
PJtP l*P3-P2tP4
P6.P LrPl+PztP3
SUEEN¡¡
I

I

I

Cdi:l Complrx diviOlarr+*rrlttllt*tltttitlll***r**t+a+**1Í++*+**.+***+r+|t**+
I

SUE Cdi v(Pl, P2, P3tP4, P5, P6)
P7¡P3rP3+P.trP4
P5.(PlrP3+P?rP4)/P7
P6¡ ( P2rP3-P l+P4> /P7
SUEENI)

rq! I COmpl f X tqu¡rC-"OOl lirlAAl't**tlra'.+****+++ aa+ *tIif*++t **a t *a *+1lh{l+lhltt

SUB Crqr(Pl )P2tP3tP4)
CRLL Rtop(Pl, P2)Rrf,
R.SQR ( R )
l.f t2
CÊLL Ptor(R, T, P3rP4>
SUSE NI)

I Comp I ex r¡c i proc eì +***r****+***++**+*******t**l***+äiÉ+i'itt+**i.++***+t

SUE Crcc <Pl rP2tP3rP4)
P3=Ptz <PL^2+P2^2>
P 4-- L tP2/ (.P | ^2+P2^2,

t 340ø
l3.l l0
r 3{20
t 3¡130
I3a40
I 3450
I 3460
t317ø
r 34Ê0
t349ø
r 3500
¡ 351A
I 3320
¡ 3330
135.t0
r 3550
r 396ø
I 3570
r 358ø
t 3590
I 360ø
r36tø
r 362ø
I 3630
r 3640
r 3650
I 3660
r 3670
l 3686
I 3690
I 37ø0
137¡0
r372ø
I 3730
t374ø
t 375ø
I 376È
1377ø
t3?eø
¡ 3790
I 3800
t3stø
r 38?0
r 3834
t384ø
t 3850
r 386S
I 3870
I 388ø
I 3890
I 390ø
1391ø
I 3920
I 3930
t3946
r 3e50
t 3960
t397ø
I 3986
r 399ø
r 4000
L4øtø
t4ø2ø
l 4ø36
r4ø4ø
I 4ø5ø
r4ø6ø
L4ø7ø
l 4ø80
r4ø9ø

?

I

Ptr
I

I

I

I

Rtp¡
I

I

I

I

Crc:
I
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Appctdíz C Compttes pÌoçrom

14100
141 l0
t{120
t4r30
14t40
¡41t0
tat60
I ¡t 170
t4lsg
¡4r90
t12øø
r4219
1422ø
I 4230
t424ø
I 4250
I 426ø
1427ø
I 4280
t429ø
I 4300
t4310
1.1329
I 4330
143.tø
r4350
r4360
I 43?ø
I 4389
I 4390
t44øø
l4.l l0
t442ø
t 443ø
| 114ø
r 4450
I 4460
1447ø

t 45S0
))^2
t.t5l0
1.t520
I {!3e
¡ 43aO
IaSlo
I 4560
t {570
t 4380
I 4590
I 460ø
l.t6l O

1462ø
I 4630
t464ø
I 4650
t466ø
t467ø
I 4680
r 469ø
t47øø
t4710
r17?ø
r473ø
t474ø
| 475ø
1476ø
14776
1 4780

SUBENI)
I

I

I

Zoc: I Ch¡r¡ctaririlc lmpcdencr of ¡ co¡xi¡l tr¡nsmission I inaii*Itltrltr*I
I

SUE Zo(E,ñ,Er,Zor,Zoi )
I US¡NC JOHNSON PP87
Zor.6OIL0G( B/ß ) /S0R ( Er )
Zoi.O
SUSEND
I

I

I

cpp: ! rarct¡nce of a paral lel pì¡tc capacitÚrl**tt*f+t*aaa*t**||t1***t*tlt
I

SUE Cpp(Fr.q¡ Err Tr firoe, Zrrr Zri )
I FREo(Hz)
I Thi ckn.¡¡(rì)
! f,r.¡(n^2)
0h.9.¡2rP I rFr.q
Eo.t,,(36rPIflE9)
2rr-6
Zî i =- | rf / <OmcAe*Er r Eo*f,re a)
SUEENI!
I

I

I

qrn: ! Ouaì ity f¡ctons ¡nd radi¡tion conducùanc?****l**l*flltt*rrr****Iti**
I

SUE 0¡ndgr.d ( Foc mhz' Hr¡m, V I cngt hhn, l,¡mmr Gr¡d' Qrad r Qd i r Oc u' ûo )
I¡llt Th( 306), Gæg(30ø)
lat¡oez*P¡r(FocirhztlE6)/3EB I fr.. sp¡c.
RßI}
Nm¡x.20
FoR N.O TO Nm¡x
Th(N)¡N¡PI/Nm¡x ll^.d
Brrrerg-Ert ror ( V I .ngt hmm/ 1Oøø ) *S I N ( Th ) I r.d

I4¡t80 CßLL Er¡¡c I ( l.t¡rr g | 8.¡ )
14490 lF N.Nrrrx/2 THEN G0T0 14520

c.r9( N ). ( t +8.¡ ) fS I N( B.r ¡or (!tmm/ tø66 ) +COS( Th ( N ) ) /2 ) ^2lS I N( Th (N ) ) ^3/COS ( Ïh( N

|PRINT "ll¡lhrCü0"¡H¡Th(H);G¡r9(N)¡ P

HEXT N
Nm ¡xd2 ¡Hh ¡x /2
G.r9( Nit¡xdZ ).C¡rg ( Nñ.xda- I )
CñLL 8l frrp(Th(;) r Grrg(r), Nn.xr¡.tul I )
Gr¡d.R.¡ul t / <6'ørP | ^2>
Uo-4r?l/lE? lPr¡mt¡bl I lty ol fr.. ¡p.c.
0.lE? lmho/m Conducilvlty of copp.r
Ttnd.lt.-.091e !Typic¡l lo3¡ l,àng.nt
0rrd.P t tl.¡m['/ ( 4rcr.druor ( Hmm/ I øøO ) * ( Foc nhz I I E6 ) *V I rngt hrnm ) ! ( 3 ' l6 )
Odi.l/T¡nd"tr¡t (3.37)
D.lt¡r.SOR(2/<zrPlr<Focnhzr¡E6)tuoro)) !Skin d.pth! (3'4ø'
ücu¡Hmn/(19øOlDclt¡s) | <3'38)
8o-lz( t/or¡dr l/gdi+L/Acu) | (3.35)
SUBENI¡
I

I

I

c¡v: I cÒv i t yf*:;rrt*rrlf***r*+irr*i*rrl*it*++********iltl* *+*aa+*+a*t+lI*+
I

SUD C¡vity
PRINTER IS I6
PRINT'RI{ÊLYSIS OF 8 RECTßNGULÊR DIELEETRICRLLY FTLLED"
PRINT " CSVITY TI] OBfRIN ITS DIELEÜTRIC UCINSTHNf.''
PRINT " PRO6RßII I:RESONRNT FFEOUENCIES'
PRINT', ¡NPUIS-CßVITY DllfEHSIÛH5(Rtb,tt)"
PRINT " -DIELECTRIC CtrNSTff|lT(Er)"
PR I NT ' OUTPUTS-RESoNBNT FREGIUENC I ES ( F ( n 

' 
nr l )llhz t "
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Appcnðix C Com7ttæ Dlogttm

t479ø
r 480ø
t48t0
t 4820
I 4e30
I {84ø
t 485e
r 4860
t487ø
r 4880
I 4890
t49øø
149t0
1492ø
t 493ø
t 4940
t 49t6
I 4960
t497ø
I 498ø
t 4990
I sø00
r50t0
I 5020
r 503ø
r 3040
I 505ø
t 5060
t5s7e
l 5080
1 569ø
l5tø0
l5t tø
r3r20
tJl30
15r46
t5r50
15t60
15170
15r80
t5r9ø
l 5200
r 5210
t322ø
t 5230
tJ24ø
I 523ø
t 5266
t327ø
I 5280
t329ø
t 3300
r53lø
t s32ü
I 5330
I 5340
r 5350
I 536ø
I 3370
I 5380
I 539ø
l 5400
1541ø
r 542ø
I 5430
I 5440
I 543ø
¡ 5460
t347ø
t 5480

PR INI
PRINT
PR ¡ IIT
PRINT
PR¡NT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT

PR0GRRII 2:Er EY INcREHENTRL CÊV¡T¡ES.
INPUTS-ll0!E DETßIL9(n, I ) "

-RESONßNT FREOUENCIES"
-DIt'lENS¡ONS"

0UTPUT-Er "

PROGRRìI I 0R 2?urN
t 493øIF N¡2 THEN 6ùT0

CfILL Progone
EEEP
INPUf "PRESS I TO
IF N¡l IHEN GOTO
G0T0 t4739
CñLL Progt r.ro
BEEP

G0 T0 THE STßRT 0F PR06 t " r ¡t
I 4e8ø

¡NPUT,'PRESS 2 T0 G0 T0 THE STffRT 0F PROG 2"H
IF N¡2 THEN G0T0 t493ø
GOÎO t221ø
SUEENI)
I

I

I

SUE Pnogono
! RESONRNT FREOUEHCIES OF ß RECTRNGULÊR CÊVITY
IF¡LLED I,¡TTH ß D¡ELECTR¡C FROÌI THE D¡TENSTgNS
I RND T¡IELECTRIC CONSIßNT
I COLLIN PP322
DIll F( 1ø,lø, t0)
PRINTER TS 6
PRINT'ß;l¡IDTH,E;HEIcHT,D;LENGTH(D>F) ?"
INPUT R, E, D I mm

PR I NT ..ß.. 
¡ R

PRINT uE.',;B
PR I NT ,'D.,' ; ¡)
A.À/ løøø
E.E/ løøø
D.D/ løøø
I ¡NPUÎ ET:DIELECTRIC COHSTÊNT
PRINT "ET?"
IHPUT Er
pR ¡ XT ,, Er.,, ¡ Er
PR¡NI L¡N(2)
PRINT ilN I't L FREO(llhz),'
PRINT LIN(2)
C.3ØØØØØ666
FOR N.0 T0 lO
FOR l'1.0 T0 ¡O
FOR L.0 T0 lø
F. <l/ <zrD> > ^2
G.<j4/ <2rB> >^2
H.(N/(2rß) )^2
F(N, ll, L )¡C¡98R(F+G+H)/SOR(Er)
lF F(N,ll,L)(tE9 THEN t537ø|LOHER LIHIT
IF F(N,H,L)>6E9 THEN 1537øtUppER LIN¡T
F(N, I'1, L )¡F(Nr n rL> / lE6
FIXED 2
PR¡NT N;ll;L,F(N,tf,L)
NEXT L
NEXT N

NEXT N

SUEENI)
I

I

I

SUE Progtuo
I Er BY ¡ l{cREl4ENTßL CåV I TY NETH0D
! R:RSPECT RRITO
C.3ØØØOØØØØ
PRTNTER IS O
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Appcndiz C Compr,ler Drogrcm

r 5490
r 55øø
t 5510
I 5520
l 553S
155¡10
I 5550
l 5560
t 5t70
I 5580
r 5590
I 3609
156¡O
I 5520
¡ 5630
I 5646
1 565e
1 5650
I 5670
¡ 5680
I 569ø
r 5700
t3?t9
1572ø
l 5730
1374ø
I 5756
L3?6ø
t377ø
I 3780
r5799
I 5800
158t0
r ã820
15830
r 5840
I 5850
I 5860
t 5870
I 5889
I 5890
I 59e0
t59t6
I 5920
I 5930
r 59a0
I ã9t5
¡ 395e
r 5r7e
I 5980
I 3990
r 6000
r60r0
I 6920
¡6030
I 6046
I 6050
I 6060
r6ø7ø
r 6080
t 6690
r6t00
¡61t0
t6r20
16t30
r6r46
r 6l5ø
r 6156
l6t7s
t6r80

PRINT "f,2>ßl uh.r.8 ir th. l.ngth of th. ¡hor!.r ¡id.r of th."
PRINT "tuo c¡,Jiti"s,th¡t rs SÌlßLL,LflRGE'
INPUT nDIilENS¡ONS:fl1,82(mn)TnSPECT RßTI0 ?',Rl'ß2'R
INPUT "t'loDE :n,l ? (iñ thr dir.ction¡: XrZ or l.lrL.Êfld !ypic:lly 0rl)',NrL
INPUT'FREoUENCIES:Fl,F2(t'lHz) uh.r. Fl>F2 ?" tFl.F2
PRINT'Rlrñ2TRSPECT Rf,fI0 -"¡ßl¡R2;R
PRINT *n' l¡x;N;L
PRINT 'Fl,F2-"iFl:,F2
ñl.Flll0O0lH
42.ñ2/ løøø | n
Fl.Fl*1600000
F 2.F 2r Løøøøøø
Di ff.f,2^2-ßt^2
I F.(N^2+L^2 /R^2> * <B^2/n^2>
I f¡r¡21¡1^2-F2^2>
I Bb--tr( <F2^2+Ft^2>râ¡+F/Di ff)
I Cc.Fl^2rF2^2fR.
I CÊLL 0u¡dr¡r ic(ßårEbrCcrEplusrEminus)
I PRINT Eplur,Eminur
I E.Epl ur
! Er.C^2rñ^2/ <4rEtÛ^z>
E"1C^2/ < 4rDi f f ) I ( L^2/R^2+N^2 ) f ( L,.F 2^2- | /F | ^2>pRINT rEr_,,,En
SUEENI)
I

I

I

OUr: I 0Urdr¡t, i C equrt i On*t***rtI**t+l+¡ì*+tI*lrttìlIl+Iltt+IItli*tt*+*t***
I

SUI Ourdr¡t I c (ß, E, C, Xpl ur, Xmi ñu¡)
ñr 9.8 ^ 2 -.l rßÌC
IF ñrg>rt THEN G0T0 15830
PRINT 'Srgurnant ñ.grtiv. 0 Ou¡:"
sloP
Xp I ut¡- I rEl ( 2Ìñ) +SOR(Êr g> / <2rA>
Xm i lìu¡r- I rEl ( 2tñ) -SoR( f, rg> / <2rA>
SUBENII
I
I

I

P¡r: ! P¡r¡lltl combin¡tion of tr.ro imptdrncrrr*rltrt*trrt*aÍa**ra.r.*rr{tttt

SUB P¡r¡l l.l (Zi n lr, Zi nl i, ?i n?r rZi ^2i .Zi nrr Zi ni )
I P.rrllrling Zinl ¡nd Zin2
CßLL Cnul r, (Zl nlr, Zi nt l, 2i n2r r2i n?i ¡Dl r DZ)
I¡.nr.Zlnlr+Zln2r
D.ñl.Zlñ¡ t +ZlnAl
cñLL cdlv(Ili¡D2¡Drnr¡Drnl )zlnî,Zl nl ) lohr
SU I€ND
I

I

I

Fac : I Irrlrrrrltrr+*ìrrrrlr*rr**rrttt*tt+rlr+)l*rÍrlrtttl*I+tlrrt*ilrlrlrt
I

SUE Factori rl ( I, Frc )
P.I
FoR N.t TO l-t
P-P*(l-N)
NEXT N
F¡c -P
SUBEN I)
I

I

I

8ar: I Ba¡ral't function of order zcr,)ìtlrtili*tt**tt*rtr*tr*tlt***rrt*tllr
I

SUE Brr¡rl (X, B.r)
DII'l T( 160),X( 160) rY( l6ø), 8et¡m( 160)
Nnrx. I 6
FOR il.O l0 Nn¡x
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16190 T(N)=NIPI/Nm¡x lr¡di¡n
16209 Y(N)-COS(XTSIN(T(N) ) )
I62IO NEXT N

1522ø CßLL Simp(T(i),Y(*),Nmex,B)
16236 Eer¡ÂzPI
16240 G0T0 l63t0r T
16259 ¡F Nrn¡x.16 THEN ü0T0 1628ø
16260 ErrorrßES(Er¡p-Er¡)
1627ø lF Error(.øø5 THEN GOTO 1631ø
16280 Eerp.Br¡
15290 Nm¡x¡Nm¡xr2
t6300 60T0 t6te0
l63lø I PRINT "XrEtt,Nmtx";X;BeE;Nmòx
I6320 SUEENIT
1633ø r

16340 !

1635ø !

16360 Sci: I Sina ¡nd co¡inc integrals******+r*******i.**+**r*+*++*rt*++*+**tt#**1
1637ø |

1638ø SUB Sici (Si,Ci,X)
16390 Z¡ÊBS(X)
1640ø IF Z)4 ÍHEN 1648ø
164lø Y-Z1Z
1542ø Si.Xi( ( ( ( ( (9.79421548-12+Y-2.22326338-9)+Y+3.ø.3612338-7r+l-2.834146øE-S)*Y
+1.6666582E-3)rY-5. 5555547E-2)*y+t )
16430 ¡F Z THEN t646ø
1644ø Ci.-1E75
I6450 SUBEXIT
16466 ci-.57721366+LoG<z>-Y*(((((-t.386985tE-tø*y+2.6943a42É.-a)rY-3.ø952?ø78-6)t
y +2. 3 I 46303E -¡t ) ly- I . ø4 I 6642E-¿ ) *y +. 24999999 >

t6470 suDExtT
t6480 St.SIN(Z)
t6490 Y.C0S(Z)
1636Ø 2-1tZ
16510 u.((((((((4.048ø6908-3*Z-,ø2279t426>*Z+.ø55t5ø7oO)rZ-.ø72616418>+Z+.ø498??
159)lZ-3.3325186E-3)rZ-.ø23t46t68)*¿-¡.r349579E-5)*Z+.ø625øøttt>rZ+2.5839886E-rO
16529 Vp-((((((((-.0051ø8699312+.ø29t91786)*Z-.ø633?2934>rZ+.ø79ø2ø333>rZ-.ø44øø
4 I 55 ) rZ-. 0979455563 ) rZ+. ø?6øt2.93ø) t2-3.764øøø38-4> rZ- . ø3t224t?8) *Z-6.64644ø68-7
16530 V.VprZ+. 23øøgøøø
16546 Ct.Zr(SirV-YrU)
16550 Si --2r(si rtJ+Yrv>+Pl/2
t6560 lF X)¡6 THEH 16470
16570 Si.-P¡-Si
I6580 SUBEXIT
I6590 SUEENII
t5600 PRINI "N, Th.r.d, Er(N),,
16610 I

t662ø I

16630 r

I 6540 Ràd: ! r ¡d i ¿t i on p¡t t ern**Il *t**t*Tt**t+*rI+*r*t¡*trtt* +**rt* ***tf*trltt*t*
16650 I

16660 SUE R¡d(Fr.qnhzr Er, Patchlengthmmrl,lmm,shmm,Del i¡lmm)
¡6670 PRINT
I 6680
1669ø
t67øø
t67tÊ
t672ø
I 6730
t674ø
1.6750
r676ø
t677ø
I67Bø
t6790
l5fr00
¡6€t0
¡ aa¡a
r 6830
168.10

PRINT '----- p.di ¡r i on pòt,r.rñ
PRINT
I INPUT I'Tilt ôngl. in d.gr"cr ?n,Thitd
I IHPUf "lrcton?",F
Hnn.Ilr I t ¡l mmrSoR ( Er )
I Hnn.Shnn
V I rngt hnm.Pri c h l.ngi hmm+Hmm
I Vl.ngthmn.P.tchl.ngrhmm
I PRINI "F¡ctor.";F
PR¡Nf
PRIHT "frrqu.ncy=r' ; Fr.qnlhz; "l,lhz"
PRINT ".p.rtu].. l.ngih.'t; l.¡mrn; trrîmn

PRlNT "rffoc¡lv. .p.rtur. uldrh.";Hnifn; "mrî"
PR¡NT "¡p.rtur. ¡.p.r¡t 1 s¡r" I Vl.ngrhùìm¡,'mn,,
tr t t{t
Thi r¡Thl rdfPl/130 I r¡d
I PRINT "1i I t .ngl..'; Thi td, "H¡"; Hrim, "Lfûm-"; Vl.ngthmn
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Appcndíz C Compúct l?o9ram

1685ø D¡r'l Thi(5øø),Thid(5ø0),Ther¡(5rÐø),Thpt¡d(50ø),Ee(5Ðø),Eh(5uø)
16860 En¡x¡.. ø0Oø01
16870 En¡xh..ø00001
168e0 RåD
16890 Vl ¡momnr3Es/Frcqmhz
16900 Pl.PlrVl.hgt,hnm/Vl ¡mÒñm
I 69 l9 Pr¡.P I r!¡hù/V I ¡momrr
1 692t Ph¡P I rHnm/V l ¡momñ
t5930 Nñ.l8lr.q to 36 for 5 cl.9r.. Incr.rÍ.ntr
¡6940 FOR N¡0 lO Nn
16950 Thi d(N)rNrl80/Nn I drgrocr
16960 Th.r¡d(N).Nr 180/Nn I drgrrrr
t6970 r PRINT N¡Thid(N)
16980 Thi (N).Hrl80lPI/Nh/180 ! r¡d
16990 Thr¡¡(N) rNrt 80rP t /Nn/18ø ! rad
L7øøø | Pf'SlN(PurCoS(Th.r¡(N)))iTRN(lh.i¡(N)) lP.rr€rn f¡ctor
17010 S.PhrC0S(Thl (N)+Thi t )
t7020 D.PhrCoS(Thi (N)-lhi t )
17030 I åf .S0R( (COS( P I f D) +C0S(Pl r8) )^2+(6 IN(P I rD)-S IN(Pl rS) )^2 ) | ¡rr¡y f .c r or'
17010 I E(N).Pf0ñf
17050 Ct.Pl rC0S(Thi (N> )
t7060 Ch-PhrCoS(Thi (N) )
l7ø7ø lF S.g THEN G0l0 1711ø
r7øAø lF D.0 THEN GoTO l7lt0
17099 Sr.SlN(S)/S
tZl60 SdTSIN(D)/¡)
l7t l0 E. (N).sQR( (c0s(cl )*(s5+sd) )^2+(slN(cl )Ì(sd-s3) )^2) I E-pl rn.
17120 T.CoS(Th.r¡(N))
tZt30 IF T.O THEN 60T0 ¡7150
l7l.l0 Eh ( N ).s ¡ N ( Th.r å( N ) ) rs I N ( Pu*C0S ( lhrt, ¡( N ) ) / ( PurC0S ( Th. r å( H ) 

' 
) ) | H-p I ¡n.

17150 I PR¡N1 "p.!1.rrì of thr l.ft hrnd ¡p.rtul^."
17160 | E(N).S¡N(Ch)/Chlpìti.rn of th. l.ft hrnd rp"rtur.,..E¡hl t6tl pp2'45
17l7ø | E(N).SIN(Ch)/ChrC0S(cl)l B.hl .q. 2.47 151)
17t80 I E(N).Srl¡iñ91. rloi
¡7190 IF Er(N)(Em¡xr THEN GOTO ¡?210
I 720O Em.x..E.(ll)
l?21ø lF Eh(N)<Ern¡xh THEN 60T0 17230
17220 Emrxh.Eh(N)
¡7230 NEXT N

t7240 PRINT "Thi /Th.t¿", "2ØloglEezEm¡x.)" r"2Øl og(EhtEmôxh) "
17250 FOR N.0 T0 Nn STEP I
1726ø lF E.(N)>6 THEN CoTO 1729ø
1727ø Ê.109.-9999
17280 G0T0 t7300
L?29ø Ea I o9-2ørLGT ( Ec ( N ) /Em¡x. )
17300 IF Eh(H))0 ÍHEN 60TD 1733ø
t73lø Ehl09.-9999
1732ø GOtO t731ø
I 7330 Eh I o9.20rLGT ( Eh ( N ) /En¡xh)
17340 PRINT Thid(N)rErlog,Ehlù9
I73JO NEXT N

t7360 G0T0 1742ø
17370 FOR N.0 T0 Nn STEP I
I7380 PR¡NT
r7390 PRINI Thrd(H)¡Tß8(tO+J0fEñ(Nr); xrn
I749O PR¡NT
I74¡O NEXT N
17420 SUBEII¡)
t743ø !

t714ø I

t7450 !

1746ø Rrs: ! Reron¡nt frequencyr**t+lrri**rrrì***úrrlf**rrrr**r+rtr*+ta**t+aaî+lr
t74?ø |

17480 SUE Fo(Foflag¡rFccdtrEr,Eff"rrVlenÐ!hrûr'rRådiusirRådrusorl,¡mmrDeltalmn'rHrûmrX
rar i al, Foc fthzc )
1749ø lF Fof ì à9t= " H¡pt i n " THEN GúT0 llår.t r n
lZ5øø ¡F Fol'ìå,9t="Sengupte" fHEN G0T0 Sen
t75¡0 PRINT "1Ieg rrror 0 P¡+3"
I7520 PßUSE
r7536 r
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Apgcntiz C

t7540 I

17550 r

17560 nrrtin: ! "Fo<.,RESONfiNI FREQUENCY FRoÌl lHE CRVTTY ll0DEL"
I 7570 Foc r¡hzc -3AO¡ (2s (Y l.ngt hmm/ I 000+2tD. I t ¡l mm/ I øÈ0 ) tSQR( Ef f cr ) )
17580 PRINT "R.ron.n! fr.qu.ncier by th. c.vlty and n.tuork mod.l3"
1759ø PRINT T (TÊRT¡N)'
t 7600 PRINT "C¡l cuI rt.d r..ron.nt, f¡.qu.ncy(Foc )." ; Focmhzc ; "llhz"
17610 I "Foz. . RESoNßNT FREúIUENCY FRoll NETI,IORK i'10¡lEL"
1 762ø CßLL 0endgred ( Foc nhzc r Hmm r V l 

"ng! 
hm¡rr llmnr Grrd r Or¡d r üd i r 0c u' 8o )

17630 IF F..dt<>'TL' THEN G0T0 17660
17 64ø F oz¡îhzc.Foc mhzc
r7650 GoTO E

1766ø I Solving a qu.drðtic cquòtion in the lrequency-tuning paremeten
1767ø | Ftp=<rot-"o.)/uoz, usu¡l rymbol b.ing delt. <3.32)
t7680 Rr.l lr.l for crltic¡l coupl ing (3.34)
17696 ß.1
L77øø B--Rr/(2ì0or(X¡.¡i.t/3ø)) | uhcn. r(.Rr) h¡r Þc"n rrt .qu¡l lo I
l?71ø C-l/(4r0o^2)
t7?2ø t PRINT fi,t,C
17736 CfiLL 0urdr.t i c (Â, B, C, Xpl us, Xni nus) ! Ftp: Fnequcncy tuni n9 paråmelar
17746 Frp¡Xmlnu¡
lZZ56 Foznhz¿-f oç¡h.¿¿ t ( l_Ftp)
l7?6ø EiPRINT "C¡lcul¡t"d râ3on¡nt fnequcncy(Foz>="iFozt¡hzc;"¡thz (¿rsuming Èriti
crl coupl i ng) "
17770 Rr¡d.l/Gr.d !ohiì
17780 Rr.Rn¡dz2 | Rn¡d=R¡l ot, R.: rrri $tônc. ¡t l,h. .ñd.Rsl Ðt / /Flsl oa
17790 CrrdnmrGr¡d*1006
17800 PRINÏ "R¡di¡tion conduct¡nc. r";6r¿dmm; ummhou

f78tø PRINT "R.di¡tion r.¡ist¡ncc ."¡Rrad; "ohn!
¡782€ PRINT " (Rr¡d//Rr¡d>/5ø-" ;Rr¡drRr.d/(50f(Rr¡d+Rrtd) )
17830 PRINT "Ql"rdl¡trorl ¡'r;0r¡d
17840 PR¡NT "0 cll.l.crrlc!";0dr
t7830 PRINT r'0 copp.r r";0cu
I7860 PRINT "O,n¡o.6¡drr¡iQo
1787S 60t0 t8070
r7880 r

r7890 I

¡7900 I

179t0 S.n:PRlNl "Ro¡onrñi fr.qu.nci.t Þy S.ngupr¡'¡ nodcl"
L7926 E î 1 t r t <Eî + | > / 2+ <Êr - ¡ ) / ( 2rSoR ( I + I o*Hmm/1,¡rnm ) )
17930 PRINT "..,uring H.nm.r¡r¡dir mod. I for th. rffrctiv. di-l.ctric coñ¡t.¡l
17940 ñlph¡¡l+1.393I(H]nm/].lrt¡fi>+.667tt(Hnmll.lrim)tL06(1,¡nn/Hnn+1.444)l <1,14)
17950 flr.2iHmì/(Eff.rrVlchgthmmtPlrßlpht)
17960 Fo.3E3/<2rVl.ngthmmrSQR(Efî.r)) !flhz
1797Ø Fozc-Foi(l-Ar)/(1+ÊrlL0G(2rVlengrhr0mrSoR<811.r')/<1.78Lø7*Hm..¡)r>l (3.18)
17980 D. lt¡f.PI,/2r(Hr'm/Vl!ngthmm)^2r(].¡mm/Vl.ngthmm)*(Fozc/<Alph3*E1îcr"2)) l¡'lhz
t799ø t

1800ø D.lt¡frD.lt.Î*LoG(2/(1.7€¡ø7+PIr(R¡diu¡i /løøør>>l (3.20)
18010 Focc=Fozc-Ilrìt¡f lllhz
1802ø PRINI "C¡l cul r!.d Foc-" ¡ Focc; I'l4hz"
1803ø PRINT "C¡l cul rt.d Fozr"; Fozc; "¡4hzI
18ü¡10 PRINT ,,Frrq. ¡hi f r."; D.t rrf ¡ ,'nhz,,
18050 ! ¿"7s7tlQQ* (Focc-Foc¡thz) tFocmhz
18960 I PRINT "Za r,rhcn (omp¡r.d uith m.¡¡ur.m.htt{;Error
I8670 SUEENI)
18086 End: ! !M |!!|!||IM IMND 0F PRoGRÊl'll!!!M ||!M !I|!|II|!|!!!!|!|!I

Com7úcr rmûûm
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